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Delco-Remy
DELCOTRON® INTEGRAL CHARGING SYSTEM

Supersedes Bulletins
Dated 2-1-72
8-1-71

(27-SI Series, 200 Type)
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2— Cross-sectional view of typical Integral Charging System.
Figure 1—Typical 27-SI Series Integral Charging System.

THIS BULLETIN IS DIVIDED INTO FOUR SECTIONS:
• Introduction— Page 1
• Operating Principles— Page 2
• Troubleshooting Procedures— Page 3
• Generator Repair— Page 5

INTRODUCTION
The Integral Charging System illustrated
in Figure 1 features a solid state regu
lator that is mounted inside the slip
ring end frame. The regulator voltage
setting can be adjusted externally by
repositioning a voltage adjustment cap
in the slip ring end frame. This feature
is covered in detail in Figure 5. Only
one wire is needed to connect the In
tegral Charging System to the Energizer,

or battery, along with an adequate
ground return. An “ R” terminal is pro
vided to operate auxiliary equipment
in some circuits.
The bearings contain a supply of lubri
cant sufficiently adequate to eliminate
the need for periodic lubrication. Two
brushes carry' current through the two
slip rings to tlie field coil mounted on
the rotor, and under normal conditions
will provide long periods of attentionfree service.

The stator windings are assembled on
the inside of a laminated core that
forms part of the frame. A rectifier
bridge connected to the stator windings
contains six diodes, and electrically
changes the stator a.c. voltages to a
d.c. voltage which appears at the out
put terminal. Field current is supplied
through a diode trio which also is con
nected to the stator windings. A capac
itor, or condenser, mounted in the end
frame protects the rectifier bridge and
diode trio from high voltages, and sup^
presses radio noise.

®A Trademark of General Motors
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OPERATING
PRINCIPLES
A typical wiring diagram is illustrated
in Figure 3. The basic operating prin
ciples are explained as follows.
With the Integral Charging System oper
ating, a.c. voltages initially are generated
in the stator windings by residual mag
netism in the rotor. Current then flows
through the diode trio, resistor R l, and
resistor R4 to turn transistor TRl on.
The stator then supplies d.c. field cur
rent through the diode trio, the field,
TRl, and then through the grounded
diodes in the rectifier bridge back to
the stator. Also, the diodes in the recti
fier bridge change the stator a.c. volt
ages to a d.c. voltage which appears
between ground and the “ BAT” terminal.
As speed increases, current is provided
for charging the Energizer or battery
and operating electrical accessories.
As the speed and voltage increase, the
voltage between R2 and R3 increases
to the value where zener diode Dl con
ducts. Transistor TR2 then turns on and
TRl turns off. With TRl off, the field
current and system voltage decrease,
and Dl then blocks current flow caus
ing TRl to turn back on. The field cur
rent and system voltage increase, and
this cycle then repeats many times per
second to limit the voltage to the ad
justed value.
Capacitor Cl smooths out the voltage
across R3, resistor R4 prevents excessive
current through TRl at high tempera
tures, and diode D2 prevents high-induced-voltages in the field windings
when TRl turns off.

Figure 3— Typical 27-SI wiring diagrams showing internal circuits.
(Negative ground shown above, positive ground shown below.)

TROUBLESHOOTING PROCEDURES
(Close adherence to the following procedures in the order presented will lead to the location and correction of charging system
defects in the shortest possible time. Only a portion of these procedures need be performed. It will never be necessary to
perform all the procedures in order to locate the trouble.)
A basic wiring diagram showing lead
connections is shown in Figure 4. To
avoid damage to the electrical equip
ment, always observe the following pre
cautions:
• Do not polarize the Integral Charging
System.
• Do not short across or ground any of
the terminals in the charging circuit
e x c e p t as specifically instructed
herein.
• Make sure the Integral Charging Sys
tem and battery or Energizer have the
same ground polarity.
• When connecting a charger or a
booster battery to the vehicle battery,
or Energizer, connect negative to
negative and positive to positive.
Trouble in the charging system will show
up as one or more of the following con
ditions:
A. An undercharged battery, or Energizer,
as evidenced by slow cranking and
low specific gravity readings.
B. An overcharged battery, or Energizer,
as evidenced by excessive water
usage.
A. UNDERCHARGED ENERGIZER
This condition, as evidenced by slow
cranking and low specific gravity read
ings, can be caused by one or more of
the following conditions:
1. Insure that the undercharged con
dition has not been caused by acces
sories having been left on for ex
tended periods.
2. Check the drive belt for proper ten
sion.
3. If a battery or Energizer defect is
suspected, check per the applicable
Delco-Remy Service Bulletin.
4. Inspect the wiring for defects. Check
all connections for tightness and
cleanliness, i n c l u d i n g the cable
clamps and Energizer posts.
5. Connect a voltmeter from “ BAT"
terminal on Integral Charging System
to ground. A zero reading indicates
an open between voltmeter connec
tion and Energizer.

r.p.m. or more, and adjust carbon
pile as required, to obtain maximum
current output.

AMM ETER

IMPORTANT: Initial voltage build-up
is by residual magnetism in the
rotor. Increase the speed as re
quired to obtain maximum current
output.

SYSTEM

Figure 4—Typical wiring diagram show
ing basic lead connections.
6. If previous Steps 1 through 5 check
satisfactorily, check Integral Charg
ing System as follows:
a. Disconnect Energizer ground cable.
b. Connect an ammeter in the circuit
at the “ BAT” terminal of the Inte
gral Charging System.
c. Reconnect Energizer ground cable.
d. Turn on accessories. Connect a
carbon pile across the Energizer.
e. Operate engine at moderate speed
as required, usually 4000 generator

f. If ampere output is within 10 per
cent of rated output as stamped
on generator frame, Integral Charg
ing System is not defective. In this
case, an adjustment of the voltage
setting may correct the under
charged condition. Raise the set
ting by removing the voltage ad
justing cap, rotating in increments
of 90°, and then re-inserting the
cap in the connector body. As il
lustrated in Figure 5, the cap is
set for medium high voltage. With
position 2 aligned with the arrow,
the setting is medium low, posi
tion “ LO" is low and position “ HI"
is the highest regulator setting.
After adjusting the setting, check
for an improved Energizer condi
tion after a service period of rea
sonable length, such as one week.
IMPORTANT: The voltage adjust
ment in Figure 5 is for purposes
of illustration only. The actual ad
justment as shipped from the fac
tory may be in some other posi
tion, depending on the application
requirement.

V O LT A G E
A D JU STM EN T
CAP

E N L A R G E D V IEW
V O L T A G E A D JU ST M EN T
C A P S H O W N IN
" M E D IU M H I G H ” 131 P O S I T I O N

tar

INSERT SMALL
SCREWDRIVER TO
TOUCH TAB -

h.

i.

Figure 6—Testing generator.

(Wiring connections not shown.)
j.
g. If ampere output is not within 10
percent of rated output as stamped
on Integral Charging System frame:
Negative ground only — Insert
screwdriver into end frame hole to
ground tab to end frame (Fig. 6).
CAUTION: Tab is within % inch of
casting surface. Do not force
screwdriver deeper than one inch
into end frame. Proceed to Step h.

k.

Positive ground only— Insert small
screwdriver into end frame hole to
touch tab. Connect voltmeter to
metal screwdriver and Integral
Charging System “ BAT" terminal.
If reading is battery voltage, re
place rotor and regulator, as both
are defective. If reading is not
battery voltage, disconnect volt
meter and connect a jumper lead
from metal screwdriver to Integral
Charging System “ BAT” terminal.
Proceed to Step h.
Operate engine at moderate speed
as required, and adjust carbon pile
as required to obtain maximum
current output.
If output is within 10 percent of
rated output, replace regulator as
covered in “ integral Charging Sys
tem Repair" section, and check
field winding.
If output is not within 10 percent
of rated output, check the field
winding, diode trio, r e c t i f i e r
bridge, and stator as covered in
"Integral Charging System Repair”
section.
Remove ammeter from generator
and turn accessories off.

B. OVERCHARGED ENERGIZER
Check the battery or Energizer per
the applicable Delco-Remy Service
Bulletin. IMPORTANT— Remember that

THREE INSULATED
SCREWS ON
POSITIVE GROUND
TWO INSULATED
SCREWS ON
NEGATIVE GROUND

CONNECTOR USED
ON POSITIVE
GROUND ONLY

SINGLE CONNECTOR

\

THREE CONNECTORS

Figure 8— Diode trio check.
an overheated battery or Energizer
will be overcharged even though no
charging circuit defects are present
2. If Energizer or battery is not defective
or overheated, connect a voltmeter
between Integral Charging System
“ BAT” terminal and ground.
3. With all accessories turned off, in
crease engine speed as required to
obtain maximum voltage reading.
4. If voltage exceeds 15 volts on a 12volt system, or 30 volts on a 24-volt
system, remove Integral Charging
System for repair as covered under
heading of "INTEGRAL CHARGING
SYSTEM REPAIR.”
5. If voltage does not exceed the values
listed in Step 4 preceding, adjust
voltage to a lower value by removing
voltage adjusting cap and re-inserting
into connector body. Then check
Energizer or battery condition after a
service period of reasonable length,
such as one week. Figure 5 is for pur
poses of illustration only, and shows
the cap adjusted for medium high set
ting. The actual adjustment as shipped
from the factory may be in some
other position, depending on the ap
plication requirement. The lowest
setting is with "LO” aligned with the
arrow, position 2 is medium low, and
"HI" is the highest setting.

INTEGRAL CHARGING SYSTEM REPAIR
To repair the Integral Charging System,
observe the following procedure.
DISASSEMBLY
1. Remove four thru-bolts from drive
end frame.
2. Separate slip ring end frame and
stator assembly from drive end frame
and rotor assembly.
3. Separate stator from end frame by
removing three stator lead attaching
nuts.
4. Place tape over bearing and shaft to
protect from dirt. Use pressure sen
sitive tape and not friction tape that
would leave a gummy deposit.
5. Inspect all leads for burned connec
tions or opens, and brushes for ex
cessive wear. Inspect springs for

distortion or discoloration. Replace as
required. Clean brushes with a soft
dry cloth if they are to be reused.
During servicing and reassembly hold
brushes and springs in holder with a
pin or toothpick inserted through end
frame hole.
INSULATED SCREW CHECKS
Carefully inspect the regulator and brush
holder mounting screws as shown in
Figure 7. Note that on negative ground
Integral Charging Systems two insulated
and one grounded screw are used. On
positive ground Integral Charging Sys
tems, all three mounting screws are
insulated. Damaged or missing insulators
can cause damage to electrical com
ponents and improper charge to the
Energizer.

RECTIFIER BRIDGE CHECK
(Omit for overcharged Energizer)
Note that the rectifier bridge has a
grounded heat sink and an insulated
heat sink (Fig. 9).

TERM IN AL
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DIODE TRIO CHECK
The diode trio is identified in Figure 7.
To check the diode trio, remove it from
the end frame assembly by detaching
the nuts and attaching screw. Connect
an ohmmeter having a lVi-volt cell,
and using the lowest range scale to the
single connector and to one of the three
connectors (Fig. 8). Observe the reading.
Then reverse the ohmmeter leads to the
same two connectors. If both readings
are the same, replace the diode trio. A
good diode trio will give one high and
one low reading. Repeat this same test
between the single connector and each
of the other two connectors. NOTE:
Diode trios differing in appearance may
be specified for use in the same Integral
Charging System, and the two are com
pletely interchangeable.
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END FRAM E
INSULATO R

CO N N ECTOR USED

I CO N N ECTOR (N E G . G RD .)
I CO N N ECTO RS (PO S. G RD )
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USE
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N E G A T IV E G R O U N D

TERM IN AL
/
,

/

IN SU LA TO R
EN D FRAM E
-IN S U L A T O R

BRU SH
HOLDER

To check the rectifier bridge, connect the
ohmmeter to a heat sink and one of
the flat metal clips and not to threaded
stud. Press down firmly onto flat metal
clip. Then reverse lead connections. If
both readings are the same, replace the
rectifier bridge.

W A SHER

Repeat this same test between the same
heat sink and other two metal clips and
between the other heat sink and the
three metal clips.

REG U LATO R

CAUTION: Do not use high voltage such
as a 110 volt test lamp to check the
rectifier bridge.

CO N N ECTOR

IN SULATED
HEAT SIN K

G RO U N D
SCREW
G RO U N D
SCREW

G RO U N D ED
HEAT SIN K
C ON N ECT TO
FLAT METAL
CLIPS AND
NOT TO
THREADED
STUD
OHM M ETER

Figure 9— Rectifier bridge check.

ROTOR FIELD WINDING CHECKS
To check for opens, connect the test
lamp or ohmmete; to each slip ring. If
the lamp fails to light, or if the ohm
meter reading is high (infinite), the wind
ing is open (Fig. 10).
The winding is checked for short circuits
or excessive resistance by connecting a
battery and ammeter in series with the
edges of the two slip rings. Note the

OHMMETER
(C H IC K FO«

OHMMETER
(CHECK FOR SHOUTS ANO OPENS)

Figure 10—Checking rotor winding.
ammeter reading and refer to DelcoRemy Service Bulletin 1G-187 or 1G-188 for
specifications. An ammeter reading above
the specified value indicates shorted wind
ings; a reading below the specified value
indicates excessive resistance. If the wind
ing is shorted, replace the rotor, and the
regulator as covered in “ BRUSH HOLDER
AND REGULATOR REPLACEMENT" section.

An alternate method is to check the
resistance of the field by connecting an
ohmmeter to the two slip rings (Fig. 10).
If the resistance reading is below the
specified value, the winding is shorted;
if above the specified value the winding
has excessive resistance. The specified
resistance value can be determined by
dividing the voltage by the current given
in Bulletin 1G-187 or 1G-188. Remember
that the winding resistance and ammeter
reading will vary slightly with winding
temperature changes.

meter reading is low when connected
from any stator lead to a clean metal
part of the frame, the windings are
grounded (Fig. 11). The delta windings
cannot be checked for opens or for
short circuits without laboratory test
equipment. However, if all other elec
trical checks are normal and the gen
erator fails to supply rated output, but
will supply at least 10 amperes output,
shorted stator windings are indicated.
REGULATOR CHECK
Since the regulator is completely en
closed, there is no practical way to
check this unit with an ohmmeter. If
none of the previous checks show any
defects, and an overcharged condition
was present, remove the connector body
from the regulator and check with an
ohmmeter using the middle range scale
as shown in Figure 12. Connect the ohm
meter to each adjacent pair of terminals,
making four checks in all. If any one
check is infinite, replace the connector
body. The connector body need not be
checked for an undercharged condition.
If all of the previous checks are satis
factory, replace the regulator provided
that in the previous performance checks:
1. The system voltage was over 15 volts
on a 12-volt system or over 30 volts
on a 24-volt system.
(CHECK FOR OPENS)

OHMMETER

Figure 12— Checking connector body.
BRUSH HOLDER AND REGULATOR
REPLACEMENT
After removing the stator and diode trio,
the brush holder and regulator may be
replaced by removing the two remaining
screws. Note the insulated screws in
Figure 7.
SLIP RING SERVICING
If the slip rings are dirty, they may be
cleaned and finished with 400 grain or
finer polishing cloth. Spin the rotor, and
hold the polishing cloth against the
slip rings until they are clean. CAUTION:
The rotor must be rotated in order that
the slip rings will be cleaned evenly
Cleaning the slip rings by hand without
spinning the rotor may result in flat
spots on the slip rings, causing brush
noise.

To check for grounds, connect ohmmeter
as shown. Replace rotor if reading is
less than infinite.
STATOR CHECKS
(Omit for overcharged Energizer)
The stator windings may be checked for
grounds with a 110-volt test lamp or an
ohmmeter. If the lamp lights, or if the

CONNECTOR
BODY REMOVED
FROM REGU LATOR

OHMMETER
(CHECK FOR OPENS)

OHMMETER
(CHECK FOR G RO U N DS)

Slip rings which are rough or out of
round should be trued in a lathe to .002
inch maximum indicator reading. Remove
only enough material to make the rings
smooth and round. Finish with 400 grain
or finer polishing cloth and blow away
all dust.

c

BEARING REPLACEMENT AND
LUBRICATION (Fig. 2)
To replace the drive end bearing:
1. Remove shaft nut, pulley, fan and
slinger.
2. Press rotor from end frame.

r

3. Remove retainer plate screws, re
tainer plate assembly, gasket and
collar.
4. Press bearing from end frame.
5. Remove retainer plate and felt
washer.
6. Install retainer plate and new felt
washer.

(
V,

Fill the plug with No. 1948791 lubricant
so that when pressed in flush with the
end frame the grease reservoir will be
half filled. Insure that some of the lubri
cant will be contacting the bearing when
the plug is assembled. Use a new seal,
and press in to the dimension shown in
Figure 13. Coat the seal lip with the
lubricant to facilitate assembly of the
rotor shaft into the bearing.

REASSEMBLY
Reassembly is the reverse of disassem
bly.
To install the slip ring end frame assem
bly to the rotor and drive end frame
assembly, remove the tape over the
bearing and shaft, and make sure the
shaft is perfectly clean after removing
the tape. Insert a pin through the holes
to hold up the brushes. Carefully install
the shaft into the slip ring end frame
assembly to avoid damage to the seal.
After tightening the thru-bolts remove
the brush retaining pin to allow the
brushes to fall down onto the slip rings.

11. Assemble collar, slinger, fan, pulley
and nut. Torque nut to 70-80 Ib.ft.

MAGNETIZING THE ROTOR
IMPORTANT: The rotor normally retains
magnetism to provide voltage build-up
when the engine is started. After disas
sembly or servicing, however, it may be
necessary to reestablish the magnetism.
To magnetize the rotor connect the
Integral Charging System to the battery
or Energizer in a normal manner, then
momentarily connect a jumper lead from
the battery or Energizer positive post
to the Integral Charging System relay
terminal, identified in Figure 1. This pro
cedure will restore the normal residual
magnetism in the rotor.

The bearing in the slip ring end frame
should be replaced if its grease supply
is exhausted. No attempt should be made
to relubricate and reuse the bearing.
To remove the bearing from the slip ring
end frame, press out with a tube or col
lar that just fits inside the end frame
housing. Press from the outside of the
housing towards the inside.

INTEGRAL CHARGING SYSTEM
BENCH CHECK
The Integral Charging System may be
checked on the bench for output by
connecting an ammeter in the circuit
(Fig. 4) and a voltmeter from the “ BAT”
terminal to ground, then following the
procedure in the ‘‘TROUBLESHOOTING
PROCEDURES” section.

7. Press bearing in with sealed side
away from grease reservoir.
8. Fill grease cavity one-half full with
Delco-Remy l u b r i c a n t Part No.
1948791 and arrange the lubricant
so a portion will touch the bearings
after retainer plate attachment.

c

To install a new bearing, use the tube
or collar to press the bearing in from
the outside of the housing towards the
inside to the dimension shown in Figure
13.

GREASE RESERVOIR
SEAL

PLUG

9. Attach gasket and retainer plate as
sembly to end frame, using new re
tainer plate assembly.
10. With collar on shaft, press rotor into
end frame.

Figure 13— Slip ring end bearing and
seal locations.

IMPORTANT: Read the introductory paragraphs on page 3
before proceeding with either one of these sections.

UNDERCHARGED ENERGIZER

OVERCHARGED ENERGIZER

This condition, as evidenced by slow cranking and low
specific gravity readings, can be caused by one or
more of the following conditions:

1. Check the battery or Energizer per the ap
plicable Delco-Remy Service Bulletin. IM
PORTANT — Remember that an overheated
Energizer will be overcharged even though
no charging circuit defects are present.
2. If Energizer or battery is not defective or
overheated, connect a voltmeter between
Integral Charging System “ BAT" terminal
and ground.
3. With all accessories turned off, increase
engine speed as required to obtain maxi
mum voltage reading.
4. If voltage exceeds 15 volts on a 12-volt
system, or 30 volts on a 24-volt system,
remove Integral Charging System for repair
as covered under heading of "INTEGRAL
CHARGING SYSTEM REPAIR.”
5. If voltage does not exceed the values listed
in Step 4 preceding, adjust voltage to a
lower value by removing voltage adjusting
cap and re-inserting into connector body as
shown in Figure 5. Then check Energizer or
battery condition after a service period of
reasonable length, such as one week.

1. Insure that the undercharged condition has not
been caused by accessories having been left on
for extended periods.
2. Check the drive belt for proper tension.
3. If a battery or Energizer defect is suspected, check
per the applicable Delco-Remy Service Bulletin.
4. Inspect the wiring for defects. Check all connec
tions for tightness and cleanliness, including the
cable clamps and Energizer posts.
5. Connect a voltmeter from "BAT" terminal to
ground. A zero reading indicates an open between
voltmeter connection and Energizer.
6 . If previous Steps 1 through 5 check satisfactorily,
check Integral Charging System as follows:
a. Disconnect Energizer ground cable.
b. Connect an ammeter in the circuit at the “ BAT”
terminal of the Integral Charging System.
c. Reconnect Energizer ground cable.
d. Turn on accessories. Connect a carbon pile
across the Energizer.
e. Operate engine at moderate speed as required,
usually 4000 generator r.p.m. or more, and ad
just carbon pile as required, to obtain maximum
current output.
IMPORTANT: Initial voltage build-up is by resid
ual magnetism in the rotor. Increase the speed
as required to obtain maximum current output.

If ampere output is not within 10 percent of rated
output as stamped on Integral Charging System frame,
insert screwdriver into end frame hole to touch tab.
On negative ground systems ground tab to end frame
with screwdriver. On positive ground systems, insert
small screwdriver into end frame hole to touch tab.
Connect voltmeter to metal screwdriver and Integral
Charging System “ BAT” terminal. If reading is bat
tery voltage, replace rotor and regulator, as both are
defective. If reading is not battery voltage, disconnect
voltmeter and connect a jumper lead from metal
screwdriver to Integral Charging System “ BAT" term
inal. Operate engine at moderate speed as required,
and adjust carbon pile as required to obtain maximum
current output.

_L
If output is within 10 percent of
rated output, replace regulator as
covered in “ Integral Charging Sys
tem Repair" section, and check
field winding.

If ampere output is within 10 per
cent of rated output as stamped
on frame, Integral Charging Sys
tem is not defective. In this case,
an adjustment of the voltage
setting may correct the under
charged condition. Raise the set
ting by removing the voltage ad
justing cap, rotating in increments
of 90°, and then re inserting the
cap in the connector body as il
lustrated in Figure 5.

If output is not within 10 percent
of rated output, check the field
winding, diode trio, r e c t i f i e r
bridge, and stator as covered in
"Integral Charging System Repair"
section.
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DELCO
TRUCK CHARGING
SYSTEMS

Heavy Duty Truck

FOREWORD
This booklet is supplied by GM Product Service Training to GM dealer
personnel upon their completion of the subject course conducted at GM
Training Centers.
While this booklet will serve as an excellent review of the extensive program
presented in the training center session, it is not intended to substitute for
the various service manuals normally used on the job. The range of specifi
cations and variation in procedures between carlines and models requires
that the division service publications be referred to, as necessary, when per
forming these operations.
All information contained in this booklet is based on the latest data available
at the time of publication approval. The right is reserved to make product or
publication changes, at any time, without notice. This booklet, or any
portion thereof, may not be reproduced without written consent of GM
Product Service Training, General Motors Corporation.
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INTRODUCTION

Delcotron® generators are designed and construct
ed to give long periods of trouble-free service
with a minimum amount of maintenance. The
rotor is mounted on a ball bearing at the drive
end, and a roller bearing at the slip ring end, and
each bearing has a grease supply which elimi
nates the need for periodic lubrication. Two
brushes are used to carry current through the
two slip rings to the field coil which is mounted
on the rotor. The brushes are extra long and un
der normal operating conditions will provide long
periods of service.
The stator windings are assembled on the inside
of a laminated core that forms part of the “Del

cotron” frame. Six rectifier diodes are mounted
in the slip ring end frame and are connected to
the stator windings. The six diodes replace the
separately mounted rectifier as used in other
types of applications, and they act to change the
“Delcotron” a.c. voltages to d.c. voltage which
appears at the “BAT” terminal on the Delco
tron”. A capacitor, or condenser, mounted in the
end frame protects the diodes from high volt
ages.
An external view of a typical “Delcotron” is
shown in Figure 1, a cross-sectional view is illus
trated in Figure 2, and a wiring diagram is shown
in Figure 3.

G E N E R A T O R S
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M OUNTING
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Figure 2— Cross-Sectional View o f Typical “ Delcotron'

IMPORTANT—Since the “Delcotron” and regu
lator are designed for use on only one polarity
system, the following precautions must be ob
served when working on the charging circuit. Fail
ure to observe these precautions will result in
serious damage to the electrical equipment.
1. When installing a battery, always make abso
lutely sure the ground polarity of the bat
tery and the ground polarity of the “Delco
tron” are the same.
2. When connecting a booster battery, make
certain to connect the negative battery ter
minals together and the positive battery
terminals together.
3. When connecting a charger to the battery,
connect the charger positive lead to the bat
tery positive terminal and the charger nega
tive lead to the battery negative terminal.
4. Never operate the “Delcotron” on open cir
cuit. Make absolutely certain all connections
in the circuit are secure.
5. Do not short across or ground any of the
terminals on the “Delcotron” or regulator.
6. Do not attem pt to polarize the “Delcotron”.
TESTS AND MAINTENANCE
Even though the “Delcotron” is constructed to
give long periods of trouble-free service, a regu
lar inspection procedure should be followed to
obtain the maximum life from the “Delcotron”.
Inspection
The frequency of inspection is determined
largely by the type of operating conditions. High
speed operation, high temperatures, and dust
and dirt all increase the wear of brushes, slip
rings and bearings.

STATOR
1 ASSEMBLY

At regular intervals, inspect the terminals for
corrosion and loose connections, and the wiring
for frayed insulation. Check the mounting bolts
for tightness, and
the belt for align
ment, proper ten
sion and wear. Belt
tension should be
adjusted in accord
ance with engine
or vehicle manu
fa c tu re r’s recom
mendations. When
tightening belt ten
Figure 3— Typical W iring
sion,
apply pres
D iag ram
sure against the
stator laminations between the end frames, and
not against either end frame.
Noisy Generator
Noise from a “Delcotron” may be caused by worn
or dirty bearings, loose mounting bolts, a loose
drive pulley, a defective diode, or a defective stator.
Disassembly
After extended periods of operation, or at time
of engine overhaul, the “Delcotron” may be re
moved from the vehicle for a thorough inspection
and cleaning of all parts. The “Delcotron” con
sists of four main components — the two end
frames, the stator, and the rotor.
To disassemble the “Delcotron”, take out the
four thru-bolts, and separate the drive end
frame and rotor assembly from the stator as
sembly by prying apart with a screwdriver at
the stator slot. A scribe mark will help locate the
parts in the same position during assembly. The
fit between stator and frame is not tight, and

(CHECK FOR GROUNDS)

OHMMETER

OHMMETER
(CHECK FOR SHORTS AND OPENS)

F igure 4— Checking R otor fo r G rounds, Shorts and Opens

the two can be separated easily. Note th at the
separation is to be made between the stator
frame and drive end frame. A fter disassembly,
place a piece of tape over the slip ring end fram e
bearing to prevent entry of dirt and other for
eign material, and also place a piece of tape over
the shaft on the slip ring end. If brushes are to
be re-used, clean with a soft dry cloth. CAU
TION : Use pressure sensitive tape and not fric
tion tape which would leave a gummy deposit on
the shaft.
To remove the drive end fram e from the rotor,
place the rotor in a vise and tighten only enough
to permit removal of the shaft nut. CAUTION:
Avoid excessive tightening as this may cause dis
tortion of the rotor. Remove the shaft nut,
washer, pulley, fan, and the collar, and then
separate the drive end frame from the rotor
shaft.
Rotor Checks
The rotor may be checked electrically for
grounded, open, or short circuited field coils. To
check for grounds, connect a 110-volt test lamp or
an ohmmeter from either slip ring to the rotor
shaft or to the rotor poles. If the lamp lights, or if
the ohmmeter reading is low, the field winding is
grounded (Figure 4).
To check for opens, connect the test lamp or ohm
meter to each slip ring. If the lamp fails to light,
or if the ohmmeter reading is high (infinite), the
winding is open (Figure 4).
The winding is checked for short-circuits by con
necting a battery and ammeter in series with the
edges of the two slip rings. Note the ammeter
reading and refer to Delco-Remy Service Bul
letin 1G-186 for specifications. An ammeter read

ing above the specified value indicates shorted
windings. An alternate method is to check the
resistance of the field by connecting an ohm
m eter to the two slip rings. (Figure 4) If the
resistance reading is below the specified value,
the winding is shorted. The specified resistance
value can be determined by dividing the voltage
by the current given in Bulletin 1G-186.
If the rotor is not defective, and the “Delcotron”
fails to supply rated output when checked as
covered in the section entitled Checking “Delco
tron” Output, the trouble is in the stator or recti
fying diodes.
Stator Checks
To check the stator windings, remove all three
stator lead attaching nuts (Figure 5), and then
separate the stator assembly from the end frame.
The fit between stator fram e and end fram e is
not tight, and the two can be separated easily.
The stator windings may be checked w ith a 110volt test lamp or an ohmmeter. If the lamp
lights, or if the meter reading is low when con
nected from any stator lead to the fram e, the
windings are grounded. If the lamp fails to
light, or if m eter reading is high when succes
sively connected between each pair of stator
leads, the windings are open. (Figure 6).
A short circuit in the stator windings is diffi
cult to locate without laboratory test equipment
due to the low resistance of the windings. How
ever, if all other electrical checks are normal
and the generator fails to supply rated output,
shorted stator windings are indicated.
Diode Checks
Each diode may be checked electrically for a
shorted or open condition. Any one of the m eth
ods outlined below may be used.
BRUSH HOLDER
ASSEMBLY

HEAT
SINK

LEAD ATTACHING NUTS
Figure 5— View of Slip R ing End F ram e

(CHECK FOR OPENS)

OHMMETER

OHMMETER

OHMMETER

(CHECK FOR OPENS)

(CHECK FOR GROUNDS)

F igure 6— Checking Stator W indings

Ohmmeter Method: One method of checking di
odes is to use an ordinary ohmmeter commonly
found in service stations. The lowest range scale
on the ohmmeter should be used, and the ohm
meter should have a IV2 v°lt cell. To determine
the cell voltage, turn the selector to the lowest
scale, and then connect the ohmmeter leads to a
voltmeter. The voltmeter will indicate the cell
voltage.
W ith the stator disconnected, check a diode
in the heat sink by connecting one of the ohm
meter leads to the heat sink, and the other ohm
meter lead to the diode lead, and note the read
ing. (Figure 7) Then reverse the ohmmeter lead
connections, and note the reading. If both read
ings are very low, or if both readings are very
high, the diode is defective. A good diode will
give one low reading and one high reading.
Check the other two diodes in the heat sink in
the same manner.
To check a diode mounted in the end frame, con
nect one of the ohmmeter leads to the end frame,
and the other ohmmeter lead to the diode lead
(Figure 7), and note the reading. Then reverse
the ohmmeter lead connections, and note the
reading. If both readings are very low, or if
both readings are very high, the diode is defec
tive. A good diode will give one low reading and
one high reading. Check the other two diodes
in the end fram e in the same manner.
Test Lamp Method: An alternate method of
checking the diodes is to use a test lamp of not
more than 12 volts in place of the ohmmeter.

CAU TIO N: Do not use 110-volt test lamps to
check diodes.
With the stator disconnected, connect the test
lamp leads across each diode as previously de
scribed first in one direction and then in the
other. If the lamp lights in both checks, or fails
to light in both checks, the diode is defective.
When checking a good diode, the lamp will light
in only one of the two checks.
Special Tester Method: Special testers are avail
able which operate without disconnecting the
stator. To use these testers, follow the tester
m anufacturer’s recommendations.
Diode Replacement
To replace a diode, use a suitable tool to support
the end frame or heat sink, and use an arbor
press or vise to push the diode out. Also use a
special tool which fits over the outer diode edge
to push the diode in, and support the heat sink
and end frame with a suitable tool.
Note: Diode replacement tools are available
from various m anufacturers normally supplying
tools and test equipment to the automotive in
dustry.
CAUTION: Do not strike the diode, as the shock
may damage the other diodes.
Slip Ring Servicing
If the slip rings are dirty, they may be cleaned
and finished with 400 grain or finer polishing

O H M M ETER

O H M M ETER

cloth. Spin the rotor in a lathe, or otherwise
spin the rotor, and hold the polishing cloth
against the slip rings until they are clean. CAU
TION : The rotor m ust be rotated in order that
the slip rings will be cleaned evenly. Cleaning
the slip rings by hand without spinning the
rotor may result in flat spots on the slip rings,
causing brush noise.
Slip rings which are rough or out of round should
be trued in a lathe to .002 inch maximum indi
cator reading. Remove only enough m aterial to
make the rings smooth and round. Finish with
400 grain or finer polishing cloth and blow away
all dust.
Bearing Replacement and Lubrication
The bearing in the drive end frame can be re
moved by detaching the retainer plate screws,
and then pressing the bearing from the end
frame. If the bearing is in satisfactory condi
tion, it may be re-used, and it should be filled
one-quarter full with Delco-Remy lubricant No.
1948791 before reassembly. CAUTION: Do not
overfill, as this may cause the bearing to over^heat, and use only 1948791 lubricant. Sealed
' bearings m ust be replaced.
To install a new bearing, press in with a tube or
collar that just fits over the outer race. It is
recommended that a new retainer plate be in
stalled if the felt seal in the retainer plate is
hardened or excessively worn.
The bearing in the slip ring end frame should be
replaced if its grease supply is exhausted. No at
tem pt should be made to re-lubricate and re-use
the bearing. To remove the bearing from the slip
ring end frame, press out with a tube or collar
th at just fits inside the end frame housing. Press
from the outside of the housing towards the inside.
To install a new bearing, place a flat plate over
the bearing and press in from the outside to
wards the inside of the frame until the bearing
is flush with the outside of the end frame. Sup

port the inside of the fram e with a hollow cylin
der to prevent breakage of the end frame. Use
extreme care to avoid misalignment or otherwise
placing undue stress on the bearing.
Saturate the felt seal with S.A.E. 20 oil, and then
reassemble the felt seal and steel retainer.
Brush Replacement
When the slip ring end fram e assembly is sepa
rated from the rotor and drive end fram e as
sembly, the brushes will fall down onto the shaft
and come in contact with the lubricant. If the
brushes are to be re-used, they m ust be thor
oughly cleaned with a soft dry cloth. Also, the
shaft must be thoroughly cleaned before reas
sembly.

Figure 8— E xploded View of B rush H older Assembly

The brush springs should be inspected for any
evidence of damage or corrosion. If there is any
doubt as to the condition of the brush springs,
they should be replaced.
To install new brushes, remove the brush holder
assembly from the end fram e by detaching the
two brush holder assembly screws. Install the
springs and brushes into the brush holder, and
insert a straight wire or pin into the holes at the
bottom of the holder to retain the brushes (Fig
ure 8). Then attach the brush holder assembly
onto the end frame, noting carefully the proper
stack-up of parts as shown in Figure 8. Allow
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the straight wire to protrude through the hole in
the end frame.
Heat Sink Replacement
The heat sink may be replaced by removing the
“BAT” and “GRD” terminals from the end
frame, and the screw attaching the condenser
lead to the heat sink. During re-assembly, note
carefully the proper stack-up of parts as shown
in Figure 9.
Reassembly
Reassembly is the reverse of disassembly. Re
member when assembling the pulley to secure
the rotor in a vise only tight enough to permit
tightening the shaft nut to 50-60 ft. lbs. If ex
cessive pressure is applied against the rotor, the
assembly may become distorted.
To install the slip ring end frame
assembly to the rotor and drive
end fram e assembly, remove the
tape over the bearing and shaft,
and make sure the shaft is per
fectly clean after removing, the
tape.
Insert a straight wire as previ
ously mentioned through the
holes in the brush holder and
end frame to retain the brushes
in the holder. Then withdraw the
wire after the “Delcotron” has
been completely assembled. The
brushes will then drop onto the
slip rings.

Output Check
To check the “Delcotron” on a test bench, make
electrical connections as shown in Figure 10, oper
ate at specified speed, and check for rated output
as given in Delco-Remy Service Bulletin 1G-186.
A djust the load rheostat, if necessary, to obtain
the desired output. Note: A special adapter which
can be used for making connections to the “Delco
tron” is available from tool companies and test
equipment m anufacturers normally supplying
equipment to the automotive and truck trade.
CAUTION: On negative ground “Delcotrons,”
connect the negative battery post to the “Delco
tron” frame, and on positive ground “Delco
trons” connect the positive battery post to the
“Delcotron” frame.

Figure 10— Checking “ D elcotron” O utput

SUMMARY OF "DELCOTRON” CHECKS
COMPONENT
Rotor
(Fig. 4)

Stator
(Fig. 6)

Diode
(Fig. 7)

CONNECTION

READING

RESULT

Ohmm eter from slip ring to shaft

V ery low

G rounded

11 0 volt test lamp from slip ring to shaft

Lamp lights

G rounded

Ohm m eter across slip rings

V ery high

O pen

110 volt test lam p across slip rings

Lamp fails to light

O pen

Battery and ammeter to slip rings, voltmeter
across slip rings

O b serve voltmeter and am 
meter readings

C om pare with sp eci
fications in 1G-1 86
for shorts

Ohm m eter from lead to frame

V ery low

G rounded
G rounded

1 10 volt test lamp from lead to fram e

Lamp lights

Ohm m eter across ea ch pair of leads

Any reading very high

O pen

110 volt test light across each p a ir of leads

Fails to light

O pen

Ohmm eter across d iode, then reverse
connections

Both readings very low

Shorted

12 volt test lamp across diode, then reverse
connections

Both readings very high

O pen

Lamp fails to light in
both checks

O pen

Lamp lights in both
checks

Shorted

w
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Figure 1—Typical Delcotron generator.

Delcotron® generators, Delco-Remy’s new diode
rectified a.c. generators, are designed and con
structed to give long periods of trouble-free
service with a minimum amount of maintenance.
The rotor is mounted on ball bearings, and each
bearing has a grease reservoir which eliminates
the need for periodic lubrication. Two brushes are
used to carry current through the two slip rings
to the field coil which is wound on the rotor.
The stator windings are assembled on the inside
of a laminated iron core that is attached to the
Delcotron generator shell, or frame. Six rectifier
diodes are mounted into two heat sinks which are
attached to the generator shell. On one type of
assembly, one of the heat sinks is insulated from
the shell; and the output term inal is connected to
this insulated heat sink. The other heat sink is
grounded directly to the shell. This type of assem
bly is shown in Figures 1 and 2. On another type of
assembly, shown in Figure 3, both heat sinks are

insulated from the shell and an output term inal is
attached to each heat sink. A ground lead is con
nected to the negative output term inal for opera
tion on negative ground systems, and the lead may
be switched to the positive output term inal for
operation on positive ground systems (Fig. 3). F or
operation on insulated systems, neither term inal is
grounded, and on these generators, the capacitor
is connected to these two terminals. (See Fig. 4.)
The six diodes assembled in the two heat sinks
change the a.c. voltages to a d.c. voltage which
appears at the output term inals on the Delcotron
generator.
A combination brush and term inal assembly is
attached to the outside of the slip ring end frame.
The assembly can be removed by detaching the
cover screws, removing the cover, and then de
taching the tall hex-head studs. CAUTION: Hold
the brush leads during removal of the assembly
to retain the springs in the holder. This perm its
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Figure 2—Cross sectional view of typical generator.

easy inspection and replacement of the brushes
when necessary without further disassembly pro
cedures. Earlier model Delcotron generators have
separate brush and terminal assemblies attached
to the end frame with screws. This type of assem
bly also can be removed for inspection and brush
replacement without the need for further dis
assembly procedures.
A typical wiring diagram of a negative ground
generator is shown in Figure 5.

TESTS AND MAINTENANCE

Even though the Delcotron generator is constructed
to give long periods of trouble-free service, a reg
ular inspection procedure should be followed to
obtain the maximum life from the unit.
G RO UND L E A D C O N N E C T E D FOR
N EG AT IVE G RO U N D S Y ST E M
M O V E G R O U N D L E A D TO
PO SIT IV E T E R M IN A L FOR
SYSTEM

M OVE C O N D EN SER LEAD
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P O S IT IV E G RO U ND SY ST E M
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C O N N E C T E D FOR
N E G A T IV E G R O U N D S Y ST E M

Figure 3—End view of typical generator used on either
negative or positive ground.

BRUSH HOLDER
AND TERMINAL
ASSEMBLY
Figure 4—End view showing capacitor location on typical
generator that may be used in either negative ground, positive
ground, or insulated systems.

INSPECTION
The frequency of inspection is determined largely
by the type of operating conditions. High speed op
eration, high temperatures, dust, and dirt all in
crease the wear of brushes, slip rings and bearings.
At regular intervals, inspect the terminals for cor
rosion and loose connections, and the wiring for
frayed insulation. Check the mounting bolts for
tightness, and the belt for alignment, proper ten
sion, and wear. Because of the higher load capacity
and the higher inertia of the rotor used in Delco
tron generators, proper belt tension to prevent
slippage and wear is more c r itic a l than on
d.c. gen erato rs.
Belt tension
should be adjusted
in a c c o r d a n c e
w i t h engine, or
vehicle manufac
turers’ recommen
dations, which in
most cases will be
slightly g r e a t e r
than for d.c. gen
erators.

GENERATORS

OHMMETER
Figu re 6—Checking rotor.

The slip rings and brushes can be inspected
through the end frame assembly by removing the
brush holder assembly from the end frame. A
small penlight will aid in viewing the slip rings.
If the slip rings are dirty, rough, or out- of round,
the Delcotron generator should be disassembled so
the slip rings can be serviced. (See section on “Slip
Ring Servicing.”)
NOISY GENERATOR
Noise from a Delcotron generator may be caused
by worn or dirty bearings, loose mounting bolts, a
loose drive pulley, a defective diode, or a defective
stator.
DISASSEMBLY
After extended periods of operation, or at tinje of
engine overhaul, the Delcotron generator may be
removed from the vehicle and disassembled for a
thorough inspection and for cleaning all parts. It
consists of four main components—the two end
frames, the stator and shell assembly, and the rotor.
To disassemble the generator, remove the brush
holder assembly from the end frame and then re
move the slip ring end frame bolts and.“T” nuts.
Lightly tap the slip ring end frame mounting lug
with a small hammer to achieve initial separation,
and then complete the separation of the slip ring
end frame from the stator and shell assembly by
prying apart with two screwdrivers placed between
the end frame and shell at opposite locations.
The drive end frame and rotor assembly can be
removed from the stator and shell assembly by
removing the attaching bolts as previously de
scribed. To separate the rotor from the end frame,
remove the shaft nut, washer, pulley, and woodruff

key and tap the shaft while supporting the end
frame. The bearing in the drive end frame can be
removed by detaching the retainer plate bolts and
then separating the retainer plate from the end
frame.
When removing the slip ring end frame bearing,
care should be taken to press the shaft out against
the inner race. Adequate space is provided between
the bearing and slip ring to make the inner race
accessible to bearing pullers. Note the location of
the bearing on the shaft so the bearing can be
installed to the same location. When installing the
bearing over the shaft, be sure to press against the
inner race only. See the section entitled “Lubrica
tion” for proper lubrication procedures.
ROTOR CHECKS
The rotor may be checked electrically for grounded,
open, or short-circuited field coils. To check for
grounds, connect a 12-volt test lamp or an ohm
meter from either slip ring to the rotor shaft. If the
lamp lights, or if the ohmmeter reading is low, the
field windings are grounded (Fig. 6).
To check for opens, connect the test lamp or ohm
meter to each slip ring. If the lamp fails to Light or
if the ohmmeter reading is high (infinite), the
winding is open (Fig. 6).
OHMMETER
INSULATORS

HEAT SINK

OHMMETER

CUT
STATOR
LEAD

HEAT SINK

Figure 7—Checking diodes. NOTE: Epoxy covering used on
some models not shown in illustration.

The windings are checked for short circuits by
connecting a battery and ammeter in series with
the two slip rings. Note the ammeter reading and
refer to Delco-Remy Service Bulletin 1G-186 for
specifications. An ammeter reading above the speci
fied value indicates shorted windings. An alter
nate method is to check the resistance of the field
by connecting an ohmmeter to the two slip rings
(Fig. 6). If the resistance reading is below the
specified value, the winding is shorted. The speci
fied resistance value can be determined by dividing
the voltage by the current given in Bulletin 1G-186.
DIODE CHECKS
Each diode may be checked electrically for a
shorted or open condition. Scrape enough insula
tion from the diode stem so the test prod makes
good contact. Any one of the three methods out
lined below may be used:
Diode Tester Method: Special diode testers are
available from various test equipment manufac
turers and suppliers that will check each diode
without disconnecting the stator leads from the
diodes. To check the diodes with one of these
testers, follow the procedure recommended by the
tester manufacturer.
Ohmmeter Method: One method of checking diodes
is to use an ohmmeter of the type commonly found
in service stations. The lowest range scale on the
ohmmeter should be used, and the ohmmeter
should have a IV2 volt cell. To determine the cell
voltage, turn the selector to the lowest scale, and
then connect the ohmmeter leads to a voltmeter.
The voltmeter will indicate the cell voltage.

DIODE REM O VAL TOOL

TO INSTALL DIODE, SUPPORT
FLAT HEAT SIN K SURFA<
AND PRESS DIODE IN
FROM OTHER SIDE OF
HEAT SINK

TO REM OVE DIODE, SUPPORT
OTHER SIDE OF HEAT SINK
AND PRESS OUT FROM

INSULATED
HEAT SINK

HEAT SINK

BLACK
M ARKINGS

Figu re 9—Rem oving and installing diodes.

In order to use an ohmmeter to check the diodes,
the stator leads must be disconnected. This can be
accomplished by clipping the three stator leads
with diagonal cutters as close to the diode stems as
possible (Fig. 7). With the stator disconnected,
check a diode in the heat sink by connecting one of
the ohmmeter leads to the heat sink and the other
ohmmeter lead to the diode stem, and note the
reading (Fig. 7). Then reverse the ohmmeter lead
connections, and note the reading. If both readings
are very low, or if both readings are very high, the
diode is defective. A good diode will give one low
reading and one high reading. Check the other
diodes in both heat sinks in the same manner. (To
reconnect the stator leads, see section entitled
“Stator Replacement.”)
Test Lamp Method: An alternate method of check
ing the diodes is to use a test lamp of not more than
12 volts D.C. in place of the ohmmeter. CAUTION:
Do not use 110-volt test lamps to check diodes.
With the stator disconnected, connect the test lamp
leads across each diode as previously described
first in one direction and then in the other. If the
lamp lights in both checks, or fails to light in both
checks, the diode is defective. When checking a
good diode, the lamp will light in only one of the
two checks. (To reconnect the stator leads, see
section entitled “Stator Replacement.”)
DIODE REPLACEMENT
In order to avoid damage to the heat sink and the
diode being installed, it is recommended that spe
cial tools be used when replacing a diode. These
tools are available from various tool manufacturers
and suppliers. Typical tools are shown in Figure 8.

NOTE: Negative case diodes have black markings
on the case, and positive case diodes have red
markings on the case. Although the diodes may be
covered completely with paint, the red and black
markings will show through the covering paint.
The following tabulation shows the proper locations
of the diodes.
Color Marking Color Marking
on diode in
Ground
on diode in
grounded
Polarity of
insulated
heat sink
Generator
heat sink
Black
Red
Negative
Black
Positive
Red
To replace a defective diode, cut with diagonal
cutters the leads connected to the diode stem as
close to the stem as possible.
Support the outside of the heat sink around the
defective diode with the special heat sink support
OHM M ETER

O HM M ETER

OHM M ETER

Figu re 10—Checking stator windings. Note: Epo xy covering
used on some models not shown in illustration.

tool and locate the special diode removal tool over
the defective diode inside the shell assembly (Fig.
9). Use an arbor press or vise to push the defective
diode out of the heat sink. CAUTION: Do not
strike the assembly, as the shock may damage the
good diodes.
To install a new diode, support the flat heat sink
surface underneath the diode hole with a smooth
flat surface, such as a solid cylinder with smooth
flat ends, and press the new diode into the heat sink
with an arbor press. Use the special diode installer
tool which just fits over the outside edge of the
diode (Fig. 9).
To reconnect the leads, place the “T” shaped clip
which is included in the diode service package over
the diode stem, and the flexible lead and if appli
cable the stator lead into the “T” connector. Scrape
enough insulation from the diode stem to insure
good contact. Crimp just enough to hold the assem
bly together, and then solder securely, using rosin
core 60% tin 40% lead solder. CAUTION: Do not
heat excessively, as this may damage the diode.
Avoid bending or moving the diode stem, as exces
sive movement can cause internal damage and re
sult in diode failure. Cover the clip, leads, and
diode seal with red insulating paint, and tie the
leads together for vibration resistance as in the
original assembly. Replace epoxy if any was re
moved with new epoxy Delco-Remy Part No.
1966807, in which case red insulating paint is not
required.
STATOR CHECKS
The stator may be checked for grounds and opens
with an ohmmeter or a test lamp of not more than
12 volts D.C.
These checks may be made with the stator leads
disconnected from the diodes, or with the stator
leads connected to the diodes provided all the
diodes are in good condition. Scrape enough insula
tion from the leads to insure good contact with the
test prods.
Ohmmeter Method: Connect the ohmmeter to the
two pairs of stator leads as shown in Figure 10. Use
an ohmmeter with 1% volt cell, and use the lowest
range scale on the ohmmeter. If either reading is
very high (infinite) the stator winding is open.
To check for grounds, connect the ohmmeter from
any stator lead to the ground screw or the shell,
and note the reading. Then reverse the ohmmeter
lead connections, and note the reading. If both
readings are very low, the stator is grounded.
Due to the low resistance of the windings, it is
not practical to check the stator for shorts without
laboratory test equipment. However, if all other
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extent of brush wear.

electrical checks are normal and the generator fails
to supply rated output, shorted stator windings are
indicated.
Test Lamp Method: Check the stator for opens by
connecting a test lamp of not more than 12 volts
D.C. to the two pairs of stator leads in the same
WRAP LEADS
OVER "CATCHER”
TO HOLD BRUSHES

manner as the ohmmeter shown in Figure 10. CAU
TION: Do not use a 110-volt test lamp. If the lamp
fails to light in either check, the stator is open.
To check for grounds, connect the test lamp from
either stator lead to the Delcotron generator shell
in the same manner as the ohmmeter shown in
Figure 10. Then reverse the lead connections. If the
lamp lights in both checks, the stator is grounded.
STATOR REPLACEMENT
The stator and shell assembly are serviced as one
complete unit. If a defective stator is found, clip
with diagonal cutters the three stator leads as close
to the diode stems as possible (Fig. 7). Note very
carefully the stator lead locations, and the location
of the two heat sinks with respect to the end frame
locating notch on the shell. Also note carefully the
proper position of the output terminal and the insu
lating washers used on the insulated heat sink.
Remove both heat sink assemblies, and assemble
onto the new stator and shell assembly.
To connect the stator leads, place the clips fur
nished in the service package over the top of the
diode stem and the stator lead into the clip.
Also, any other leads attached to the diode stem
must be clipped off, and then placed into the clip
in the same manner as for the stator lead. Crimp
just enough to secure the assembly, and then solder
with rosin core 60% tin 40% lead solder.
CAUTION: Avoid excessive heating as this may
damage the diodes, and scrape enough insulation
off the leads to insure good contact with the clips.
Cover the clips, leads and diode seals with red
insulating paint, and tie the leads together to resist
vibrations as in the original assembly. Replace
epoxy if any was removed with new epoxy DelcoRemy No. 1966807, in which case red insulating
paint is not required.

Figu re 13—B ru sh holder assembly featuring pin hole used to
retain brushes in holder during assembly.
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Figu re 14—B ru sh lead arrangement during assembly.

SLIP RING SERVICING
If the slip rings are dirty, they may be cleaned
with 400 grain or finer polishing cloth. Turn the
rotor in a lathe with the polishing cloth held on
the slip rings, and blow away all dust after the
cleaning operation.
Slip rings which are rough or out of round should
be trued in a lathe to .002 inch maximum indicator
reading. Remove only enough material to make
the rings smooth and round. Finish with 400 grain
or finer polishing cloth and blow away all dust.
To replace a slip ring, measure the distance from
the end of the shaft to the slip ring, so the new slip
rings can be assembled to the same dimension.
Then unsolder the connections, and pull the slip
ring assembly off the shaft with bearing pullers.
Press the new slip ring onto the shaft with a tube
or collar that just fits over the shaft, and locate to
the dimension previously measured.
Solder the leads with rosin core 60% tin 40% lead
solder. New slip rings must be trued in a lathe to
.002 inch maximum indicator reading. Finish with
400 grain or finer polishing cloth.
BRUSH REPLACEMENT
The brushes should not be allowed to wear be
yond the V8 inch length shown in Figure 11. The
brush springs should be replaced if a visual inspec
tion reveals any discoloration, corrosion, or distor
tion. If the brush springs appear to be satisfactory,
and the brushes move up and down freely in the
holder, the springs may be reused. If there is any
doubt as to their condition, they should be replaced.

On some types of brush holders, it is necessary
before attaching the holder to the end frame to
push the brushes up into the holder and then loop
the brush leads over the lead “catcher” (Fig. 12).
This will hold the brushes up in the holder during
assembly. After the holder has been attached to
the end frame, lift the leads off the “catcher,” and
the brushes will then drop down onto the slip
rings. If a blade on the rotor fan interferes during
assembly of the brush holder onto the end frame,
turn the rotor slightly to a different position to
avoid interference.
Another type of brush holder is shown in Figure 13.
To attach this type of holder onto the end frame,
push the brushes up into the holder, and then run
a pin or wire through the pin hole in the holder
and brushes to hold the brushes in place. Loosely
assemble the holder onto the end frame with the
left hand hex-head stud, remove the pin or wire,
and then complete the assembly.
The brush holder assembly shown in Figure 14 is
identical to that shown in Figure 13 except the pin
hole is not present. Before attaching this type of
brush holder to the end frame, push the brushes
up into the holder and secure with the lead
arrangement shown in Figure 14. Then attach the
assembly and condenser to the end frame with the
tall hex-head stud on the left side only. Then rear
range the leads as shown in Figure 15 with the
right-hand brush lead connected under the tall
hex-head stud on the right-hand side. Attach the
cover over the terminals with the two screws,
making sure the leads are not caught underneath
the cover.
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Fig u re 16—Lead arrangement after assembly on models w ith
stud on holder.

For positive ground and insulated systems, connect
the right-hand brush lead to the stud provided on
the cover as shown in Figure 16. Otherwise the
connections are the same as those shown in Figure
15.
LUBRICATION
Under normal operating conditions, the grease res
ervoirs in each end frame will provide an adequate
supply of lubricant for long periods of attentionfree service. A record of lubrication requirements
over a service period of reasonable length will
establish the lubrication periods required. IMPOR
TANT: In order to obtain satisfactory bearing life,
it is absolutely essential that only Delco-Remy lub
ricant Part No. 1948791 be used as outlined below.
Before reassembly after Delcotron generator over
haul, each reservoir should be half filled with
Delco-Remy Lubricant Part No. 1948791. CAU
TION: Make sure that after assem
bly the reservoirs will be only half
filled. Overfilling will cause the
bearing seal to be pushed out of the
bearing during assembly. At over
haul periods, the bearing should be
replaced with a new bearing, and the
felt seals should be replaced with
new ones.
If the bearings are inspected before
the overhaul period, they may be
reused if the grease supply in the
bearing is not low or has not been
exhausted. However, if the grease
supply in the bearing is low or ex
hausted, the bearing should be re
placed with a new bearing.
GENERATOR

side of the bearing is on the side away from the
grease reservoir and the open side is toward the
grease reservoir on the slip ring end. Satisfactory
bearing life will be obtained only if recommended
lubrication procedures are followed.
REASSEMBLY
Reassembly is the reverse of disassembly. Torque
the shaft nut to 60 ft. lbs. If the rotor is held in a
vise during the tightening procedure, use extreme
care not to tighten excessively as this will distort
and damage the rotor. An alternate method is to
hold the pulley when the shaft nut is tightened.
OUTPUT CHECK
To check the output, connect a battery and am
meter to the “BAT” terminal, and a voltmeter from
the “BAT” terminal to ground. Also connect a
jumper lead from the “BAT” terminal to the “F I”
terminal. NOTE: If the Delcotron generator is used
on a positive ground system and has a stud terminal
on the side of the brush assembly cover as shown
in Figure 16, temporarily connect a jumper lead
from this terminal to ground. Connections to a
typical model of generator are shown in Figure 17.
Regardless of the terminal arrangement, connect
the jumper lead from the “FI” terminal to the
“BAT” terminal. CAUTION: On negative ground
generators connect the negative battery post to the
frame, and on positive ground generators connect
the positive battery post to the frame. On insulated
systems, connections to the generator frame shown
in Figure 17 are made instead to the other genera
tor output terminal.
Operate the Delcotron generator at specified speed,
adjust the load rheostat if required, and check for
rated output as given in Delco-Remy Service Bul
letin 1G-186 or 1G-187.
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Figure 1— Typical Delcotron generator.
Delcotron® generators of the type shown
in Figure 1 are designed and constructed
to provide extra long periods of reliable
service.
These Delcotron generators feature two
separate brush assemblies, each made
up of two extra-long brushes. A special
constant-tension brush spring holds each
brush in contact with the slip ring. The
brush assemblies are enclosed to reduce
any accumulation of dirt and other for
eign material on the brushes and slip
rings. These features promote extralong brush and slip ring life.
The brush assemblies are accessible on
the outside of the end frame, and can
be removed by detaching the attaching
screws..No prior disassembly procedures
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are necessary. With this feature, a quick
inspection of the brushes and slip rings
can be made with a minimum of effort.
Also, this feature permits replacement
of the brushes and brush springs without
further disassembly.
The rotor is mounted on ball bearings
that have grease reservoirs which elimi
nate the need for periodic lubrication.
Two felt seals on the drive end frame
protect the bearing from entry of dirt
and other foreign material. Also, the
drive end bearing and slip ring end bear
ing are sealed on the side away from the
grease reservoirs. A special collar on the
shaft between the slip rings and slip ring
end frame bearing protects the slip rings
from any lubricant which might leak
through the sealed bearing.

The stator windings are assembled on
the inside of a laminated iron core that
is attached to the generator shell, or
frame. Six rectifier diodes are mounted
into two heat sinks which are attached
to the Delcotron generator shell, or
frame. One of the heat sinks is insulated
from the shell, and the output terminal
is connected to the insulated heat sink.
The other heat sink is grounded directly
to the shell, or is grounded by means of
a ground strap or lead. On insulated ap
plications, the ground strap is omitted
so that both heat sinks are insulated. The
six diodes change the a.c. voltages to a
d.c. voltage which appears at the output
terminal on the generator.
A view of a typical model having one of
the heat sinks grounded directly to the
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Figure 2— Cross-sectional view of typical model.

shell is shown in Figure 1, and a crosssectional view is shown in Figure 2. In
Figure 3 is an end view of a typical
model which has one of the heat sinks
grounded by means of a ground strap.
The ground strap and condenser lead
must be relocated as shown to permit
operation on a system of the opposite
polarity. Also, on most positive ground
GROUND LEAD CONNECTED
FOR N EG ATIVE GROUND SYSTEM
REM OVE AND DISCARD LEAD
FOR PO SITIVE GROUND SYSTEM

systems, the ground lead must be dis
carded. Thus, a Delcotron generator of
this type may be used on either a nega
tive ground or a positive ground system.
A generator used on an insulated system
uses a capacitor with two leads, and this
arrangement is shown in Figure 4. In
Figure 5 is shown a typical wiring dia
gram of a negative ground Delcotron
generator.

The Delcotron generator consists of
four main components— the two end
frames, the stator, and the rotor. A dis
assembly procedure for a typical model
is given below; design variations may
result in slightly different disassembly
procedures.
1. Remove the brush holder snap-on
covers or cover.
2. Detach the field lead or leads from
the terminals on the brush holders
and grounding screw.
3. Remove the brush holder cover
plates.
4. Remove both screws holding each
brush holder to the end frame.
5. Lift both brush holders from the end
frame.
6. Remove the screw attaching the con
denser to the end frame.
7. Remove the three slip ring end frame
attaching screws and the three “ T”
nuts.
8. Remove the slip ring end frame from
the shell by prying them apart with
two screwdrivers at opposite ends.
9. Remove the three drive end frame
attaching screws and the three "T”
nuts.
B R U S H H O L D E R A N D T E R M IN A L A S S E M B L IE S

CAUTION: The ground polarity of this type
generator, and the ground polarity of
the battery, m ust be the same before
making connections. Instant damage to
the wiring and diodes may result if the
unit is connected to the battery with
the ground polarities not matched.

MAINTENANCE

N EG ATIVE GROUND
SYSTEM

-T E R M IN A L FOR
POSITIVE GROUND

Figure 3— End view of model used on
either negative or- positive ground.

Periodic maintenance is limited to in
spections for loose mounting bolts, a
loose drive pulley, or a loose drive belt.
If the generator is noisy, it may be
caused by loose mounting bolts, a loose
drive pulley, worn or dirty bearings, a
defective diode or a grounded or shorted
stator. If the noise continues after check
ing the mounting bolts and the pulley,
the generator must be removed from the
vehicle and disassembled for further
checks.

C A P A C IT O R
A SSEM BLY

Figure 4— End view showing capacitor
arrangement on generator that may be
used on negative ground, positive ground,
or insulated systems.

Ohmmeter Method: One method of check
ing diodes is to use an ohmmeter of the
type commonly found in service stations.
The lowest range scale on the ohmmeter
should be used, and the ohmmeter should
have a IV 2 volt cell. To determine the
cell voltage, turn the selector to the
lowest scale, and then connect the ohm
meter leads to a voltmeter. The voltmeter
will indicate the cell voltage.
Figure 5— Internal wiring diagram.

10. Separate the drive end frame and
rotor assembly from the shell.
11. To remove the drive end bearing,
remove the shaft nut, washer, wood
ruff key, and pulley.
12. Then separate the drive end frame
from the rotor by pushing the shaft
from the end frame. Remove the re
tainer plate and then push the bear
ing out of the end frame.
13. To remove the slip ring end frame
bearing, use pullers against the col
lar, and pull the collar and bearing
off together. Note that the collar,
when properly assembled, leaves a
space between the collar and the
outer race of the bearing. The bear

ing when correctly assem bled is flush
with the end of the shaft.

In order to use an ohmmeter to check
the diodes, the stator leads must be dis
connected. This can be accomplished by
clipping the three stator leads with
diagonal cutters as close to the diode
stems as possible (Fig. 6). With the stator
disconnected, check a diode in each heat
sink by connecting one of the ohmmeter
leads to the heat sink and the other ohm
meter lead to the diode stem, and note
the reading (Fig. 6). Then reverse the
ohmmeter lead connections, and note the
reading. If both readings are very low,
or if both readings are very high, the
diode is defective. A good diode will give
one low reading and one high reading.
Check the other diodes in both heat sinks
in the same manner. (To reconnect the
stator leads, see section entitled “ Stator
Replacement.” )
OHMMETER
INSULATORS

DIODE CHECKS
As shown in Figure 6 there are six diodes
mounted in the stator and shell assembly.
Three diodes are mounted into one heat
sink and the other three diodes are
mounted into a second heat sink.

Tester

DIODE REM O VAL TO OL

Figure 7— Typical tools.

Test Lamp Method: An alternate method
of checking the diodes is to use a test
lamp of not more than 12 volts in place
of the ohmmeter. CAUTION: Do not use
110-volt test lamps to check diodes.
With the stator disconnected, connect
the test lamp leads across each diode
as previously described first in one direc
tion and then in the other. If the lamp
lights in both checks, or fails to light in
both checks, the diode is defective. When
checking a good diode, the lamp will
light in only one of the two checks. (To
reconnect the stator leads, see section
entitled “ Stator Replacement.” )

In order to avoid damage to the heat sink
and the diode being installed, it is rec
ommended that special tools be used
when replacing a diode. These tools are
available from various tool manufacturers
and suppliers. Typical tools are shown in
Figure 7.

Method:

Special diode
testers are available from various test
equipment manufacturers and suppliers
that will check each diode without dis
connecting the stator leads from the
diodes. To check the diodes with one of
these testers, follow the procedure
recommended by the tester manufac
turer.

DIODE INSTALLER TOOL

DIODE REPLACEMENT

Each diode may be checked electrically
for a shorted or open condition. Scrape
enough insulation from the diode stem
so the test prod makes good contact. Any
one of the three methods outlined below
may be used.

Diode

HEAT SIN K SUPPORT TOOL

Figure 6— Checking diodes. NOTE: Epoxy
covering and lead tape used on some
models not shown in illustration.

NOTE: Negative case diodes have black
marking on the case, and positive case
diodes have red marking on the case.
Although the diodes may be covered com
pletely with paint, the red and black
marking will show through the covering
paint. Visually inspect the diodes for
color markings (Fig. 8) and note that the
heat sink connected to the Delcotron gen
erator output terminal is insulated from

the shell, and the other heat sink on
grounded generators is grounded to the
shell. The following tabulation shows the
proper location of the diodes.

Ground Color marking Color marking
Polarity of on diode in on diode in
Delcotron
grounded
insulated
generator
heat sink
heat sink
Negative
Positive

Black
Red

Red
Black

To replace a defective diode, cut with
diagonal cutters the leads connected to
the diode stem as close to the stem as
possible.
Support the outside of the heat sink
around the defective diode with the spe
cial heat sink support tool and locate
the special diode removal tool over the
defective diode inside the shell assembly
(Fig. 8). Use an arbor press or vise to
push the defective diode out of the heat
sink. CAUTION: Do not strike the assem
bly, as the shock may damage the good
diodes.

TO INSTALL DIODE, SUPPORT
FLAT HEAT SIN K SURFACE
AND PRESS DIODE IN
FROM OTHER SIDE OF
HEAT SINK

To install a new diode, support the flat
heat sink surface underneath the diode
hole with a smooth flat surface, such as
a solid cylinder with smooth flat ends,
and press the new diode into the heat
sink with an arbor press or vise. Use
the special diode installer tool which
just fits over the outside edge of the
diode (Fig. 8).
To reconnect the leads, place the con
nector clip which is included in the diode
service package over the diode stem
and the flexible lead and if applicable
the stator lead into the connector. Scrape
enough insulation from the diode stem to
insure good contact. Crimp just enough
to hold the assembly together, and then
solder securely, using rosin core 60%
tin 40% lead solder. CAUTION: Do not
heat excessively, as this may damage the
diode. Avoid bending or moving the diode
stem, as excessive movement can cause
internal damage and result in diode
failure. Cover the clip, leads, and diode
seal with red insulating paint, and tie the
leads together as in the original assem
bly to resist vibrations. Replace epoxy,
if any was removed, with Delco-Remy
Part No. 1966807 epoxy, in which case
red insulating paint is not required.

TO REM OVE DIODE, SUPPORT
OTHER SIDE OF HEAT SINK
A N D PRESS OUT FROM

INSULATED
HEAT

OHMMETER

OHMMETER

OHMMETER

Figure 9— Checking stator windings.
NOTE: Epoxy covering and lead tape used
on some models not shown in illustration.

STATOR CHECKS
The stator may be checked for grounds
and opens with an ohmmeter or a test
lamp of not more than 12 volts. These
checks may be made with the stator
leads disconnected from the diodes, or
with the stator leads connected to the
diodes provided all the diodes are in good
condition. Scrape enough insulation from
the leads to insure good contact with
the test prods.

Ohmmeter Method: Connect the ohm
meter to the two pairs of stator leads
as shown in Figure 9. Use an ohmmeter
with IV 2 volt cell, and use the lowest
range scale on the ohmmeter. If either
reading is very high (infinite) the stator
winding is open.
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To check for grounds, connect the ohm
meter from any stator lead to the ground
screw or the shell, and note the reading.
Then reverse the ohmmeter lead con
nections, and note the reading. If both
readings are very low, the stator is
grounded.

Due to the low resistance of the wind
ings, it is not practical to check the
stator for shorts without laboratory test
equipment. However, if all other elec
trical checks are normal and the genera
tor fails to supply rated output, shorted
stator windings are indicated.

Test Lamp Method: Check the stator for
opens by connecting a test lamp of not
more than 12 volts to the two pairs of
stator leads in the same manner shown
in Figure 9. CAUTION: Do not use a 110volt test lamp. If the lamp fails to light
in either check, the stator is open.
To check for grounds, connect the test
lamp from either stator lead to the Del
cotron generator ground screw in the
same manner shown in Figure 9. Then
reverse the lead connections. If the lamp
lights in both checks, the stator is
grounded.

STATOR REPLACEMENT
The stator and shell assembly are ser
viced as one complete unit. If a defective
stator is found, clip with diagonal cutters
the three stator leads as close to the
diode stems as possible (Fig. 6). Note
very carefully the stator lead locations,
and the location of the two heat sinks
with respect to the end frame locating
notch on the shell. Also note carefully
the proper position of the output termi
nal and the insulating washers used on
the insulated heat sink. Remove both
heat sink assemblies, and assemble onto
the new stator and shell assembly.
To connect the stator leads, place the
clips furnished in the service package
over the top of the diode stem and the
stator lead into the clip. Also, any other
leads attached to the diode stem must
be clipped off, and then placed into the
clip in the same manner as for the stator
lead. Crimp just enough to secure the
assembly, and then solder with rosin
core 60% tin 40% lead solder. CAUTION:
Avoid excessive heating as this may
damage the diodes, and scrape enough
insulation off the leads to insure good
contact with the clips. Cover the clips,
leads and diode seals with red insulat
ing paint, and tie the leads together as
in the original assembly for vibration
resistance. Replace with epoxy if any was

removed, in which case red insulating
paint is not required.

ROTOR CHECKS
The rotor may be checked electrically for
grounded, open, or short circuited field
coils. To check for grounds, connect a
12-volt test lamp or an ohmmeter from
either slip ring to the rotor shaft or to
the rotor poles. If the lamp lights, or if
the ohmmeter reading is low, the field
windings are grounded (Fig. 10).
To check for opens, connect the test
lamp or ohmmeter to each slip ring. If
the lamp fails to light, or if the ohm
meter reading is high (infinite), the wind
ing is open (Fig. 10).
The windings are checked for shortcircuits by connecting a battery and am
meter in series with the two slip rings.
Note the ammeter reading and refer to
Delco-Remy Service Bulletin 1G-186 or
1G-187 for specifications. An ammeter
reading above the specified value indi
cates shorted windings. An alternate
method is to check the resistance of the
field by connecting an ohmmeter to the
two slip rings (Fig. 10). If the resistance
reading is below the specified value, the
winding is shorted. The specified resis
tance value can be determined by divid
ing the voltage by the current given in
Bulletin 1G-186 or 1G-187.

OHMMETER

OHMMETER

SLIP RING SERVICING
If the slip rings are dirty, they may be
cleaned with 400 grain or finer polish
ing cloth. Turn the rotor in a lathe with
the polishing cloth held on the slip rings,
and blow away all dust after the cleaning
operation.
Slip rings which are rough or out of
round should be trued in a lathe to .002
inch maximum indicator reading. Remove
only enough material to make the rings
smooth and round. Finish with 400 grain
or finer polishing cloth and blow away
all dust.
To replace a slip ring, measure the dis
tance from the end of the shaft to the
slip ring, so the new slip rings can be
pressed on to the same dimension. Then
unsolder the connections, remove the
binding cord, and pull the slip ring as
sembly off the shaft with bearing pullers.
Press the new slip ring onto the shaft
with a tube or collar that just fits over
the shaft, and locate to the dimension
as previously measured. Secure the leads
to the shaft with glass cord or other
suitable binding cord, and paint with
electrical insulating varnish or shellac.
Solder the leads with rosin core 60%
tin 40% lead solder. New slip rings m ust
be trued in a lathe to .002 inch maximum
indicator reading. Finish with 400 grain
or finer polishing cloth.
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solutely essential that only Delco-Remy
lubricant Part No. 1948791 be used as
outlined in the next paragraph.

RELEA SE
LA TC H

Before reassembly after Delcotron gener
ator overhaul, each reservoir should be
half filled with Delco-Remy lubricant Part
No. 1948791. CAUTION: Make sure that
after assembly the reservoirs will be only
half filled. Over-filling will cause the
bearing seal to be pushed out of the bear
ing during assembly. At overhaul periods,
replace bearings and seals with new
ones. Lubricate bearings and seals before
assembly.

3 t/8 "

_L

Figure 11—Allowable extent of
brush wear.

BRUSH REPLACEMENT
Brushes should not be allowed to wear
beyond the % inch length shown in
Figure 11. To remove the brush, push the
back and spring assembly down and away
as shown in Figure 11. Do not touch or
otherwise bend the spring as it may be
come permanently distorted. When as
sembling brushes, make sure the brushes
and brush leads are located as shown in
Figure 12.
The brush springs should be visually
inspected for discoloration, corrosion,
and distortion. If the brush springs ap
pear to be satisfactory, and the brushes
move up and down freely in the holder,
the springs may be reused. If there is any
doubt as to their condition, they should
be replaced.

LUBRICATION
The grease reservoir in each end frame
provides an adequate supply of lubricant
for long periods of operation. A record
of lubrication requirements, made over
a service period of reasonable length,
will establish the lubrication periods re
quired. Although Delcotron generators of
this type are designed to provide excep
tionally long periods of service without
lubrication attention, the period between
lubrication attention should not exceed
250,000 miles. IMPORTANT: In order to
obtain satisfactory bearing life, it is ab

If the bearings are inspected before the
overhaul period, they may be reused if
the grease supply in the bearing is not
low. However, if the grease supply in
the bearing is low, the bearing should be
replaced with a new bearing. Press
against the inner race only when assem
bling the bearing on the slip ring end.
CAUTION: Make sure the sealed side of
the bearing is on the side away from the
grease reservoir, and the open side is
toward the grease reservoir.
Also insure that the collar on the slip
ring end is assembled so a space exists
between the collar and the outer race of
the bearing. Satisfactory bearing life will
be obtained only if recommended lubri
cation procedures are followed.

REASSEM BLY
Reassembly is the reverse of disassem
bly. Torque the shaft nut to 60 ft. lbs.
If the rotor is held in a vise during the

Figure 12— Brush holder assembly.
tightening process use extrem e care not
to tighten excessively as this will distort
and damage the rotor.

OUTPUT CHECK
To check the generator for output, make
electrical connections as shown in Figure
13. Although terminal locations may vary
depending on the model involved, always
connect the “ BAT” or output terminal of
the generator to the same polarity post
of the battery; and the generator ground,
or other terminal, to the same polarity
post of the battery. The field winding
also must be connected across the bat
tery. Then operate at specified speed,
adjust the load across the battery as
required to obtain specified voltage, and
compare the output with the values given
in Delco-Remy Test Specifications Bul
letin 1G-186 or 1G-187. The current out
put may vary slightly with different gen
erator temperatures.

JUMPER

BATTERY

VOLTMETER
.................. ...........................................

t . PCO^

GENERATOR

Figure 13— Checking Delcotron generator output.
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DELCOTRON® GENERATORS
(30-DN SERIES, 100 AND 150 TYPES)

Figure 1—Typical G enerator.

INTRODUCTION
Delcotron® generators are designed and con
structed to give long periods of trouble-free service
with a minimum amount of maintenance. The rotor
is mounted on ball bearings, and each bearing has
a grease reservoir which eliminates the need for
periodic lubrication. Only two brushes are required
to carry current through the two slip rings to the
field coils which are wound on the four pole rotor.
The brushes are extra long and under normal
operating conditions will provide long periods of
service.
The stator windings are assembled on the inside of
a laminated core that forms the generator frame.
Six rectifier diodes are mounted in the slip ring end
frame, and are connected to the stator windings
through connectors mounted internally in two

nylon holders. The six diodes change the generator
A.C. voltages to a D.C. voltage which appears at
the “BAT” terminal on the generator.

TESTS AND MAINTENANCE

Even though the generator is constructed to give
long periods of trouble-free service, a regular in
spection procedure should be followed to obtain the
maximum life from the generator.
INSPECTION
The frequency of inspection is determined largely
by the type of operating conditions. High speed
operation, high temperatures, and dust and dirt all
increase the wear of brushes, slip rings and bear
ings.
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Figure 2—Cross-Sectional View of Typical G enerator.

At regular intervals, inspect the terminals for cor
rosion and loose connections, and the wiring for
frayed insulation. Check the mounting bolts for
tightness, and the belt for alignment, proper ten
sion and wear. Because of the higher load capacity
and the higher inertia of the heavy rotor used in
Delcotron generators, proper belt tension is more
critical than on D.C. generators to prevent slippage
and wear. Belt tension should be adjusted in accor
dance with engine or vehicle manufacturer’s rec
ommendations, which in most cases will be slightly
greater than for D.C. generators. A cog belt is
recommended for the most satisfactory service.
The slip rings and brushes can be inspected
through the end frame assembly. If the slip rings
are dirty, they should be cleaned with 400 grain
or finer polishing cloth. Never use emery cloth
to clean slip rings. Hold the polishing cloth against
the slip rings with the generator in operation, and
blow away all dust after the cleaning operation.
If they are rough or out of round, the generator
must be removed and disassembled so the slip
rings can be trued in a lathe. (See section on “Slip
Ring Servicing and Replacement.”)
If the brushes are worn close to the holder, the

generator must be removed and disassembled so
that the brushes can be replaced. (See section
on “Brush Replacement.”)
NOISY GENERATOR
Noise from a Delcotron generator may be caused
by worn or dirty bearings, loose mounting bolts,
a loose drive pulley, or a defective diode. (See
section entitled “Diode Checks.”)
DISASSEMBLY
After extended periods of operation, or at time of
engine overhaul, the generator should be removed
from the vehicle and disassembled for a thorough
inspection and cleaning of all parts. The generator
consists of four main components—the two end
frames, the stator, and the rotor.
To disassemble the generator, take out the four
through bolts, then remove the drive end frame and
rotor assembly. CAUTION: To prevent damage
to the brushes when removing the drive end frame
and rotor assembly, insert a through bolt into the
slip ring end frame and lift the brushes off the
slip rings.

GENERATORS

The drive end frame and rotor can be separated by
removing the shaft nut, pulley and fan, and wood
ruff key. When removing the slip ring end frame
bearing, care should be taken to press the shaft
out against the inner race. If the shaft is pressed
out with the outer race secured, the bearings will
be loaded and may be damaged. Because of the
small space between the slip ring assembly and the
bearing, it may be necessary to secure the outer
race of the bearing on this end of the rotor in order
to remove it from the shaft. If this is necessary, it
may be ruined during removal, and, if so, it should
be replaced with a new bearing. When installing
the bearing over the shaft, be sure to press against
the inner race only. See the section entitled “Lub
rication” for proper lubrication procedures.
With the drive end frame and rotor removed, the
slip ring end frame can be easily separated from
the stator assembly. Separate the two parts slowly,
and use a screwdriver to pry apart the two halves
of the nylon connector before completing the
separation. Figure 3 shows a completely disassem
bled generator, and Figure 4 shows a typical wiring
circuit.
DIODE CHECKS
As shown in the view of Figure 2, there are six
diodes mounted in the slip ring end frame assem
bly. Three of these diodes are mounted in the slip
ring end frame, and three are mounted into a
bracket or heat sink which is attached to but in
sulated from the slip ring end frame. The “BAT”
terminal on the generator is attached to the insu
lated heat sink.
SLIP RING
END FRAME

All diodes are marked either with a + or — on
the hexagonal head, to identify the polarity of the
case. On a generator to be used on a negative
grounded system, the negative case diodes are
mounted into the slip ring end frame, whereas posi
tive case diodes are mounted into the insulated
heat sink. Diodes with a negative case have positive
polarity leads whereas positive case diodes have
negative polarity leads, as shown in Figure 5.
Diodes can be checked for defects with an ohm
meter as shown in Figure 6. To check each diode,
connect one of the ohmmeter leads to the diode
case, and the other ohmmeter lead to the diode
lead, and note the ohmmeter reading. Then reverse
the ohmmeter lead connections and note the read
ing. Ohmmeter readings may vary considerably
when checking diodes, but if both readings are 300
ohms or less, the diode is defective. Also, if both
readings are greater than 300 ohms, the diode is
defective. A good diode will give one low and one
high reading. When checking each diode, push and
pull on the diode lead to catch loose connections,
and use an ohmmeter with 1% volt cell and a scale
on which the 300 ohm value can be accurately read.
To determine the cell voltage of the ohmmeter,
select the scale on the ohmmeter which is to be
used, and then connect the ohmmeter leads to the
leads of a voltmeter. The voltmeter will indicate
the ohmmeter cell voltage. Do not use high voltage
to test diodes, such as 110 volt test lights.
REPLACEMENT OF DIODES
The diode in the service package has a long diode
lead. If the diode is to be assembled into the heat
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Figure 3—Exploded View of Typical G enerator.
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sink, it is neces
sary to cut off
the diode lead to r f c ?F2
an overall length
of 1% inches
(Fig. 5). To cut
BAT
off the d i o d e
lead, h o l d the
diode lead with
ordinary pl i e r s
or v i s e gr i p
pliers, and use
G EN ERA TO R
l a r g e diagonal
Figure
4—Typical W iring Diagram.
c u t t e r s or a
“R” Terminal Not Used On
h a c k s a w (Fig.
Some Models.
7). CAUTION:
Do not grip the diode case when cutting the lead, as
this will place stress between the diode case and the
diode lead, and will damage the diode internally.
To replace a diode which is mounted in the outside
frame, use diagonal cutters to clip the flexible
leads on each side of the diode lead. Clip the flex
ible leads as close to the diode lead as possible. See
the typical end frame in Figure 8. For ease in re
moving the defective diode, it is recommended that
the diode and outside frame be heated in an oven
to 150° F., or briefly immersed in hot water just
below the boiling point.
Before installing the new diode, lightly coat the
threads with silicone grease or light engine oil.
With the diode and outside frame at room tempera
ture, install the diode and torque to 160-190 inchpounds. Since diodes use pipe threads, the depth
of penetration may vary from one diode to another.

POSITIVE
LEAD

OHMMETER PRODS
(T O U C H T O D IO D E C A S E
A N D D IO D E L E A D )

Figure 6—Checking Diodes.

Place the single diode lead clip furnished in the
package over the diode lead, and place the ends of
the flexible leads into the clip. (The two identical
clips are not used when installing a diode in the
outside frame.) Crimp the clip tightly over the
flexible leads, and liberally solder the leads to the
clip, and the clip to the diode lead. CAUTION: Use
only 60% tin, 40% lead solder, or other solder with
melting point of 360° F. or above. Do not hold the
soldering iron on the leads any longer than neces
sary, as excessive heat may damage the diode.
To replace a diode mounted in the heat sink, it is
necessary to remove the heat sink from the end
frame. This is accomplished by clipping with di
agonal cutters the flexible lead as close to the
defective diode lead as possible. Also clip the flex
ible lead midway between the other two pairs of
diodes. (Fig. 8). Then remove the “BAT” terminal
and heat sink attaching screws, and the long leads
from the nylon connector. For ease in removing
DIODE CASE

RIGHT
HAND
THREADS
PLIERS

GENERATORS

the defective diode, it is recommended that the
diode and heat sink be heated in an oven to 150°
F., or briefly immersed in hot water just below the
boiling point.
After removing the defective diode, lightly coat
the threads of the new diode with silicone grease or
light engine oil. With the diode and heat sink at
room temperature, install the diode and torque to
160-190 inch-pounds. Since diodes use pipe threads,
the depth of penetration may vary from one diode
to another. Attach the heat sink to the frame, place
the single diode lead clip furnished in the package
onto the diode lead, insert the flexible lead into the
clip, crimp securely, and solder the lead to the
clip and the clip to the diode lead. Also, use the
two connectors to reconnect the flexible leads to
gether. Place the leads into the connectors, crimp
securely, and solder. CAUTION: Use only 60% tin,
40% lead solder, or other solder with melting point
of 360° F. or above. Do not hold the soldering iron
on the leads any longer than necessary, as excessive
heat may damage the diode.
ROTOR CHECKS
The rotor may be c h e c k e d electrically for
grounded, open, or short circuited field coils. To
CUT LEADS AT THREE PLACES
TO REMOVE HEAT SINK,
THEN REPLACE DIODE MOUNTED
IN HEAT SINK
OUTSIDE
FRAME

CUT LEADS ON EACH SIDE
OF DIODE LEAD TO REMOVE
DIODE MOUNTED IN
OUTSIDE FRAME

Figure 8—Replacing Defective Diodes.

HEAT
SINK

check for grounds, con
nect a 110-volt test light
from either slip ring to
the rotor shaft or to the
laminations. If the lamp
lights, the field wind
ings are grounded.
To check for opens,
connect the leads of
the 110-volt test light
to each slip ring. If the
llow able E xtent
lamp fails to light, the Figure of9—A
B rush W ear.
windings are open.
The windings are checked for short-circuits by
connecting a battery and ammeter in series with
the two slip rings. Note the ammeter reading and
refer to Delco-Remy Service Bulletin 1G-186 or
1G-187 for specifications. An ammeter reading
above the specified value indicates shorted wind
ings.
Since the field windings are not serviced separately,
the rotor assembly must be replaced if the windings
are defective.
BRU SH

LEAD

STATOR CHECKS
The stator windings may be checked for grounded,
open, or shorted windings. If a 110-volt test lamp
lights when connected from any terminal in the
nylon holder to the stator frame, the windings are
grounded. If the lamp fails to light when succes
sively connected between each pair of stator ter
minals, the windings are open.
A short circuit in the stator windings is difficult to
locate without laboratory test equipment due to
the low resistance of the windings. However, if all
other electrical checks are normal and the genera
tor fails to supply rated output, shorted stator
windings are indicated.
SLIP RING SERVICING AND REPLACEMENT
Slip rings which are rough or out of round should
be trued in a lathe to .002 inch maximum indicator
reading. Remove only enough material to make the
rings smooth and round. Finish with 400 grain or
finer polishing cloth and blow away all dust.
Slip rings which must be replaced can be removed
from the shaft with a gear puller after the leads
have been unsoldered. Before removal, measure
the distance from the shaft end to the slip ring so
the new slip rings can be assembled to the same
dimension. The new assembly should be pressed
on with a sleeve which just fits over the shaft; this
will apply all the pressure to the inner slip ring

GENERATORS
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Figure 10—Checking B rush Spring Tension.

collar and prevent damage to the outer slip rings.
Only pure tin solder should be used when recon
necting the field leads. Make sure the soldered
connections are secure. New slip rings must be
turned in a lathe to a smooth finish with .002 inch
maximum indicator reading. Finish with 400 grain
or finer polishing cloth.
BRUSH REPLACEMENT
The brushes may be allowed to wear until part of
the holder itself is actually worn away as shown in
Figure 9. This will not damage the slip rings or
affect performance. The brushes should not be al
lowed to wear beyond the V\ inch dimension shown
in Figure 9. Replacement is accomplished by in
stalling a new holder, brush, lead, and terminal
assembly. Note that there are both right- and lefthand holders and springs. For a generator which
rotates clockwise as viewed from the pulley end,
both brush holders should be to the right of their
pivot pin as viewed from the outside of the rectifier
end frame.
Brush spring tension should be checked as shown
in Figure 10. The spring tension scale should be
hooked under the brush, and the reading taken
with the brush in the same position encountered
when riding on the slip ring. Excessive tension will
cause rapid wear, whereas low tension results in
erratic generator output and burning of the slip
rings. Defective springs cannot be adjusted, and
therefore must be replaced. Refer to Delco-Remy
Service Bulletin 1G-186 or 1G-187 for brush spring
tension specifications.
LUBRICATION
Under normal operating conditions, the generator
will not require lubrication between engine over
haul periods. The grease reservoir in each end
frame provides an adequate supply of lubricant
for long periods of operation.

Before reassembling after generator overhaul, each
reservoir should be half filled with Delco-Remy
Lubricant Part No. 1948791. CAUTION: Make
sure that after assembly the reservoirs will be only
half filled. Overfilling will cause the bearings to
overheat. At overhaul periods, the bearing should
be replaced with a new bearing, and the felt seals
should be replaced with new ones.
If the bearings are inspected before the overhaul
period, they may be reused if the grease supply in
the bearing is not low or has not been exhausted.
However, if the grease supply in the bearing is low
or exhausted, the bearing should be replaced with
a new bearing.
CAUTION: Make sure the sealed side of the slip
ring end bearing is on the side away from the
grease reservoir and the open side is toward the
grease reservoir. Satisfactory bearing life will be
obtained only if recommended lubrication proce
dures are followed.
REASSEMBLY
Reassembly is the reverse of disassembly. The ex
ploded view of Figure 3 can be used as a guide
during reassembly. Remember to lift up the brush
es to prevent damage from side contact with the
slip rings. Also be sure the two halves of the nylon
connector are aligned so the connector tongues
enter properly.
OUTPUT CHECK
To check the generator on a test bench, make elec
trical connections as shown in Figure 11, operate
at specified speed, and check for rated output as
given in Delco-Remy Service Bulletin 1G-186 or
1G-187. Adjust the carbon pile, if necessary, to
obtain the desired output. CAUTION: On nega
tive ground generators, connect the negative bat
tery post to the generator frame, and on positive
ground generators connect the positive battery
post to the generator frame.

GENERATOR

Figure 11—Checking G enerator Output.
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TERMINALS

■Typical generator (30-DN Series).

The Delcotron® generators covered in
this bulletin are designed and constructed
to provide extra long periods of reliable
service. No maintenance attention of any
kind is required between engine overhaul
periods.
Generators of this type feature two brush
assemblies, each made up of two brushes.
A brush assembly rides on each of the
two slip rings. A special constant-tension
brush spring holds each brush in contact
with the slip ring. The brushes, springs,
and slip rings are enclosed in a special
shield which prevents entry of dust and
other foreign material. This assures
extra long brush and slip ring life. By
removing plates located on the outside
frame, a quick inspection can be made of
the brush assemblies and slip rings with
out disassembling the generator. This
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feature also permits replacement of the
brushes without further disassembly.
The rotor is mounted on ball bearings
that have a grease reservoir which elim
inates the need for periodic lubrication.
The stator windings are assembled on the
inside of a laminated core that forms the
generator frame. Six rectifier diodes are
mounted in the slip ring end frame, and
are connected to the stator windings at
the three connecting terminals located
on the terminal plate. These six diodes
change the a.c. voltages produced in the
stator windings to a d.c. voltage which
appears at the “ BAT” terminal on the
generator. On some models, a capacitor
is connected from the generator "BAT"
terminal to the generator frame.
A cross-sectional view of a typical 30-DN

Series model is shown in Figure 2, and a
40-DN Series model is shown in Figure 3.
The 41-DN Series models have a double
rotor and field winding. Typical circuits
are shown in Figures 4 and 5.

MAINTENANCE
CAUTION: Each model generator is de
signed to operate on only one polarity
system. Negative ground generators have
negative case diodes located in the end
frame, and positive case diodes in the
heat sink. Positive ground generators
have positive case diodes in the end
frame and negative case diodes in the
heat sink. Always make sure the ground
polarities of the generator, battery, and
regulator are matched before making any
connections.

d i v i s i o n o f g e n e r a l m o t o r s c o r p o r a t i o n , a n d e r s o n , I n d ia n a
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Figure 2— Cross-sectional view of typical generator (30-DN Series).

Periodic maintenance is limited to inspec
tions for loose mounting bolts, a loose
drive pulley, or a loose drive belt. If the
generator is noisy, it may be caused by
loose mounting bolts, a loose drive pul
ley, worn or dirty bearings, a defective
diode or a grounded or shorted stator.
If the noise continues after checking
the mounting bolts and the pulley, the
generator must be removed from the
vehicle and disassembled for further
checks.

DISASSEM BLY
The generator consists of four main com
ponents—the two end frames, the stator,
and the rotor. Disassembly procedures
may vary slightly for different models,
but the following is typical.
1. Remove all nuts and washers from
the three terminals located on the
terminal plate.
2. Remove the four screws attaching
terminal plate to frame.
3. Separate the terminal plate from
terminals, then remove terminal plate
and insulators. CAUTION: Do not pull
on the terminal leads as this may
cause a diode lead to break.
4. Remove the two large screws which
attach the brush holder assemblies

onto the slip ring end frame through
the window in the frame after re
moving the plates.
5. Disconnect from the brush holders
the two lead clips which connect the
two field terminals to the brush
holders.
6. Lift both brush holder assemblies
from the generator through the win
dows.
7. If present, remove the baffle and
plate from the slip ring end frame,
and detach the washer and nut from
the shaft. See Figure 3.

CAPACITOR
COLLAR

\ a

8. Remove the four thru-bolts.
9. Tap the slip ring end frame lightly
to achieve initial separation, then
pry it from the stator assembly with
two screwdrivers located between
the frames at opposite points.
10. Separate drive end frame from the
stator assembly in same manner.
11. Remove shaft nut and washer and
then remove pulley from the shaft.
12. Use an arbor press to push the rotor
shaft from the drive end frame.
13. To remove the drive end bearing,
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light engine oil. With the diode and the
end frame both at room temperature, in
stall the diode and torque to 160-190
inch-pounds. Since diodes use pipe
threads, the depth of penetration may
vary from one diode to another. Recon
nect the diode lead to the terminal.

Figure 4— Wiring diagram of 30-DN and
40-DN Series. “ R” terminal not always
used.
detach bearing retainer plate and
push bearing from housing.
14. Use a puller to remove the slip ring
end bearing and collar from the shaft
on 30-DN Series generators.
15. Use a press to push the slip ring end
bearing from the end frame on 40DN and 41-DN Series generators.

DIODE CHECKS
As shown in the views of Figures 2 and 3,
six diodes are mounted in the slip ring
end frame assembly. Three of these
diodes are mounted in the slip ring end
frame, and three are mounted into a
bracket or heat sink located in the frame.
The heat sink is attached to but insulated
from the slip ring end frame and is
attached to the "BAT” terminal on the
generator. Note in Figure 2 that all
diodes are marked either with a 4- or
— on the hexagonal head to identify the
polarity of the case.
Diodes can be checked for defects with
an ohmmeter as shown in Figure 6. The
ohmmeter leads may be touched to each
diode as shown without disconnecting
the diodes or removing the diodes from
either the end frame or the heat sink.
Use an ohmmeter with a IV 2 volt cell and
a scale on which a 300 ohm value is at
or near mid-scale. To determine the cell
voltage of the ohmmeter, select the scale
on the ohmmeter which is to be used,
and then connect the ohmmeter leads to
the leads of a voltmeter. The voltmeter

Figure 5— Wiring diagram of 41-DN Series
with double rotor. “ R” terminal not
always used.
will indicate the ohmmeter cell voltage.
Do not use high voltage to test diodes,
such as 110 volt test lights.
To check each diode, connect one lead
to the diode case, and the other ohm
meter lead to the diode lead, and note
the ohmmeter reading. Then reverse the
ohmmeter lead connections and note the
reading. Ohmmeter readings may vary
considerably when checking different
diodes. However, if both readings are 300
ohms or less, the diode is defective. Also
if both readings are greater than 300
ohms, the diode is defective. A good
diode will give one very low and one
very high reading. When checking each
diode, push and then pull on the diode
lead to determine if there are loose con
nections within the diode.

To replace any diode mounted in the heat
sink, first disconnect all three heat sink
diode leads from the three terminals.
Then remove the heat sink from the end
frame and follow the procedure outlined
above for removing a diode and installing
a new one.

ROTOR CHECKS
The rotor may be checked electrically for
grounded, open, or short circuited field
coils. To check for grounds, connect a
110-volt test light from either slip ring to
the rotor shaft or to the laminations. If
the lamp lights, the field windings are
grounded.
To check for opens, connect the leads of
the 110-volt test light to each slip ring.
If the lamp fails to light, the windings
are open.
The windings are checked for shortcircuits by connecting a battery and am
meter in series with the two slip rings.
Note the ammeter reading and refer to
Delco-Remy Service Bulletin 1G-186 or
1G-187 for specifications. An ammeter
reading above the specified value indi
cates shorted windings.

DIODE REPLACEMENT
CAUTION: Negative case diodes have
right-hand threads, and positive case
diodes have left-hand threads.
To replace any diode mounted in the
end frame, disconnect the diode lead
from the terminal, and then remove the
defective diode. For ease in removing
the defective diode, it is recommended
that both the diode and the end frame
be heated in an oven to 150°F., or briefly
immersed in hot water at a temperature
just below the boiling point.
Before installing the new diode, lightly
coat the threads with silicone grease or

DIODE
CASE

OHMMETER

Figure 6— Checking diodes with ohm
meter.

STATOR CHECKS
If a 110-volt test lamp lights when con
nected from any terminal in the stator
windings to the stator frame, the wind
ings are grounded. If the lamp fails to
light when successively connected be
tween each pair of stator leads, the
windings are open. Note: A test light can
not be used to check models with delta
stators or with double “ Y" windings con
nected in parallel for opens.
A short circuit in the stator windings is
difficult to locate without laboratory test
equipment due to the low resistance of
the windings. However, if all other elec
trical checks are normal and the genera
tor fails to supply rated output, shorted
stator windings or open double “ Y” stator
or open delta windings are indicated.

SLIP RING SERVICING AND REPLACEMENT
Slip rings which are rough or out of
round should be trued in a lathe to .002
inch maximum indicator reading. Remove
only enough material to make the rings
smooth and round. Finish with 400 grain
or finer polishing cloth and blow away
all dust.
Slip rings which must be replaced can
be removed from the shaft with a gear
puller after the leads have been un
soldered. The new assembly should be

pressed on with a sleeve which just fits
over the shaft; this will apply all the
pressure to the inner slip ring collar and
prevent damage to the outer slip rings.
Only pure tin solder should be used when
reconnecting the field leads. Make sure
the soldered connections are secure.
New slip rings must be turned in a lathe
to a smooth finish with .002 inch maxi
mum indicator reading. Finish with 400
grain or finer polishing cloth.

BRUSH REPLACEMENT
Brushes should be replaced when the dis
tance from the top of the holder
to the top of the spring has reached
15/16 inch (Fig. 7). To measure this
distance, drop a narrow steel scale
into the holder. If one snap cover is inac
cessible and cannot be removed, assume
the brushes in this holder to be the
same length as those in the other holder.
If the generator has been disassembled,
replace brushes when the longest side
reaches 5/16 inch (Fig. 7). To replace a
brush, remove the brush holder assem
blies from the generator as covered in
Steps 1 through 6 under heading of
"DISASSEMBLY." Then, lift the insulator
off top of brush holder, disconnect the
brush lead, insert a thin blade into
holder to release latch and remove as
sembly from molded holder (Fig. 8). Do
not touch or otherwise distort spring as
it may become permanently distorted.
Assemble brush as shown in Figure 8,
then push assembly back into holder.
Note relation between spring and slant
on brush in Figure 7.

LUBRICATION
Under normal operating conditions, the
generator will not require lubrication be
tween engine overhaul periods. The
grease reservoir in each end frame pro
vides an adequate supply of lubricant
for long periods of operation.
Before reassembly after generator over
haul, each reservoir should be half filled
with Delco-Remy Lubricant No. 1948791.

Figure 7— Cross section of brush holder
showing allowable brush wear.

INSERT THIN BLADE
TO RELEASE LATCH

CAUTION: Make sure that after assembly
the reservoirs will be only half filled.
Overfilling will cause the bearings to
overheat. At overhaul periods, the bear
ing should be replaced with a new bear

ASSEMBLE BRUSH
AS SHOWN

LATCH

Figure 8— Replacing brushes.
ing, and the seals should be replaced
with new ones. Place a small amount of
lubricant No. 1948791 on the seals before
assembly.
If the bearings are inspected before the
overhaul period, they may be reused if
the grease supply in the bearing is not
low or has not been exhausted. However,
if the grease supply in the bearing is low
or exhausted, the bearing should be re
placed with a new bearing.
CAUTION: Make sure the sealed side of
the bearing is on the side away from the
grease reservoir and the open side is
toward the grease reservoir. Satisfactory
bearing life will be obtained only if
recommended lubrication procedures are
followed.

REASSEM BLY
Use a collar which just fits over the
inner race to press the bearings onto the
shaft. On the 30-DN Series (Fig. 2), either
a ball bearing or a roller bearing with or

INNER

S PACER

i

JUMPER' 2

JUMPER *1

GENERATOR

Figure 9—Correct location on shaft of
inner race of ball bearing and roller
bearing.
without a snap ring may be used on the
slip ring end. For each type of arrange
ment, assemble the bearing to the dimen
sion shown in Figure 9. The collar used
only with the ball bearing should be
assembled with the shoulder against the
bearing inner race; this will leave a space
between the collar and bearing outer
race. Insure that the sealed side of the
bearing is against the collar. If the roller
bearing design uses a spacer as shown
in Figure 9. Steps 4, 5, and 6 in the
“ DISASSEMBLY" section may be omitted,
and the slip ring end frame may be re
assembled to the stator frame with the

Figure 10— Checking generator output. Typical model shown.

brush holders and brushes attached, as
the brushes will slide over the spacer
onto the slip rings.
When installing the drive end frame bear
ing, use new seals and felt washers, and
insure that the open side of the bearing
is toward the grease reservoir.

OUTPUT CHECK
To check the generator for output, make
electrical connections as shown in Figure
10. Although terminal arrangem ents may

vary, alw ays connect the juniper leads

to the “ BAT,” “ F I," and “ F2," term inals,
operate at specified speed, and check
for rated output as given in Delco-Remy
Service Bulletin 1G-186 or 16-187. Adjust
the load rheostat, if necessary, to ob
tain the desired output. The current out
put may vary slightly with different
generator temperatures.
CAUTION: On negative ground genera
tors, connect the negative battery post
to the generator frame, and on positive
ground generators connect the positive
battery post to the generator frame.
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Figure 1—Typical 10-SI Series generator.

Figure 2— Typical 27-SI Series generator.
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INTRODUCTION
The Delcotron® generators illustrated
in Figures 1, 2 and 3 feature a solid state
regulator that is mounted inside the
generator slip ring end frame. All regu
lator components are enclosed into a
solid mold, and this unit along with the
brush holder assembly is attached to
the slip ring end frame. The regulator
voltage setting never needs adjusting,
and no provision for adjustment is pro
vided.

The generator rotor bearings contain a
supply of lubricant sufficiently adequate
to eliminate the need for periodic lubri
cation. Two brushes carry current
through the two slip rings to the field
coil mounted on the rotor, and under
normal conditions will provide long per
iods of attention-free service.
The stator windings are assembled on
the inside of a laminated core that forms
part of the generator frame. A rectifier
bridge connected to the stator windings

contains six diodes, and electrically
changes the stator a.c. voltages to a
d.c. voltage which appears at the gener
ator output terminal. Generator field
current is supplied through a diode trio
which also is connected to the stator
windings. A capacitor, or condenser,
mounted in the end frame protects the
rectifier bridge and diode trio from high
voltages, and suppresses radio noise.
No periodic adjustments or maintenance
of any kind are required on the entire
generator assembly.

®A Trademark of General Motors
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OPERATING
PRINCIPLES
A typical 10-SI Series wiring diagram is
illustrated in Figure 4. The basic operat
ing principles are explained as follows.
When the switch is closed, current from
the battery flows through the indicator
lamp to the generator No. 1 terminal,
through resistor R l, diode Dl, and the
base-emitter of transistor TRl to ground,
and then back to the battery. This turns
on transistor TRl, and current flows
through the generator field coil and TRl
back to the battery. The indicator lamp
then turns on. Resistor R5 carries some
of the indicator lamp current, and is
identified in Figures 8, 10 and 11.
With the generator operating, a.c. vol
tages are generated in the stator wind
ings, and the stator supplies d.c. field
current through the diode trio, the field,
TRl, and then through the grounded
diodes in the rectifier bridge back to the
stator. Also, the six diodes in the recti
fier bridge change the stator a.c. vol
tages to a d.c. voltage which appears
between ground and the generator "BAT"
terminal. As generator speed increases,
current is provided for charging the bat
tery and operating electrical acces
sories. Also, with the generator operat
ing, the same voltage appears at the
‘‘BAT" and No. 1 terminals, and the in
dicator lamp goes out to indicate the
generator is producing voltage.

Capacitor Cl smooths out the voltage
across R3, resistor R4 prevents exces
sive current through TRl at high temper
atures, and diode D3 prevents highinduced-voltages in the field windings

when TRl turns off. Resistor R2 is a
thermistor which causes the regulated
voltage to vary with temperature, thus
providing the optimum voltage for charg
ing the battery.

The No. 2 terminal on the generator is
always connected to the battery, but
the discharge current is limited to a neg
ligible value by the high resistances of
R2 and R3. As the generator speed and
voltage increase, the voltage between
R and R3 increases to the point where
iener diode D2 conducts. Transistor TR2
then turns on and TRl turns off. With
TRl off, the field current and system
voltage decrease, and D2 then blocks
current flow, causing TRl to turn back
on. The field current and system voltage
increase, and this cycle then repeats
many times per second to limit the gen
erator voltage to a preset value.
Figure 4— Typical 10-SI wiring diagram showing internal circuits.
(Negative ground shown. 27-SI Series is identical except stator is a delta.)

TROUBLESHOOTING PROCEDURES
(Close adherence to the following procedures in the order presented will lead to the location and correction of charging system
defects in the shortest possible time. Only a portion of these procedures need be perlorm ed. It will never be n ecessary to perform
all the procedures in order to locate the trouble.)
Either one of two methods may be used to
troubleshoot the charging system. One
method uses generator tester Model
J-26290 available from:
Kent-Moore Corporation
1501 S. Jackson Street
Jackson, Michigan 49203
The other method follows:
A basic wiring diagram showing lead
connections is shown in Figure 5. To avoid
damage to the electrical equipment, always
observe the following precautions:
• Do not polarize the generator.
• Do not short across or ground any of the
terminals in the charging circuit, except
as specifically instructed herein.
• NEVER operate the generator with the
output terminal open-circuited.
• Make sure the generator and battery
have the same ground polarity.
• When connecting a charger or a booster
battery to the vehicle battery, connect
negative to negative, and positive to
positive. The correct jump start
procedure is covered in the applicable
Delco-Remy battery Service Bulletin.
NOTE: In some circuits, an ammeter may
be used instead of an indicator lamp. In
this case, Section “ A” pertaining to
abnormal indicator lamp operation, should
be omitted from the troubleshooting
procedure.
Trouble in the charging system will show
up as one or more of the following
conditions:
A. Abnormal indicator lamp operation.
B. Abnormal charging system operation.

GENERATOR
one of the following three ab n o rm al
conditions.

1. Switch Off, Lamp On— In this case,
disconnect the two leads from the
generator No. 1 and No. 2 terminals. If
the lamp stays on, there is a short
between these two leads. If the lamp
goes out, replace the rectifier bridge as
covered in the "GENERATOR REPAIR"
section. This condition will cause an
undercharged battery.
2. Switch On, Lamp Off, Engine Stopped
— This condition can be caused by the
defects listed in Part 1 above, or by an
open in the circuit. To determine where
an open exists, proceed as follows:

Check the indicator lamp for normal
operation as shown below.

Switch

Lamp

Engine

OFF
OFF
STOPPED
ON
STOPPED
ON
ON
OFF
RUNNING
If the indicator lamp operates normally,
proceed to "ABNORMAL CHARGING SYSTEM
OPERATION.” Otherwise, proceed to either

Figure 5— Typical wiring diagram show
ing basic lead connections. ((Negative
ground shown)
has not been caused by accessories
having been left on for extended
periods.
2. Check the drive belt for proper tension.
3. If a battery defect is suspected, check
per applicable Delco-Remy Service
Bulletin.
4. Inspect the wiring for defects. Check
all connections for tightness and
cleanliness, including the slip con
nectors at the generator and firewall,
and connections at the battery.
5. With ignition switch on and all wiring
harness leads connected, connect a
INSERT SCREWDRIVER
GROUND TAB TO
END FRAME

a. Check for a blown fuse, a burned out
bulb, defective bulb socket, or an
open in No. 1 lead circuit between
generator and ignition switch.
b. If no defects have been found,
proceed to "ABNORMAL CHARGING
SYSTEM OPERATION.”

3 Switch On, Lamp On, Engine Running
A. ABNORMAL INDICATOR LAMP
OPERATION

INDICATOR
LAMP

BATTERY

END
FRAME
HOLE

check for a blown fuse (where used)
between indicator lamp and switch.
— The other possible causes of this
condition are covered in the "AB
NORMAL CHARGING SYSTEM OPER
ATION" section.
If a defect has been found and corrected at
this point, no further checks need be made.

B. ABNORMAL CHARGING
SYSTEM OPERATION
1. Insure that the undercharged condition

Figure 6— Grounding generator field
winding. (Wiring connections not shown.)

voltmeter from:
a. generator “ BAT’ terminal to ground.
b. generator No. 1 terminal to ground.

e.

c. generator No. 2 terminal to ground.
A zero reading indicates an open
between voltmeter connection and
battery. Repair if required.

f.

6. With all accessories turned off, connect
a voltmeter across the battery. Operate
engine at moderate speed. If voltage is
15.5 or more, remove generator for
repair.
7. If previous Steps 1 thru 6 check satis
factorily, check generator as follows:
a. Disconnect battery ground cable.
b. Connect an ammeter in the circuit at
the “ BAT” terminal of the generator.
c. Reconnect battery ground cable.
d. Turn on radio, windshield wipers,
lights high beam and blower motor

g.

h.

high speed. Connect a carbon pile
across the battery.
Operate engine at moderate speed
as required, and adjust carbon pile
as required to obtain maximum
current output.
If ampere output is within 10
amperes of rated output as stamped
on generator frame, generator most
likely is not defective; recheck Steps
1 thru 6. IMPORTANT: If output in
amperes is OK, but indicator lamp
stays on, check diode trio and
rectifier bridge -in "GENERATOR
REPAIR” section.
If ampere output is not within 10
amperes of rated output, determine
if test hole (Fig. 6) is accessible. If
accessible go to Step h. If not
accessible go to Step I.
Ground the field winding by inserting
a screwdriver into the test hole (Fig.

i.

j.

K.

I.

6). CAUTION: Tab is within % inch of
casting surface. Do not force
screwdriver deeper than one inch
into end frame,
Operate engine at moderate speed
as required, and adjust carbon pile
as required to obtain maximum
current output,
If output is within 10 amperes of
rated output, check field winding as
covered in “ GENERATOR REPAIR”
section, and test regulator with an
approved regulator tester.
If output is not within 10 amperes
of rated output, check the field
winding, diode trio, rectifier bridge,
and stator as covered in “ GEN
ERATOR REPAIR” section.
If test hole is not accessible,
disassemble generator and make
tests listed in "GENERATOR REPAIR”
section.

INSULATING
WASHERS

CAPACITOR
BRIDGE
OHMMETER
(CHECK FOR SHORTS AND OPENS)

RESISTOR
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GENERATOR REPAIR
To repair the generator, observe the fol
lowing procedure:

DISASSEMBLY
To disassemble the generator, take out
the four thru-bolts, and separate the
drive end frame and rotor assembly from
the stator assembly by prying apart with
a screwdriver at the stator slot. A scribe
mark will help locate the parts in the
same position during assembly. After dis
assembly, place a piece of tape over the
slip ring end frame bearing to prevent
entry of dirt and other foreign material,
and also place a piece of tape over the
shaft on the slip ring end. If brushes are
to be reused, clean with a soft dry cloth.
CAUTION: Use pressure sensitive tape
and not friction tape which would leave
a gummy deposit on the shaft.
To remove the drive end frame from the
rotor, place the rotor in a vise and
tighten only enough to permit removal
of the shaft nut. CAUTION: Avoid exces
sive tightening as this may cause dis
tortion of the rotor. Remove the shaft
nut, washer, pulley, fan, and the collar,
and then separate the drive end frame
from the rotor shaft.

ROTOR FIELD WINDING CHECKS
To check for opens, connect the test
lamp or ohmmeter to each slip ring. If
the lamp fails to light, or if the ohm
meter reading is high (infinite), the wind
ing is open (Fig. 7).
Connect test lamp or ohmmeter from
one slip ring to shaft. If lamp lights, or
if reading is low, the rotor winding is
grounded (not illustrated).
The winding is checked for shortcircuits or excessive resistance by con
necting a battery and ammeter in series
with the edges of the two slip rings.
Note the ammeter reading and refer to
Delco-Remy Service Bulletin 1G-187 for
specifications. An ammeter r e a d in g
above the specified value indicates
shorted windings; a reading below the
specified value indicates excessive re
sistance. An alternate method is to
check the resistance of the field by
connecting an ohmmeter to the two slip
rings (Fig. 7). If the resistance reading
is below the specified value, the winding
is shorted; if above the specified value

SINGLE CONNECTOR

the winding has excessive resistance.
The specified resistance value can be
determined by dividing the voltage by
the current given in Bulletin 1G-187.
Remember that the winding resistance
and ammeter readings will vary slightly
with winding temperature changes. If
the rotor is not defective, but the gen
erator fails to supply rated output, the
defect is in the diode trio, rectifier
bridge, stator, or regulator.

DIODE TRIO CHECK
The diode trio is identified in Figure 8.
To check the diode trio, remove it from
the end frame assembly by detaching
the three nuts, the attaching screw, and
removing the stator assembly. Note that
the insulating washer on the screw is
assembled over the top of the diode
trio connector. Connect an ohmmeter
having a IV 2 volt cell, and using the
lowest range scale, to the single con
nector and to one of the three connec
tors (Fig. 9). Observe the reading. Then
reverse the ohmmeter leads to the same
two connectors. If both readings are the
same, replace the diode trio. A good
diode trio will give one high and one
low reading. Repeat this same test be
tween the single connector and each of
the other two connectors. Also, connect
the ohmmeter to each pair of the three
connectors (not illustrated). If any read
ing is zero, replace the diode trio.
NOTE- Figures 8 and 9 illustrate two
diode trios differing in appearance. Either
one of these diode trios may be used in
these generators, and the two are com
pletely interchangeable.

RECTIFIER BRIDGE CHECK
Note that the rectifier bridge has a
grounded heat sink and an insulated
heat sink connected to the output term
inal. Also, note the insulating washer
located between the insulated heat sink
and end frame on 10-SI generators.
To check the rectifier bridge, connect
the ohmmeter to the grounded heat sink
and one of the three terminals (Fig. 10).
IMPORTANT: If rectifier bridge is con
structed as shown in Figure 11, connect

Figure 9— Diode trio check.
ohmmeter pressing down very firmly onto
flat metal connector, and not onto
threaded stud as in Figure 10. Then re
verse the lead connections to the
grounded heat sink and same terminal.
If both readings are the same, replace
the rectifier bridge. A good rectifier
bridge will give one high and one low
reading. Repeat this same test between
the grounded heat sink and the other two
terminals, and between the insulated
heat sink and each of the three terminals.
This makes a total of six checks, with
two readings taken for each check.
The ohmmeter check of the rectifier
bridge, and of the diode trio as previous
ly covered, is a valid and accurate check.
Do not replace either unit unless at least
one pair of readings is the same. CAU
TION: Do not use high voltage to check
these units such as a 110 volt test lamp.
To replace the rectifier bridge, remove
the attaching screws, and disconnect the
capacitor lead. Note the insulator be
tween the insulated heat sink and end
frame (Fig. 10). Rectifier bridges may
vary in appearance but are completely
interchangeable in these generators.

STATOR CHECKS
The stator windings may be checked
with a 110-volt test lamp or an ohm
meter. If the lamp lights, or if the meter
reading is low when connected from any
stator lead to the frame, the windings
are grounded. If the lamp fails to light,
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or if the meter reading is high when suc
cessively connected between each pair
of stator leads on 10-SI Series, the wind
ings are open (Fig. 12).

^ C O N N EC TO R
"s p r i n g
W A SH E R

NOTE: Delta windings on 27-SI Series
cannot be checked for opens.
A short circuit in the stator windings is
difficult to locate without laboratory test
equipment due to the low resistance of
the windings. However, if all other elec
trical checks are normal and the gener
ator fails to supply rated output, shorted
stator windings or an open delta winding
on 27-SI Series are indicated. Also, a
shorted stator can cause the indicator
lamp to be on with the engine at low
speed. Check the regulator in next sec
tion before replacing stator.
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Figure 11— Rectifier bridge check.

BRUSH HOLDER AND REGULATOR
REPLACEMENT
To determine if the regulator is defec
tive, an approved regulator tester must
be used.
After removing the three attaching nuts,
the stator, and diode trio screw (Figs. 10
and 11), the brush holder and regulator
may be replaced by removing the two re
maining screws. Note the two insulators
located over the top of the brush clips in
Figure 8, and that these two screws have
special insulating sleeves over the screw
body above the threads. The third mount
ing screw may or may not have an insu
lating sleeve. If not, this screw must
not be interchanged with either one of

BRUSH

CO N N ECTO R

the other two screws, as a ground may
result, causing no output or uncontrolled
generator output. Regulators may vary
in appearance but are completely inter
changeable in these generators.

SLIP RING SERVICING
If the slip rings are dirty, they may be
cleaned and finished with 400 grain or
finer polishing cloth. Spin the rotor, and
hold the polishing cloth against the slip
rings until they are clean. CAUTION: The
rotor must be rotated in order that the
slip rings will be cleaned evenly. Clean
ing the slip rings by hand without
spinning the rotor may result in flat
spots on the slip rings, causing brush

RESISTOR
(USED ON
MODELS)

noise.
Slip rings which are rough or out of
round should be trued in a lathe to .002
inch maximum indicator reading. Remove
only enough material to make the rings
smooth and round. Finish with 400 grain
or finer polishing cloth and blow away
all dust.

BEARING REPLACEMENT AND
LUBRICATION
The bearing in the drive end frame can
be removed by detaching the retainer
plate screws, and then pressing the bear
ing from the end frame. If the bearing
is in satisfactory condition, it may be
reused, and it should be filled one-quar-
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OHMMETER

REGULATOR
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ter full with Delco-Remy lubricant No.
1948791 before reassembly. CAUTION:
Do not overfill, as this may cause the
bearing to overheat, and use only
1948791 lubricant.
To install a new bearing, press in with
a tube or collar that just fits over the
outer race, with the bearing and slinger
assembled into the end frame as shown
in Figure 13. It is recommended that a
new retainer plate be installed if the felt
seal in the retainer plate is hardened
or excessively worn. Fill the cavity be
tween the retainer plate and bearing
with 1948791 lubricant.
The bearing in the slip ring end frame
should be replaced if its grease supply
is exhausted. No attempt should be
made to re-lubricate and reuse the bear
ing. To remove the bearing from the slip
ring end frame, press out with a tube or
collar that just fits inside the end frame
housing. Press from the outside of the
housing towards the inside.
To install a new bearing, place a flat
plate over the bearing and press in from
the outside towards the inside of the
frame until the bearing is flush with the
outside of the end frame. Support the
inside of the frame with a hollow cylin
der to prevent breakage of the end
frame. Use extreme care to avoid mis
alignment or otherwise placing undue
stress on the bearing.
If the seal is separate from the bearing,
it is recommended that a new seal be
installed whenever the bearing is re
placed. Press the seal in with the lip
of the seal toward the rotor when as
sembled, that is, away from the bearing.
Lightly coat the seal lip with oil to
facilitate assembly of the shaft into the
bearing.

REASSEMBLY
Reassembly is the reverse of disassembly.
Remember when assembling the pulley
to secure the rotor in a vise only tight
enough to permit tightening the shaft
nut to 40-60 lb. ft. If excessive pressure
is applied against the rotor, the assem
bly may become distorted. To install the
slip ring end frame assembly to the rotor
and drive end frame assembly, remove
the tape over the bearing and shaft,
and make sure the shaft is perfectly
clean after removing the tape. Insert a
pin through the holes to hold up the
brushes. Carefully install the shaft into

Figure 13—Drive end bearing assembly.

(Some models use flat w asher instead
of slinger)

6. If output is within 10 amperes of
rated output as stamped on genera
tor frame, generator is good.
7. If output is not within 10 amperes
of rated output, keep battery loaded
with carbon pile, and ground gener
ator field (Fig. 6).
8. Operate generator at moderate
speed and adjust carbon pile as re
quired to obtain maximum output.
9. If output is within 10 amperes of
rated output, test regulator with an
approved regulator tester, and check
field winding.
10. If output is not within 10 amperes of
rated output, check the field wind
ing, diode trio, rectifier bridge, and
stator as previously covered.

the slip ring end frame assembly to avoid
damage to the seal. After tightening the
thru-bolts remove the brush retaining
pin to allow the brushes to fall down
onto the slip rings.

GENERATOR BENCH CHECK
To check the generator in a test stand,
proceed as follows:
1. Make connections as shown in Figure
14, except leave the carbon pile dis
connected. IMPORTANT—Ground po
larity of battery and generator
must be the same. Use a fully
charged battery, and a 10 ohm resis
tor rated at six watts or more be
tween the generator No. 1 terminal
and the battery.
2. Slowly increase the generator speed
and observe the voltage.

CARBON
PILE

c 5

n

VOLTMETER

J

I.. J
pvt

3. If the voltage is uncontrolled with
speed and increases above 15.5 volts
on a 12-volt system, or 31 volts on
a 24-volt system, test regulator
with an approved regulator tester,
and check field winding. NOTE: The
battery must be fully charged when
making this check.
4. If voltage is below 15.5 volts on a
12-volt system, or 31 volts on a 24volt system, connect the carbon pile
as shown.
5. Operate the generator at moderate
speed as required and adjust the
carbon pile as required to obtain
maximum current output.

GENERATOR
Figure 14— Connections for bench check
of generator. (Negative ground generator
shown.)
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DELCOTRON® INTEGRAL CHARGING SYSTEM
(25-SI Series, 400 and 450 Types)

Figure 1— Typical integral charging system

INTRODOCTION

reservoirs contain an adequate supply of
lubricant so that no periodic maintenance
of any kind is required.

The Integral Charging System shown in
Figure 1 and Figure 2 is a self-rectifying,
brushless unit featuring a built-in voltage
regulator. The only movable part in the as
sembly is the rotor, which is mounted on a
ball bearing at the drive end, and a roller
bearing at the rectifier end. All currentcarrying conductors are stationary. These
conductors are the field winding, the stator
windings, the six rectifying diodes, and the
regulator circuit components. The regulator
and diodes are enclosed in a sealed com
partment.

Only one wire is needed to connect the In
tegral Charging System to the battery,
along with an adequate ground return. The
specially designed output terminal is con
nected directly to the battery. A red output
terminal is used on negative ground mod
els, and is to be connected only to battery
positive. A black output terminal is used on
positive ground models and is to be con
nected only to battery negative. An “ R”
terminal is provided for use in some cir
cuits to operate auxiliary equipment.

A fan located on the drive end provides
airflow for cooling. Extra large grease

D e lc o - R e m y

The hex head bolt on the output terminal
is electrically insulated; no voltage read
ing can be obtained by connecting to the
hex head.

OPERATING
PRINCIPLES
(Type shown in Figures 3 and 4.)
Typical wiring diagrams are shown in Fi
gures 3 and 4. The basic operating princi
ples are explained as follows.
As the rotor begins to turn, the permanent
magnetism therein induces voltages in the
stator windings. Current then flows through
diodes Dl, D2, and D3, resistors R1 and
R3, and the generator diodes back to the
stator winding. Transistors TR1 and TR2
then turn on, and the battery supplies cur
rent through resistor R5, the field coil, and
TR1. Current also flows from the battery
through R5, R2 and R4.

d iv i s io n o f g e n e r a l m o t o r s c o r p o r a t i o n , a n d e r s o n , I n d ia n a

R EG U LA TO R
STA TIO N A R Y FIELD COIL
(BRU SHLESS C O N STRU CTIO N )

EXTERN A L
V O LTA G E
A D JU STM EN T

RETAIN ER
PLATE

ROLLER
BEA R IN G
BEA R IN G
WELL
COVER

G REA SE
RESERVOIR

|

BA LL
B E A R IN G

SEAL

G R E A SE
R ESERVO IR
STATO R
LEAD
G RO M M ET

Figure 2— Cross sectional view typical integral charging system

As system voltage increases, a voltage
across R4 is impressed across diodes D5
and D6, caused by current flow through R5,
R2 and R4. When the pre-set voltage is
reached, diodes D5 and D6 conduct, TR3
turns on, TRl and TR2 turn off, and the
generator voltage decreases. Diodes D5, D6
and TR3 then turn off, TRl and TR2 turn
back on, and the cycle repeats many times
per second to limit the generator voltage to
the adjusted value.
Figure 3— Negative ground circuit. Regulator shown in Figures 12 and 13.

Capacitor Cl protects the generator diodes
from high transient voltages, and sup
presses radio interference.
Capacitor C2 used on 24 volt systems only
causes TRl and TR2 to turn on and off
quickly. Diode D4 prevents high field-coilinduced voltages when TRl and TR2 turn
off.
Capacitor C3 smooths out the voltage
across R4. Resistor R5 raises the generator
voltage slightly as generator output in
creases to maintain a more nearly constant
voltage across the battery by compensating
for line drop.

OPERATING
PRINCIPLES
(Type show n in F ig u re s 5 and 6.)
The basic operating
explained as follows:

principles

are

As the rotor begins to turn, the permanent
magnetism therein induces voltages in the
stator windings. The voltages across the
six diodes cause current to flow to charge
the battery.
Current from the stator flows through the
three diodes to resistor R6 and the baseemitter of TR2 and TR1 to turn these trans
istors on. Current also flows from the
stator through the diode trio Dl, D2, and
D3, the field coil and transistor TR1, re
turning to the stator through the other
three diodes. All stator current, except
through the diode trio 01, D2, and D3,
flows through the six diodes connected to
the stator.
Current flow through R l, R2, and R3
causes a voltage to appear at zener diode
D4. When the voltage becomes high enough
due to increasing generator speed, D4 and
the base-emitter of TR3 conduct current
and TR3 turns on. TR2 and TR1 then turn
off, decreasing the field current and the
system voltage decreases. The voltage at
D4 decreases, D4 and TR3 turn off, TR2
and TR1 turn back on and the system vol
tage increases. This cycle then repeats
many times per second to limit the system
voltage as determined by the setting of the
potentiometer R2, R3.
Capacitor Cl protects the generator diodes
from high transient voltages and suppres
ses radio interference.
Resistor R5 prevents current leakage
through TR3 at high temperatures.
Diode D5 prevents high transient voltages
in the field coil when the field current is
decreasing.
Resistor R7, capacitor C3 and resistor R4
all act to cause transistors TR2 and TR1 to
turn on and off more quickly.

TROUBLESHOOTING PROCEDURES
EN ERGIZIN G SPEED
The energizing speed is the rpm at
which the regulator turns on to
energize the field coil. This speed is
higher than some speeds at which
output can be obtained. Therefore,
when checking output at low
speeds, increase the speed until the
regulator turns on, then reduce the
speed to check the output. No out
put can be obtained until the reg
ulator turns on. Once the regulator
turns on, it will remain turned on
until the engine is stopped.

RATED VOLTAGE
On 12, 24 and 32-volt systems, the
Integral Charging System output
preferably should be checked at the
"RATED VOLTAGE” given in the ta
ble.

Trouble in the vehicle charging system
will be indicated by one of two condi
tions:
• An undercharged battery as evi
denced by low specific gravity read
ings and slow cranking.

However, it is permissible to check
the output in amperes at any volt
age within the “ OPERATING RANGE”
listed in the table, since the current
output will be quite close to the
value that would be obtained at
"RATED VOLTAGE.” The voltage
should never be allowed to rise
above the "OPERATING RANGE” for
any length of time.
SYSTEM
VOLTAGE

12
24
32
It should
may be
RANGE”
state of

RATED
VOLTAGE

14.0
28.0
37.5

OPERATING
RANGE

13.0-15.0
26.0-30.0
33.0-39.0

be noted that the voltage
below the “ OPERATING
if the battery is in a low
charge. However, as the

• An overcharged battery as evidenced
by excessive battery water usage.
These conditions can be caused by:
I. A defective battery
II. Poor circuit connections
III. Defective Integral Charging System

battery receives a charge, the volt
age will rise to some value within
the “ OPERATING RANGE.”

MAGNETIZING THE ROTOR
The rotor normally retains mag
netism to provide voltage build-up
when the engine is started. After
disassembly or servicing, however,
it may be necessary to reestablish
the magnetism. To magnetize the
rotor connect the Integral Charging
System to the battery in a normal
manner, then momentarily connect a
jumper lead from the b attery p o s i

tive post to the In te g ra l C h arg in g
System rela y te rm in a l, identified in
Figure 2. This procedure applies to
both negative and positive ground
systems, and will restore the normal
residual magnetism in the rotor.

I. BATTERY
Since the battery may have an internal
defect, it must be checked to determine
its condition. Use the ap p licab le
Delco-Remy Service Bulletin.

Figure 7— Output check (Remember— the hex bolt on the output

terminal is electrically insulated).

DELCOTRON INTEGRAL CHARGIN6 SYSTEM
Service Bulletin 1G-275
II. C IR C U IT CONNECTIONS
Poor circuit connections in the 25 SI In
tegral Charging System can cause an
undercharged condition only. Carefully
inspect all connections including
grounds between the Integral Charging
System and battery for cleanliness and
tightness. Insure that the battery cable
clamps are clean and tight, and that
the battery is dry and clean.

III. INTEGRAL CHARGING SYSTEM
If the battery and circuit connection
checks are satisfactory, the Integral
Charging System may be checked either
on or off the vehicle by making connec
tions as shown in Figure 7. Assemble a
closed end terminal clip with V2 inch
hole to output terminal, then connect
ammeter lead clip to this terminal clip.
1. With all accessories and carbon pile
turned off, increase engine speed as re
quired to obtain maximum voltage read
ing.
2. If voltage exceeds 15 volts on a 12-volt
system, 30 volts on a 24-volt system or
39 volts on a 32-volt system, remove
Integral Charging System for repair as
covered under heading of “ INTEGRAL
CHARGING SYSTEM REPAIR.”
3. If voltage does not exceed these values,
proceed as follows:
4. Insure that accessories have not been
left on for extended periods.
5. Check the drive belt for proper tension.
6. Inspect the wiring for defects. Check all
connections for tightness and cleanli

ness, including the cable clamps and
battery posts.
Connect a voltmeter from ‘‘OUTPUT’’
terminal on Integral Charging System to
ground. A zero reading indicates an
open between voltmeter connection and
battery.
If previous Steps check satisfactorily,
check Integral Charging System as fol
lows:
a. Disconnect battery ground cable.
b. Connect an ammeter in the circuit
at the “ OUTPUT” terminal of the In
tegral Charging System.
c. Reconnect battery ground cable.
d. Turn on accessories. Connect carbon
pile across the battery.
e. Operate engine at moderate speed
as required, usually 4000 generator
rpm or more, and adjust carbon pile
as required, to obtain maximum cur
rent output.

IMPORTANT: Initial voltage
is by residual magnetism
rotor. Increase the speed
quired to obtain maximum
output.

buildup
in the
as re
current

f. If ampere output is not within 10
amperes of rated output as stamped
on generator frame, remove
generator for repair. If ampere out
put is within 10 amperes of rated
output as stamped on generator

VOLTAGE ADJUSTMENT
POTENTIOMETER

SILASTIC COATING NOT
SHOWN ON REGULATOR

frame, Integral Charging System is
not defective. In this case, an ad
justment of the voltage setting may
correct the condition.

7. Type Regulator Shown in Figures 3, 4
and 12.
a. Remove pipe plug from Integral
Charging System (Figure 2).
b. Turn adjusting screw one or two
notches clockwise to raise the volt
age setting and one or two notches
counterclockwise to lower the volt
age setting.
c. Replace pipe plug.
After adjusting setting, check for an
improved battery condition over a ser
vice period of reasonable length. If ad

justing the setting does not correct
the battery condition, remove the
generator for repair.
Remember that if the battery state of
charge is low, the regulator may not be
limiting the voltage, and turning the ad
justing screw will show no change on
the voltmeter. However, turning the ad
justing screw will change the voltage
setting to a new value, which will be
indicated by the voltmeter when the
battery state of charge increases.

8. Type Regulator Shown in Figures 5, 6
and 16.
Follow same procedure previously out
lined, except adjust voltage by removing
end cover to expose potentiometer as
shown in Figure 8. Turn potentiometer
clockwise to raise setting and counter
clockwise to lower setting. Use voltmeter
across battery to read setting.

INTEGRAL CHARGING SYSTEM DISASSEMRLY
After removing the cover plate, cover and
gasket, typical rectifier end frame compo
nents are exposed to view as shown in
Figure 9, Figure 10 and Figure 11. Note
carefully the proper connections, then pro
ceed as follows:

REGULATOR

DIODE

"R
TERMINAL
LEAD

FIELD COIL CHECKS (Figure 11)

To check for opens, connect a test lamp, or
an ohmmeter to the two field coil leads as
shown. If the lamp fails to light, or if
ohmmeter reading is high (infinite), the
field coil is open.
The winding is checked for short-circuits by
connecting a battery and ammeter in series
with the field coil. Note the ammeter read
ing and refer to Delco-Remy Service Bulle
tin 1G-187 for specifications. An ammeter
reading above the specified value indicates
shorted windings. An alternate method is
to check the resistance of the field by con
necting an ohmmeter to the field coil. If
the resistance reading is below the
specified value, the winding is shorted. The
specified resistance value can be deter
mined by dividing the voltage by the cur
rent given in Bulletin 1G-187.
To replace the field coil, separate drive end
frame from rectifier end frame, remove
field coil attaching screws and pull leads
and grommet through end frame hole.
Place grease on grommet and pull grom
met into hole during assembly.

HEAT
SINK
OUTPUT
| TERMINAL

1. To check the stator and diodes, remove
the three nuts, the three regulator
leads, the three stator leads, the six
diode leads, and the “ R" terminal lead
from the three studs. During reassembly
place over each stud in this order the
two diode leads, the stator lead, the
“ R" terminal lead on one stud only, the
regulator lead, and the nut.
2. To check the field coil, disconnect the
two field coil leads from the regulator.
3. Later on, it may be necessary to sepa
rate the drive end frame assembly from
the rectifier end frame assembly by re
moving the shaft nut, washer, pulley,
fan, slinger and the thru bolts from the
drive end.

To check for grounds, connect a test lamp,
or an ohmmeter to one field coil lead and
to the end frame as illustrated. If the lamp
lights, or if ohmmeter reading is low, the
field coil is grounded.

MOUNTING
SCREWS

REGULATOR
LEAD

THREE STATOR LEADS,
SIX DIODE LEADS,
THREE IDENTICALLY
COLORED REGULATOR
LEADS

Figure 9— End view, cover removed, early type discrete-component 12-volt regulator

DIODE CHECKS (Figure 11)
Check each of the six diodes by removing
each diode lead from the stud and connect
ing an ohmmeter using the lowest range
scale to the diode lead and case. Then re
verse the ohmmeter lead connections to the
diode lead and case. If both readings are
the same, replace the diode. A good diode
will give one high and one low reading.
CAUTION: Do not use high voltage such as
110 volt test lamps, to check diodes.
Before replacing a diode in the rectifier end
frame, the ena frame must be separated
from the drive end frame. Also, before re
placing a diode in the heat sink or end
frame, it is necessary to remove the heat
sink from the end frame by detaching from
the heat sink the regulator lead, the heat
sink mounting screws, and the generator
output terminal. Note the round insulators
under the heat sink mounting screws, and
the flat insulator located behind the heat

sink. The silicone grease on both sides of
the flat insulator provides the necessary
heat transfer between heat sink and end
frame. Reapply silicone grease during a s

sembly, tighten the heat sink mounting
screw s loosely, securely tighten the out
put term inal, then secu rely tighten the
heat sink screw s.
To replace a diode in the heat sink, support
the heat sink, and use an arbor press or
vise to push the diode out. Use a suitable
tool to pull the diode out of the end frame.
Also use a suitable tool which fits over the
outer diode edge to push the diode in, and
support the heat sink or end frame with a
suitable tool. NOTE: Diode replacement
tools are available from various manufac
turers normally supplying tools and test
equipment to the automotive industry.
CAUTION: Do not strike the diode, as the
shock may damage it and the other diodes.
Use only those diodes listed in the parts
list for these units. Never use substitutes.

REGULATOR

MOUNTING

ATTACH IDENTICALLY
COLORED REGULATOR
LEAD CLIP TO
"R” TERMINAL

(CHECK FOR SHORTS
AND OPENS)
OHMMETER

HEAT
SINK

(CHECK FOR GROUNDS)
OHMMETER
(CHECKING DIODE)
OHMMETER

OUTPUT
TERMINAL
DIODE

FIELD
COIL
LEADS

REGULATOR
LEAD
OHMMETER
(CHECK FOR OPENS)
THREE STATOR LEADS,
SIX DIODE LEADS,
THREE IDENTICALLY
COLORED REGULATOR
LEADS

Figure 10— End view, cover removed, new type
discrete-component 12-volt regulator

OHMMETER
(CHECK FOR OPENS)

Figure 11— Electrical checks for all types
(24-volt regulator shown)

STATOR CHECKS (Figure 11)
(Omit for overcharged battery)

REGULATOR REPLACEMENT OR
REPAIR (Figure 12 only)

The stator windings may be checked with a
110-volt test lamp or an ohmmeter. If the
lamp lights, or if the meter reading is low
when connected from any stator lead to the
frame, the windings are grounded.

After disconnecting the three identically
colored regulator leads, the regulator may
be replaced by removing the attaching
screws and disconnecting the regulator
lead from the heat sink. NOTE: Some 24and 32-volt regulator models have a
permanently-connected separate transistor
mounted onto the rectifier end frame (not
illustrated). Regulators may differ in ap
pearance, but the various types are com
pletely interchangeable.

If the lamp fails to light, or if the meter
reading is high when successively con
nected between each pair of stator leads,
the windings are open.
A short circuit in the stator windings is dif
ficult to locate without laboratory test
equipifient due to the low resistance of the
windings. However, if all other electrical
checks are normal and the generator fails
to supply rated output, shorted stator wind
ings are indicted.
To replace the stator, separate drive end
frame from rectifier end frame, and pull
leads and grommet through hole. Place
grease on grommet and pull into hole dur
ing assembly.

OHMMETER
(CHECK FOR GROUNDS)

If previous checks indicate the regulator
should be repaired, proceed as follows.
A. The panel board is shown without the
sealing compound so the seven (7) ser
viceable parts can be easily identified
(Figure 12).
B. Remove screw, transistor TR1, and pry
apart heat sink and panel board with
screwdriver.
C. Carefully inspect printed circuit for poor
solder joints.

D. Carefully inspect for broken parts.
E. Check components as follows (Figure
13). Use lVi-volt ohmmeter on low
scale. Reverse leads to get two (2) read
ings. SCRATCH HARD WITH SHARP IN
STRUMENT TO BREAK THROUGH TRANS
PARENT COATING OVER SOLDER TO
MAKE OHMMETER CONTACT. Use 50
watt soldering gun.
1. TAP SWITCH AND HEAT SINK
ASSEMBLY— Turn slotted screw with
screwdriver to 5 positions. If screw
is loose, replace assembly. Also, re
place old type assemblies having
brass slotted screw and attaching
nut even if screw is not loose. New
assemblies have aluminum slotted
screw and no attaching nut. Make
sure switch is epoxied to heat sink.
2. RESISTOR R5— If any reading is
over one (1) ohm, replace resistor.
Cut away sealing compound with
sharp blade.
3. TRANSISTOR TR2—
a. Step 1: Should get one low and
one high reading. If not, replace
transistor.

DIODE
RESISTOR

TAP SWITCH AND
HEAT SINK
R4
(UNDERNEATH)

TRANSISTOR TR2
(24 AND 32-VOLT)
MOUNTED HERE WITH
TWO SCREWS.
NOT SHOWN

TR2
(12-VOLT)

Figure 12— Panel Board Assembly
b. Step 2: Same as Step 1.
c. Step 3: Both readings should be
very high. If not, replace transis
tor.
IMPORTANT: The replacement trans
istor for TR2 may be a small black
unit with a red dot and a flat side.
When assembled, the flat side

should face towards diodes Dl, D2
and D3 (Figure 12)
4. DIODE D4— Should get one low and
one high reading. If not, replace
diode.
5. DIODES Dl, D2 and D3— Check each
diode separately. Should get one low
and one high reading. If not, replace
diode being checked.

KEEP OPPOSITE SIDE OF
HEAT SINK (EXCEPT DIRECTLY
UNDER TAP SWITCH) COMPLETELY

6. TRANSISTOR TR1 (Figure 15) —
a. Step 1: Both readings should be
very high. If not, replace transis
tor.
b. Step 2: Should get one low and
one high reading. If not, replace
transistor.
c. Step 3: Same as Step 2.

EPOXY LOCATIONS

C=3

4 INSULATOR LOCATIONS

SLOTTED SCREW

TR2

TR2

TR2

D1.D2, D3

Figure 13— Checking Components

7. CAPACITOR C l— Visually inspect for
broken leads.
F. If no defects have been found, replace
complete regulator assembly.
G. If regulator was repaired, reassemble as
follows:
1. If heat sink is reused, burn away
with soldering iron old epoxy
separating heat sink from panel
board. Apply new epoxy Part No.
1966807 at all four (4) locations on
old or new heat sink (Figure 13).
IMPORTANT: Keep opposite side of
heat sink (except under tap switch)
perfectly clean and free of epoxy and
rubber seal (Figure 13).
2. Using 4 insulators, assemble heat
sink, panel board and transistor
TR1. Use silicone grease available
commercially on both sides of mica
insulator located between transistor
and heat sink.
3. Apply sealing compound as shown in
Figure 14 around components using
Dow Chemical RTV Silastic 732
silicone rubber seal or equivalent,
available at hardware, drug and
paint stores. Keep metal clips per
fectly clean and free of rubber seal.
H. Test regulator to see if it works. If O.K.,
return to service. If defective, replace
complete regulator assembly.

CHECKING TRANSISTOR
FOR SHORTS

PROPER APPLICATION OF
RUBBER SEAL SHOWN

KEEP CLIPS PERFECTLY
CLEAN AND FREE OF
RUBBER SEAL AND EPOXY

POSITIVE GROUND
CLIP LOCAJED
HERE

Figure 14— Rubber Seal Applied. Typical Regulator Shown

REGULATOR REPLACEMENT OR
REPAIR (Figure 16 only)
After diconnecting the three identically col
ored regulator leads, the regulator may be
replaced by removing the attaching screws
and disconnecting the regulator lead from
the heat sink.
If previous checks indicate the regulator
should be repaired, proceed as follows:
A. The panel board is shown without the
sealing compound so the seven (7) ser
viceable parts can be easily identified
(Figure 16).
B. Remove screw, transistor TR1 and pry
apart heat sink and panel board with
screwdriver.
C. Carefully inspect printed circuit for poor
solder joints.
D. Carefully inspect for broken parts.
E. Check components as follows (Figure
17). Use lVi-volt ohmmeter on low
scale. SCRATCH HARD WITH SHARP IN
STRUMENT TO BREAK THROUGH TRANS
PARENT COATING OVER SOLDER TO
MAKE OHMMETER CONTACT. Use 50watt soldering gun.
IMPORTANT: The ohmmeter polarity
must be determined by connecting its
leads to voltmeter leads. The voltmeter

will read up scale when the negative
leads are connected together and the
positive leads are connected together.
The polarity of the voltmeter leads can
be determined by connecting the leads
to the identified terminals of a battery.
1. Transistor TR2—
a. Step 1: Should read about 5-50
ohms. If zero or well above 50,
replace transistor.
b. Step 2: Should read very high. If
not, replace transistor.
c. Step 3: Same as Step 1.
2. Transistor TR3—
a. Step 1: Should read very high. If
not, replace transistor.
b. Step 2: Should read about 5-50
ohms. If zero or well above 50,
replace transistor.
c. Step 3: Same as Step 2.
3. Diode D5— Should read 5-50 ohms.
If zero, or well above 50, replace
diode.
4. Diode trio Dl, D2 and D3— Each
diode should read 5-50 ohms. If
zero, or well above 50, replace diode
being tested.
5. Capacitor C2— Should read high. If
zero, replace capacitor.

DELCOTRON INTEGRAL CHARGING SYSTEM
1G-275 Service Bulletin
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6. Potentiometer R2—
IMPORTANT: Change ohmmeter to
X10 or middle scale. With ohmmeter
connected, turn potentiometer slot
ted screw, Figure 16. Ohmmeter
needle should deflect slightly. If no
deflection at all, replace R2.
7. Transistor TRl—
IMPORTANT: Turn ohmmeter back to
low or XI scale.
a. Step 1: Should read very high. If
not, replace transistor.
b. Step 2: Should read about 5-50
ohms. If zero, or well above 50,
replace transistor.
c. Step 3: Same as Step 2.
If no defects have been found, replace
complete regulator assembly.
If regulator was repaired, reassemble,
using silicone grease on both sides of
mica under transistor TRl.
Apply sealing compound as shown in
Figure 14 around components using
Dow Chemical RTV Silastic 732 silicone
rubber seal or equivalent, available at
hardware, drug and paint stores. Keep
metal clips perfectly clean and free of
rubber seal.
Test regulator to see if it works. If O.K.,
return to service. If defective, replace
complete regulator assembly.

POTENTIOMETER R2, R3
CAPACITOR C2

'

TRANSISTOR TR2

TRl
(UNDERNEATH)

DIODES Dl, D2, D3

TRANSISTOR TR3
Figure 16— Panel Board Assembly.
Note parallel arrangement of components.
USE
X10
SCALE
R2

TR2

TR2

D5

Dl, D2, D 3

BEARING REPLACEMENT
AND LUBRICATION
The bearings normally will operate be
tween engine overhaul periods without at
tention. At time of engine overhaul, the
bearings and seals should be replaced,
and a fresh supply of lubricant added to
the reservoirs.

To replace the drive end bearing:
1. Remove shaft nut, washer, pulley,
fan, slinger and the four retainer
plate bolts, then remove the rotor
and bearing assembly from the end
frame.
2. Pull the bearing from the rotor shaft,
separate retainer plate and collar
from shaft, and discard seals in re
tainer plate and end frame.
3. Add Delco-Remy lubricant No.
1948791 so each reservoir between
the bearing and seal after assembly
will be only three-quarters full. Ar
range the lubricant so at least a por
tion will contact the bearing after
reassembly. Otherwise the oil in the
lubricant will not bleed to the bear
ing. Also add lubricant to each seal
lip and fill the cavity with lubricant
between the rubber lip and steel
case of each seal. The seals must be
assembled so the seal lip is toward
or next to the bearing.
4. Lubricate collar, then install collar
and retainer plate, then press
against the inner race only to install
the new bearing onto the shaft
against the collar.
5. The remaining assembly procedure is
the reverse of disassembly.

To replace the rectifier end frame bear
ing: (Figures 18, 19, and 20 only.)
1. Pull the old inner race from the

shaft, and press the new inner race
onto the dimension shown in Figure
18.

Arrange lubricant so a portion will
touch bearing when assembled.

2. Discard the old seal, and push the old
bearing out of the housing from inside
toward the outside.
3. Push against the race only to install the
new bearing to the dimension shown in
Figure 19. To facilitate the installation,
heat the end frame in an oven to 200 to
300° F. This will not damage the reg
ulator.

Figure 20— Seal location

REASSEMBLY

Figure 19— Bearing location

Reassembly procedures are the reverse of
disassembly. Torque the shaft nut to 70-80
lb. ft. Torque the output terminal bolt to
100-110 inch-pounds when attaching ca
ble. Be sure to magnetize the rotor as co
vered on page 4.

4. Add Delco-Remy lubricant No. 1948791
to the bearing well cover so it is only
three-quarters filled. Arrange the lubri
cant so at least a portion will contact
the bearing after assembly. Otherwise
the oil in the lubricant will not bleed to
the bearing. Press the cover into the
housing.
5. Add lubricant to the seal lip and fill the INNER
cavity with lubricant between the rubber RACE
lip and steel case of the seal. Install
the seal with the lip towards the bear
ing to the dimension shown in Figure SHAFT

20 .
To replace the rectifier end frame bear
ing: Figure 21 only.
a. Pull inner race from shaft and bear
ing from end frame.
b. Assemble new inner race and bear
ing as shown in Figure 21.
c. Use Delco-Remy lubricant Part No.
1948791 and fill reservoir half full.

OUTER RACE
EVEN WITH
INNER EDGE
HOUSING
Figure 21— Bearing assembled between
shaft and housing.
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2— Cross-sectional view of typical Integral Charging System.
Figure 1—Typical 27-SI Series Integral Charging System.

THIS BULLETIN IS DIVIDED INTO FOUR SECTIONS:
• Introduction— Page 1
• Operating Principles— Page 2
• Troubleshooting Procedures— Page 3
• Generator Repair— Page 5

INTRODUCTION
The Integral Charging System illustrated
in Figure 1 features a solid state regu
lator that is mounted inside the slip
ring end frame. The regulator voltage
setting can be adjusted externally by
repositioning a voltage adjustment cap
in the slip ring end frame. This feature
is covered in detail in Figure 5. Only
one wire is needed to connect the In
tegral Charging System to the Energizer,

or battery, along with an adequate
ground return. An “ R” terminal is pro
vided to operate auxiliary equipment
in some circuits.
The bearings contain a supply of lubri
cant sufficiently adequate to eliminate
the need for periodic lubrication. Two
brushes carry current through the two
slip rings to the field coil mounted on
the rotor, and under normal conditions
will provide long periods of attentionfree service.

The stator windings are assembled on
the inside of a laminated core that
forms part of the frame. A rectifier
bridge connected to the stator windings
contains six diodes, and electrically
changes the stator a.c. voltages to a
d.c. voltage which appears at the out
put terminal. Field current is supplied
through a diode trio which also is con
nected to the stator windings. A capac
itor, or condenser, mounted in the end
frame protects the rectifier bridge and
diode trio from high voltages, and sup
presses radio noise.

®A Trademark of General Motors
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OPERATING
PRINCIPLES
A typical wiring diagram is illustrated
in Figure 3. The basic operating prin
ciples are explained as follows.
With the Integral Charging System oper
ating, a.c. voltages initially are generated
in the stator windings by residual mag
netism in the rotor. Current then flows
through the diode trio, resistor R l, and
resistor R4 to turn transistor TR1 on.
The stator then supplies d.c. field cur
rent through the diode trio, the field,
TR1, and then through the grounded
diodes in the rectifier bridge back to
the stator. Also, the diodes in the recti
fier bridge change the stator a.c. volt
ages to a d.c. voltage which appears
between ground and the "BAT” terminal.
As speed increases, current is provided
for charging the Energizer or battery
and operating electrical accessories.
r - VO
v u Ll Ti A
\ GE

As the speed and voltage increase, the
voltage between R2 and R3 increases
to the value where zener diode D1 con
ducts. Transistor TR2 then turns on and
TR1 turns off. With TR1 off, the field
current and system voltage decrease,
and D1 then blocks current flow caus
ing TR1 to turn back on. The field cur
rent and system voltage increase, and
this cycle then repeats many times per
second to limit the voltage to the ad
justed value.
Capacitor Cl smooths out the voltage
across R3, resistor R4 prevents excessive
current through TR1 at high tempera
tures, and diode D2 prevents high-induced-voltages in the field windings
when TR1 turns off.

A D J U S T M EN T

ex®

EN ERG IZ ER

REGULATOR

STAT OR

"R- T E R M IN A L

INTE GR AL CHARGING S Y S T E M

Figure 3—Typical 27-SI wiring diagrams showing internal circuits.
(Negative ground shown above, positive ground shown below.)

TROUBLESHOOTING PROCEDURES
(Close adherence to the following procedures in the order presented will lead to the location and correction of charging system
d efects in the shortest possible time. Only a portion of these procedures need be performed. It will never be necessary to
perform all the procedures in order to locate the trouble.)
A basic wiring diagram showing lead
connections is shown in Figure 4. To
avoid damage to the electrical equip
ment, always observe the following pre
cautions:
• Do not polarize the Integral Charging
System.
• Do not short across or ground any of
the terminals in the charging circuit
e x c e p t as specifically instructed
herein.
• Make sure the Integral Charging Sys
tem and battery or Energizer have the
same ground polarity.
• When connecting a charger or a
booster battery to the vehicle battery,
or Energizer, connect negative to
negative and positive to positive.
Trouble in the charging system will show
up as one or more of the following con
ditions:
A. An undercharged battery, or Energizer,
as evidenced by slow cranking and
low specific gravity readings.
B, An overcharged battery, or Energizer,
as evidenced by excessive water
usage.

A. UNDERCHARGED ENERGIZER
This condition, as evidenced by slow
cranking and low specific gravity read
ings, can be caused by one or more of
the following conditions:
1. Insure that the undercharged con
dition has not been caused by acces
sories having been left on for ex
tended periods.
2. Check the drive belt for proper ten
sion.
3. If a battery or Energizer defect is
suspected, check per the applicable
Delco-Remy Service Bulletin.
4. Inspect the wiring for defects. Check
all connections for tightness and
cleanliness, i n c l u d i n g the cable
clamps and Energizer posts.
5. Connect a voltmeter from “ BAT”
terminal on Integral Charging System
to ground. A zero reading indicates
an open between voltmeter connec
tion and Energizer.

r.p.m. or more, and adjust carbon
pile as required, to obtain maximum
current output.

AMMETER

IMPORTANT: Initial voltage build-up
is by residual magnetism in the
rotor. Increase the speed as re
quired to obtain maximum current
output.

SYSTEM
Figure 4— Typical wiring diagram show
ing basic lead connections.
6. If previous Steps 1 through 5 check
satisfactorily, check Integral Charg
ing System as follows:
a. Disconnect Energizer ground cable.
b. Connect an ammeter in the circuit
at the "BAT” terminal of the Inte
gral Charging System.
c. Reconnect Energizer ground cable.
d. Turn on accessories. Connect a
carbon pile across the Energizer.
e. Operate engine at moderate speed
as required, usually 4000 generator

f. If ampere output is within 10 per
cent of rated output as stamped
on generator frame, Integral Charg
ing System is not defective. In this
case, an adjustment of the voltage
setting may correct the under
charged condition. Raise the set
ting by removing the voltage ad
justing cap, rotating in increments
of 90°, and then re-inserting the
cap in the connector body. As il
lustrated in Figure 5, the cap is
set for medium high voltage. With
position 2 aligned with the arrow,
the setting is medium low, posi
tion "LO” is low and position “ HI”
is the highest regulator setting.
After adjusting the setting, check
for an improved Energizer condi
tion after a service period of rea
sonable length, such as one week.
IMPORTANT: The voltage adjust
ment in Figure 5 is for purposes
of illustration only. The actual ad
justment as shipped from the fac
tory may be in some other posi
tion, depending on the application
requirement.

VOLTAGE
■ADJUSTMENT
CAP

ENLARGED VIEW
VOLTAGE ADJUSTMENT
CAP SHOWN IN
"MEDIUM HIGH” (3) POSITION

INSERT SMALL
SCREWDRIVER TO
TOUCH TAB

TAB

END
FRAME
HOLE

4

h.

i.

Figure 6—Testing generator.

(Wiring connections not shown.)
j.
g. If ampere output is not within 10
percent of rated output as stamped
on Integral Charging System frame:
Negative ground only — Insert
screwdriver into end frame hole to
ground tab to end frame (Fig. 6).
CAUTION: Tab is within % inch of
casting surface. Do not force
screwdriver deeper than one inch
into end frame. Proceed to Step h.

k.

Positive ground only— Insert small
screwdriver into end frame hole to
touch tab. Connect voltmeter to
metal screwdriver and Integral
Charging System “ BAT” terminal.
If reading is battery voltage, re
place rotor and regulator, as both
are defective. If reading is not
battery voltage, disconnect volt
meter and connect a jumper lead
from metal screwdriver to Integral
Charging System “ BAT" terminal.
Proceed to Step h.
Operate engine at moderate speed
as required, and adjust carbon pile
as required to obtain maximum
current output.
If output is within 10 percent of
rated output, replace regulator as
covered in “ Integral Charging Sys
tem Repair” section, and check
field winding.
If output is not within 10 percent
of rated output, check the field
winding, diode trio, r e c t i f i e r
bridge, and stator as covered in
“ Integral Charging System Repair”
section.
Remove ammeter from generator
and turn accessories off.

B. OVERCHARGED ENERGIZER
Check the battery or Energizer per
the applicable Delco-Remy Service
Bulletin. IMPORTANT— Remember that

THREE INSULATED
SCREWS ON
POSITIVE GROUND
TWO INSULATED
SCREWS ON
NEGATIVE GROUND

CONNECTOR USED

DIODE
TRIO

RECTIFIER
BRIDGE
ATTACHING
NUTS

Figure 7— Inside view end frame assembly.

SINGLE CONNECTOR
OHMMETER

THREE CONNECTORS

Figure 8— Diode trio check.
an overheated battery or Energizer
will be overcharged even though no
charging circuit defects are present.
2. If Energizer or battery is not defective
or overheated, connect a voltmeter
between Integral Charging System
“ BAT" terminal and ground.
3. With all accessories turned off, in
crease engine speed as required to
obtain maximum voltage reading.
4. If voltage exceeds 15 volts on a 12volt system, or 30 volts on a 24-volt
system, remove Integral Charging
System for repair as covered under
heading of “ INTEGRAL CHARGING
SYSTEM REPAIR.”
5. If voltage does not exceed the values
listed in Step 4 preceding, adjust
voltage to a lower value by removing
voltage adjusting cap and re-inserting
into connector body. Then check
Energizer or battery condition after a
service period of reasonable length,
such as one week. Figure 5 is for pur
poses of illustration only, and shows
the cap adjusted for medium high set
ting. The actual adjustment as shipped
from the factory may be in some
other position, depending on the ap
plication requirement. The lowest
setting is with “ LO” aligned with the
arrow, position 2 is medium low, and
“ HI” is the highest setting.

INTEGRAL CHARGING SYSTEM REPAIR
To repair the Integral Charging System,
observe the following procedure.

DISASSEMBLY
1. Remove four thru-bolts from drive
end frame.
2. Separate slip ring end frame and
stator assembly from drive end frame
and rotor assembly.
3. Separate stator from end frame by
removing three stator lead attaching
nuts.
4. Place tape over bearing and shaft to
protect from dirt. Use pressure sen
sitive tape and not friction tape that
would leave a gummy deposit.
5. Inspect all leads for burned connec
tions or opens, and brushes for ex
cessive wear. Inspect springs for

distortion or discoloration. Replace as
required. Clean brushes with a soft
dry cloth if they are to be reused.
During servicing and reassembly hold
brushes and springs in holder with a
pin or toothpick inserted through end
frame hole.

INSULATED SCREW CHECKS
Carefully inspect the regulator and brush
holder mounting screws as shown in
Figure 7. Note that on negative ground
Integral Charging Systems two insulated
and one grounded screw are used. On
positive ground Integral Charging Sys
tems, all three mounting screws are
insulated. Damaged or missing insulators
can cause damage to electrical com
ponents and improper charge to the
Energizer.

DIODE TRIO CHECK
The diode trio is identified in Figure 7.
To check the diode trio, remove it from
the end frame assembly by detaching
the nuts and attaching screw. Connect
an ohmmeter having a lVi-volt cell,
and using the lowest range scale to the
single connector and to one of the three
connectors (Fig. 8). Observe the reading.
Then reverse the ohmmeter leads to the
same two connectors. If both readings
are the same, replace the diode trio. A
good diode trio will give one high and
one low reading. Repeat this same test
between the single connector and each
of the other two connectors. NOTE:
Diode trios differing in appearance may
be specified for use in the same Integral
Charging System, and the two are com
pletely interchangeable.

RECTIFIER BRIDGE CHECK
(Omit for overcharged Energizer)
Note that the rectifier bridge has a
grounded heat sink and an insulated
heat sink (Fig. 9).

TERM INAL
INSULATOR
U SE TH R EE
IN S U L A T E D S C R E W S
O N P O S IT IV E G R O U N D

END FRAM E
C O N N ECTO R USED
ON P Q « m
G RO U N D ONLY

INSULATOR
CON N ECTOR (N EG . G RD .)
CON N ECTORS (PO S. G RD .)
SPRIN G W A SH ER

USE
T W O IN S U LA T E D
SC R EW S O N
N E G A T IV E G R O U N D

TER M IN A L
IN SULA TO R
EN D FR AM E
IN SULATO R

BRU SH
HOLDER

CO N N ECTO R

R EG U LATO R

To check the rectifier bridge, connect the
ohmmeter to a heat sink and one of
the flat metal clips and not to threaded
stud. Press down firmly onto flat metal
clip. Then reverse lead connections. If
both readings are the same, replace the
rectifier bridge.
Repeat this same test between the same
heat sink and other two metal clips and
between the other heat sink and the
three metal clips.
CAUTION: Do not use high voltage such
as a 110 volt test lamp to check the
rectifier bridge.

IN SULATED
HEAT SIN K

ROTOR FIELD WINDING CHECKS
G RO U N D
SCREW

SCREW

FLAT M ETAL
C U PS A N D
NOT TO
THREADED
STUD
O HM M ETER

Figure 9— Rectifier bridge check.

To check for opens, connect the test
lamp or ohmmete; to each slip ring. If
the lamp fails to light, or if the ohm
meter reading is high (infinite), the wind
ing is open (Fig. 10).
The winding is checked for short circuits
or excessive resistance by connecting a
battery and ammeter in series with the
edges of the two slip rings. Note the

OHMMETER
(CHECK FOR

meter reading is low when connected
from any stator lead to a clean metal
part of the frame, the windings are
grounded (Fig. 11). The delta windings
cannot be checked for opens or for
short circuits without laboratory test
equipment. However, if all other elec
trical checks are normal and the gen
erator fails to supply rated output, but
will supply at least 10 amperes output,
shorted stator windings are indicated.

CONNECTOR
BODY REMOVED
FROM R EG U LA TOR

REGULATOR CHECK

OHMMETER
(CHECK FOB SHORTS AND OPENS)

Figure 10—Checking rotor winding.
ammeter reading and refer to DelcoRemy Service Bulletin 1G-187 for speci
fications. An ammeter reading above the
specified value indicates shorted wind
ings; a reading below the specified value
indicates excessive resistance. If the
winding is shorted, replace the rotor,
and the regulator as covered in “ BRUSH
HOLDER AN D REGULATOR REPLACE
MENT" section.
An alternate method is to check the
resistance of the field by connecting an
ohmmeter to the two slip rings (Fig. 10).
If the resistance reading is below the
specified value, the winding is shorted;
if above the specified value the winding
has excessive resistance. The specified
resistance value can be determined by
dividing the voltage by the current given
in Bulletin 1G-187. Remember that the
winding resistance and ammeter read
ing will vary slightly with winding tem
perature changes.

Since the regulator is completely en
closed, there is no practical way to
check this unit with an ohmmeter. If
none of the previous checks show any
defects, and an overcharged condition
was present, remove the connector body
from the regulator and check with an
ohmmeter using the middle range scale
as shown in Figure 12. Connect the ohm
meter to each adjacent pair of terminals,
making four checks in all. If any one
check is infinite, replace the connector
body. The connector body need not be
checked for an undercharged condition.
If all of the previous checks are satis
factory, replace the regulator provided
that in the previous performance checks:
1. The system voltage was over 15 volts
on a 12-volt system or over 30 volts
on a 24-volt system.

BRUSH HOLDER AND REGULATOR
REPLACEMENT
After removing the stator and diode trio,
the brush holder and regulator may be
replaced by removing the two remaining
screws. Note the insulated screws in
Figure 7.

SLIP RING SERVICING
If the slip rings are dirty, they may be
cleaned and finished with 400 grain or
finer polishing cloth. Spin the rotor, and
hold the polishing cloth against the
slip rings until they are clean. CAUTION:
The rotor must be rotated in order that
the slip rings will be cleaned evenly.

(CHECK FO « OPENS)

OHMMETER

Cleaning the slip rings by hand without
spinning the rotor may result in flat
spots on the slip rings, causing brush
noise.

To check for grounds, connect ohmmeter
as shown. Replace rotor if reading is
less than infinite.

STATOR CHECKS
(Omit for overcharged Energizer)
The stator windings may be checked for
grounds with a 110-volt test lamp or an
ohmmeter. If the lamp lights, or if the

Figure 12— Checking connector body.

OHMMETER

OHMMETER

(CHECK FO R OW N S)

(CHECK FOB GRO UNDS)

Slip rings which are rough or out of
round should be trued in a lathe to .002
inch maximum indicator reading. Remove
only enough material to make the rings
smooth and round. Finish with 400 grain
or finer polishing cloth and blow away
all dust.

BEARING REPLACEMENT AND
LUBRICATION (Fig. 2)
To replace the drive end bearing:
1. Remove shaft nut, pulley, fan and
slinger.
2. Press rotor from end frame.
3. Remove retainer plate screws, re
tainer plate assembly, gasket and
collar.
4. Press bearing from end frame.
5. Remove
washer.

retainer

plate

and

felt

6. Install retainer plate and new felt
washer.

To install a new bearing, use the tube
or collar to press the bearing in from
the outside of the housing towards the
inside to the dimension shown in Figure
13.
Fill the plug with No. 1948791 lubricant
so that when pressed in flush with the
end frame the grease reservoir will be
half filled. Insure that some of the lubri
cant will be contacting the bearing when
the plug is assembled. Use a new seal,
and press in to the dimension shown in
Figure 13. Coat the seal lip with the
lubricant to facilitate assembly of the
rotor shaft into the bearing.

Reassembly is the reverse of disassem
bly.
To install the slip ring end frame assem
bly to the rotor and drive end frame
assembly, remove the tape over the
bearing and shaft, and make sure the
shaft is perfectly clean after removing
the tape. Insert a pin through the holes
to hold up the brushes. Carefully install
the shaft into the slip ring end frame
assembly to avoid damage to the seal.
After tightening the thru-bolts remove
the brush retaining pin to allow the
brushes to fall down onto the slip rings.

MAGNETIZING THE ROTOR

7. Press bearing in with sealed side
away from grease reservoir.
8. Fill grease cavity one-half full with
Delco-Remy l u b r i c a n t Part No.
1948791 and arrange the lubricant
so a portion will touch the bearings
after retainer plate attachment.

REASSEM BLY

GREASE RESERVOIR
/ __________
PLUG

SEAL

9. Attach gasket and retainer plate as
sembly to end frame, using new re
tainer plate assembly.
10. With collar on shaft, press rotor into
end frame.

IMPORTANT: The rotor normally retains
magnetism to provide voltage build-up
when the engine is started. After disas
sembly or servicing, however, it may be
necessary to reestablish the magnetism.
To magnetize the rotor connect the
Integral Charging System to the battery
or Energizer in a normal manner, then
momentarily connect a jumper lead from
the battery or Energizer positive post

to the Integral Charging System relay
term inal, identified in Figure 1. This pro

11. Assemble collar, slinger, fan, pulley
and nut. Torque nut to 70-80 Ib.ft.

cedure will restore the normal residual
magnetism in the rotor.

The bearing in the slip ring end frame
should be replaced if its grease supply
is exhausted. No attempt should be made
to relubricate and reuse the bearing.
To remove the bearing from the slip ring
end frame, press out with a tube or col
lar that just fits inside the end frame
housing. Press from the outside of the
housing towards the inside.

INTEGRAL CHARGING SYSTEM
BENCH CHECK

Figure 13—Slip ring end bearing and
seal locations.

The Integral Charging System may be
checked on the bench for output by
connecting an ammeter in the circuit
(Fig. 4) and a voltmeter from the “ BAT”
terminal to ground, then following the
procedure in the ‘‘TROUBLESHOOTING
PROCEDURES” section.

IMPORTANT: Read the introductory paragraphs on page 3
before proceeding with either one of these sections.

UNDERCHARGED ENERGIZER

OVERCHARGED ENERGIZER

This condition, as evidenced by slow cranking and low
specific gravity readings, can be caused by one or
more of the following conditions:

1. Check the battery or Energizer per the ap
plicable Delco-Remy Service Bulletin. IM
PORTANT — Remember that an overheated
Energizer will be overcharged even though
no charging circuit defects are present.
2. If Energizer or battery is not defective or
overheated, connect a voltmeter between
Integral Charging System “ BAT" terminal
and ground.
3. With all accessories turned off, increase
engine speed as required to obtain maxi
mum voltage reading.
4. If voltage exceeds 15 volts on a 12-volt
system, or 30 volts on a 24-volt system,
remove Integral Charging System for repair
as covered under heading of “ INTEGRAL
CHARGING SYSTEM REPAIR.”
5. If voltage does not exceed the values listed
in Step 4 preceding, adjust voltage to a
lower value by removing voltage adjusting
cap and re-inserting into connector body as
shown in Figure 5. Then check Energizer or
battery condition after a service period of
reasonable length, such as one week.

1. Insure that the undercharged condition has not
been caused by accessories having been left on
for extended periods.
2. Check the drive belt for proper tension.
3. If a battery or Energizer defect is suspected, check
per the applicable Delco-Remy Service Bulletin.
4. Inspect the wiring for defects. Check all connec
tions for tightness and cleanliness, including the
cable clamps and Energizer posts.
5. Connect a voltmeter from “ BAT" terminal to
ground. A zero reading indicates an open between
voltmeter connection and Energizer.
6. If previous Steps 1 through 5 check satisfactorily,
check Integral Charging System as follows:
a. Disconnect Energizer ground cable.
b. Connect an ammeter in the circuit at the "BAT"
terminal of the Integral Charging System.
c. Reconnect Energizer ground cable.
d. Turn on accessories. Connect a carbon pile
across the Energizer.
e. Operate engine at moderate speed as required,
usually 4000 generator r.p.m. or more, and ad
just carbon pile as required, to obtain maximum
current output.
IMPORTANT: Initial voltage build-up is by resid
ual magnetism in the rotor. Increase the speed
as required to obtain maximum current output.

Delco-Remy
Tests of

DELCOTRON INTEGRAL CHARGING SYSTEM
(30-SI And 30-S1/TR Series)

OUTPUT
TERMINAL

24 VOLT
OUTPUT
TERMINAL

Figure 1—Typical 30-SI Series

12 VOLT
OUTPUT
TERMINAL

Figure 2—Typical 30-SI/TR Series
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This bulletin is divided into three main
sections:

vides about half system voltage to which
accessories can b" connected.

The Integral Charging Systems, or gen
erators, shown in Figures 1 and 2 fea
ture a solid state regulator that is
mounted inside the end frame. The reg
ulator voltage setting can be adjusted
externally by repositioning a voltage ad
justment cap in the rectifier end frame.
On some models a relay terminal pro

The 30-SI Series shown in Figure 1 uses
one wire with an adequate ground re
turn to charge the vehicle battery in
the usual manner. The 30-SI/TR is a stan
dard 30-SI with a transformer-rectifier,
or TR unit, mounted on the end frame.
The TR unit provides a separate voltage

D e lc o - R e m y

GROUND

to charge a cranking battery. The crank
ing battery is connected in series with
the system battery to provide 24-volt
cranking. When the engine is running,
the cranking battery is charged at a low
rate to maintain its full state of charge.
The vehicle electrical system, except for
the cranking motor is 12 volts. The 30SI/TR eliminates the need for a seriesparallel switch and associated wiring.
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EXTRA-LARGE
GREASE RESERVOIR

RECTIFIER BRIDGE

STATIONARY FIELD COIL

OUTPUT
TERMINAL
LIP SEALS

EXTERNAL
VOLTAGE
ADJUSTMENT

HEAVY-DUTY
BALL BEARING
INTEGRATED-CIRCUIT
REGULATOR

HEAVY-DUTY
ROLLER BEARING
WITH LIP SEAL

EXTRA-LARGE
GREASE RESERVOIR

Figure 3— Cross-sectional view typical 30-SI

TROUBLESHOOTING PROCEDURES
(30-SI SERIES)

ENERGIZING SPEED
The energizing speed is the rpm at
which the regulator turns on to ener
gize the field coil. This speed is higher
than some speeds at which output can
be obtained. Therefore, when check
ing output at low speeds, increase the
speed until the regulator turns on, then
reduce the speed to check the output.
No output can be obtained until the
regulator turns on. Once the regulator
turns on, it will remain turned on until
the engine is stopped.

the "OPERATING RANGE” listed in the
table, since the current output will be
quite close to the value that would be
obtained at "RATED VOLTAGE.” The vol
tage should never be allowed to rise
above the "OPERATING RANGE” for any
length of time.

SYSTEM
VOLTAGE
12
24
32

RATED
VOLTAGE

OPERATING
RANGE

14.0
28.0
37.5

13.0-15.0
26.0-30.0
33.0-39.0

On 12, 24 and 32- volt systems, the In
tegral Charging System output prefer
ably should be checked at the "RATED
VOLTAGE” given in the table.

It should be noted that the voltage may
be below the “ OPERATING RANGE” if
the battery is in a low state of charge.
However, as the battery receives a
charge, the voltage will rise to some
value within the "OPERATING RANGE.”

However, it is permissible to check the
output in amperes at any voltage within

The rotor normally retains magnetism

RATED VOLTAGE

MAGNETIZING THE ROTOR

to provide voltage build-up when the
engine is started. After disassembly or
servicing, however, it may be neces
sary to re-establish the magnetism. To
magnetize the rotor connect the Inte
gral Charging System to the battery in
a normal manner, then momentarily
connect a jumper lead from the battery

positive post to the Integral Charging
System relay term inal, identified in Fig
ure 2. This procedure applies to both
negative and positive ground systems,
and will restore the normal residual
magnetism in the rotor.
On the 30-SI/TR series, be sure to
jumper from the positive post of the
system battery so that 12 volts will be
applied to the relay terminal. On gener
ators without a relay terminal, remove
the end Dlate and jumper from the bat
tery positive post to one of the stator
lead terminals on the rectifier bridge.

Figure 4—Typical 30-SI wiring diagram
A cross-sectional view of a typical 30-SI
is shown in Figure 3. A basic wiring dia
gram is shown in Figure 4.
Trouble in the charging system will show
up as one or more of the following con
ditions:
A. An undercharged battery as evi
denced by slow cranking and low
specific gravity readings.
B. An overcharged battery as evi
denced by excessive water usage.

A. UNDERCHARGED BATTERY
This condition, as evidenced by slow
cranking and low specific gravity read
ings, can be caused by one or more of
the following conditions:
1. Insure that the undercharged condi
tion has not been caused by acces
sories having been left on for ex
tended periods.
2. Check the drive belt for proper ten
sion.
3. If a battery defect is suspected, check
per the applicable Delco-Remy Service
Bulletin.
4. Inspect the wiring for defects. Check
all connections for tightness and
cleanliness, i n c l u d i n g the cable
clamps and battery posts.
5. Connect a voltmeter from “ BAT” ter
minal on Integral Charging System to
ground. A zero reading indicates an
open between voltmeter connection
and battery.
6. If previous Steps 1 through 5 check

satisfactorily, check Integral Charg
ing System as follows:
a. Disconnect battery ground cable.
b. Connect an ammeter in the circuit
at the “ BAT” terminal of the In
tegral Charging System.
c. Reconnect battery ground cable.
d. Turn on accessories. Connect a
carbon pile across the battery.
e. Operate engine at moderate speed
as required, usually 4000 genera
tor r.p.m. or more, and adjust car
bon pile as required, to obtain
maximum current output.

IMPORTANT: Initial voltage build
up is by residual magnetism in the
rotor. Increase the speed as re
quired to obtain maximum current
output.
f. If ampere output is within 10 am
peres of rated output as stamped
on generator frame, Integral Charg
ing System is not defective. In this
case, an adjustment of the voltage
setting may correct the under-

ENLARGED VIEW
TOP OF VOLTAGE
ADJUSTMENT CAP
SHOWN IN “ LO" POSITION
Figure 5—Voltage adjustment caps

charged condition. Raise the set
ting by removing the voltage ad
justing cap, rotating in increments
of 90°, and then re-inserting the
cap in the connector body. As il
lustrated in Figure 5, the cap is
set for low voltage. With position
2 aligned with the arrow, the set
ting is increased to medium low,
position 3 is medium high, and
position “ HI" is the highest regu
lator setting. After adjusting the
setting, check for an improved bat
tery condition after a service per
iod of reasonable length, such as
one week,
g. If ampere output is not within 10
amperes of rated output as
stamped on Integral Charging Sys
tem frame, remove the Integral
Charging System for repair as
covered in section entitled "INTE
GRAL CHARGING SYSTEM REPAIR ”

B. OVERCHARGED BATTERY
1. Check the battery per the applicable
Delco-Remy Service Bulletin. Remem
ber that an overheated battery may
be overcharged even though no charg
ing circuit defects are present.
2. If battery is not defective or over
heated, connect a voltmeter between
Integral Charging System “ BAT” ter
minal and ground.
3. With all accessories turned off, in
crease engine speed as required to
obtain maximum voltage reading.
4. If voltage exceeds 15 volts on a 12volt system, 30 volts on a 24-volt sys
tem or 39 volts on a 32-volt system,
remove Integral Charging System for
repair as covered under heading of
“ INTEGRAL CHARGING SYSTEM RE
PAIR.”
5. If voltage does not exceed the values
listed in Step 4 preceding, adjust vol
tage to a lower value by removing
voltage adjusting cap and re-inserting
into connector body. Then check bat
tery condition after a service period
of reasonable length, fcuch as one
week. Figure 5 shows the cap ad
justed for the lowest setting. The
lowest setting is with "LO" aligned
with the arrow, position 2 is medium
low, position 3 is medium high, and
“ HI” is the highest setting.

INTEGRAL CHARGING SYSTEM REPAIR
Component parts and connections are
shown in Figures 6, 7 and 8. Note that
the diode trio has been removed in Fig
ure 9, along with the end plate.

REGULATOR CHECK
The regulator cannot be checked with an
ohmmeter. Use an approved regulator
tester available from various test equip
ment manufacturers.

RECTIFIER BRIDGE CHECK
(Omit for overcharged battery) To check
the rectifier bridge, connect the ohm
meter to a heat sink and one of the
three terminals (Step 1, Fig. 9). Then
reverse the lead connections to the
same heat sink and same terminal.
If both readings are the same, replace
the rectifier bridge by detaching the
necessary screws and nuts. A good rec
tifier bridge will give one high and one
low reading. Repeat this same test be
tween the same heat sink and the other
two terminals, and between the other
heat sink and each of the three termi
nals. This makes a total of six checks,
with two readings taken for each check
on each rectifier bridge. IMPORTANT: If
rectifier bridge is constructed with flat
metal clips at the three studs, press
down firmly onto flat metal clips and
not onto threaded stud.

FIELD COIL CHECKS
To check for grounds, connect an ohm
meter to one field coil lead and to the
end frame as illustrated in Step 2,
Figure 9. If ohmmeter reading is low,
the field coil is grounded.
To check for opens, connect an ohm
meter to the two field coil leads as
shown in Step 3, Figure 9. If ohmmeter
reading is high (infinite), the field coil
is open.
The winding is checked for short-circuits
by connecting a battery and ammeter in
series with the field coil. Note the am
meter reading and refer to Delco-Remy
Service Bulletin 1G-187 for specifica
tions. An ammeter reading above the
specified value indicates shorted wind
ings. An alternate method is to check
the resistance of the field by connect
ing an ohmmeter to the field coil. If the
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Figure 6— Typical 30-SI negative ground
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resistance reading is below the specified
value, the winding is shorted. The speci
fied resistance value can be determined
by dividing the voltage by the current
given in Bulletin 1G-187. To replace the
field coil, see the section entitled “ Dis
assembly."

DIODE TRIO CHECK
To check the diode trio, remove it from
the end frame assembly by detaching
the nuts and attaching screw. NOTE that

the insulating w asher on the screw is
assem bled over the top of the diode
trio connector. Connect an ohmmeter
having a IV 2 volt cell, and using the
lowest range scale, to the single con
nector and to one of the three con
nectors, (Fig. 10). Observe the reading.
Then reverse the ohmmeter leads to the
same two connectors. If both readings
are the same, replace the diode trio. A
good diode trio will give one high and
one low reading. Repeat this same test
between the single connector and each
of the other two connectors.
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STATOR CHECK
(Omit for overcharged battery)
Most stators are delta wound and only
a check for grounds can be made with
an ohmmeter. Connect from either lead
to the frame, (Step 4, Fig. 9). The read
ing should be infinite. If not, replace
the stator. See section entitled “ Disas
sembly.”

Figure 8—Typical 30-SI insulated
OHMMETER

OHMMETER

If the regulator checks good and if the
generator fails to supply rated output,
replace the stator if it is badly dis
colored.

OHMMETER
OHMMETER

Figure 10— Diode trio check

Figure 9— Ohmmeter checks

OHMMETER

DISASSEMBLY (Fig. 3)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Remove screws and end plate.
Remove fan and pulley.
Remove 4 thru-bolts.
Separate Drive End frame and rotor
from Rectifier End frame and stator.
Press rotor from end frame.
Remove collar from end frame.
Remove collar from shaft.
To replace Drive End frame bearing:
a. Remove 4 retaining plate attach
ing screws.
b. Remove retainer plate and gasket.
c. Push on inner race to remove
bearing.

d. Pull out seals from end frame
and from retainer.
e. Press in new seals with lip to
ward bearing.
f. Press in new bearing against outer
race.
g. Fill retainer cavity half full with
Delco-Remy Lubricant Part No.
1948791 so part of lubricant will
touch bearing when assembled.
h. Assemble retainer with thru-bolts.
i. Assemble inside collar over shaft,
j. Assemble outer collar under seal
next to bearing while supporting
outer collar,
k. Press rotor into drive end frame.
9. To replace Rectifier End Frame bear
ing:

a. Pull inner race from shaft and
bearing from end frame.
b. Assemble new inner race and
bearing as shown in Figure 3, with
bearing seal away from grease
reservoir.
c. Use Delco-Remy lubricant Part
No. 1948791 and fill reservoir half
full. Arrange lubricant so a por
tion will touch bearing when as
sembled.
10. To replace field coil:
a. Remove attaching bolts.
b. Install new field coil and torque
bolts to 55 inch-lbs.

TROUBLESHOOTING PROCEDURES
(30-S1/TR SERIES)
Read the section on Page 2 before
proceeding.
A cross-sectional view of a typical 30SI/TR is shown in Figure 11. A basic
wiring diagram is shown in Figure 12.
The 30-SI and system battery, or “ S”
battery, operate together in the normal
manner in the 12-volt vehicle electrical
system. The transformer rectifier, or TR
unit, is an “ add on” unit on the 30-SI
generator. It charges the cranking bat
tery, or “ C” battery which is connected
in series with the “ S” battery to provide
24 volts to the cranking motor. When
the engine is running, the “ C” battery
"floats on the line” and receives a low
charge rate from the TR unit to maintain
its full state of charge.

UNDERCHARGED BATTERY
If either battery is undercharged, ob
serve the following procedure:
1. DO NOT ALLOW LEADS OR TER
MINALS TO TOUCH GROUND!
2. Completely remove the TR unit from
the 30-SI generator as follows:
a. Remove attaching screws.
b. Pull TR unit away from 30-SI gen
erator to expose lead connections.
c. Detach three transformer leads
from the three studs on the 30-SI
rectifier bridge. Reassemble nuts
onto 30-SI rectifier bridge studs.
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Figure 11— Cross-sectional view typical 30SI/TR
d. Detach remaining TR single lead
from 30-SI rectifier bridge heat
sink. Reattach screw.
3. The circuit is now a regular 12-volt
30-SI charging system connected to
the "S” battery.

4. Return to page 3 and check the
30-SI as covered in the “ UNDER
CHARGED BATTERY” section.
5. If a defect is found, repair as re
quired and reinstall the TR unit.
6. If no defect is found, check the rec
tifier bridge on the TR unit as fol
lows:
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+ 24 V

BA TTERY
-

M AG N ETIC
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C R A N K IN G '
M OTOR

Figure 12—Typical 30-SI/TR circuit

7.

8.

9.
10.
11.

12.

Connect the ohmmeter to a heat
sink and one of the three terminals
(Fig. 13). Then reverse the lead con
nections to the same terminal.
If both readings are the same, re
place the rectifier bridge by detach
ing the necessary screws and nuts.
A good rectifier bridge will give one
high and one low reading. Repeat
this same test between the same
heat sink and the other two termi
nals and between the other heat
sink and each of the three terminals.
This makes a total of six checks,
with two readings taken for each
check on each rectifier bridge. IM
PORTANT: If rectifier bridge is con
structed with flat metal clips at the
three studs, press down very firmly
onto flat metal clips and not onto
threaded stud.
If still no defects are found, rein
stall the TR unit onto the 30-SI gen
erator.
Detach 24-volt lead from generator.
DO NOT ALLOW LEAD TO TOUCH
GROUND.
Connect ammeter between 24-volt
TR terminal and disconnected lead.
Operate generator at speed suffi
cient to produce maximum output.
If "C” battery specific gravity is
1.200 or below, charge rate should
be 5 amperes or more. If below 5
amperes, replace transformer in TR
unit.
If above 5 amperes, the “ C” battery
specific gravity should rise above
1.200 if the engine is run a suffi
cient length of time.

OVERCHARGED BATTERY
1. If either battery is overcharged, or if
both batteries are overcharged, check
the overcharged battery for defects
per the applicable Delco-Remy Service
Bulletin.

2. If battery is not defective or over
heated, connect a voltmeter between
Integral Charging System 12-volt
terminal and ground.
3. With all accessories turned off, in
crease engine speed as required tc
obtain maximum voltage reading.
4. If voltage exceeds 15 volts, remove
Integral Charging System for repair
as covered under heading of “ INTE
GRAL CHARGING SYSTEM REPAIR.”
The TR unit itself cannot cause over
charge, so it need not be checked.
5. If voltage does not exceed the value
listed in Step 4 preceding, adjust
voltage to a lower value by removing
voltage adjusting cap and re-inserting
into connector body. Then check bat
tery condition after a service period
of reasonable length, such as one
week. Figure 5 shows the cap ad
justed for the lowest setting. The
lowest setting is with “ LO” aligned
with the arrow, position 2 is medium
low, position 3 is medium high, and
“ HI” is the highest setting.

Remember that an overheated battery
may be overcharged even though no
charging circuit defects are present.
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Figure 1— Typical integral charging system.

INTRODUCTION
The Integral Charging System or genera
tor, illustrated in Figures 1 and 2 fea
tures a solid state regulator that is
mounted inside the slip ring end frame.
The regulator voltage setting can be ad
justed externally by repositioning a volt
age adjustment cap in the slip ring end
frame. This feature is covered in detail
in Figure 8. Only one wire is needed to
connect the Integral Charging System
to the battery, along with an adequate

ground return. An “ R” terminal is pro
vided to operate auxiliary equipment in
some circuits. Also, some models have
three a.c. terminals to which a transformer-rectifier combination may be
connected for conversion to 110 volts
d.c.
The rotor bearing in the slip ring end
frame contains a supply of lubricant suf
ficiently adequate to eliminate the need
for periodic lubrication. The drive end
frame bearing is sealed on both sides
and is serviced by complete replacement.
Two brushes carry current through the

two slip rings to the field coil mounted
on the rotor, and under normal con
ditions will provide long periods of atten
tion-free service.
IMPORTANT: This bulletin covers gener
ators with a two-terminal regulator hav
ing two male blade terminals and also
generators with a three-terminal regu
lator having two male blade terminals
plus a threaded stud terminal. The pro
cedures in this bulletin cover both types
of generators; namely, the two-terminal
type and the three-terminal type.

® A Trademark of General Motors.
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EXTERNAL

netism in the rotor. Current then flows
through the diode trio, resistor R l, and
resistor R4 to turn transistor TR1 on.
The stator then supplies d.c. field cur
rent through the diode trio, the field,
TR1, and then through the grounded
diodes in the rectifier bridges back to
the stator. Also, the diodes in the recti
fier bridges change the stator a.c. volt
ages to a d.c. voltage which appears
between ground and the "BAT” terminal.
As speed increases, current is provided
for charging the battery and operating
electrical accessories.

SEALED

BEARING
PLUG

GREASE
RESERVOIR

SEAL

RETAINER
PLATE

As the speed and voltage increase, the
voltage between R2 and R3 increases
to the value where zener diode. D1 con-

Figure 2—Cross-sectional view
typical integral charging system.

OPERATING
PRINCIPLES
(TWO-TERMINAL REGULATOR)
Typical wiring diagrams are illustrated in
Figures 3 and 4. The basic operating
principles are explained as follows.
With the Integral Charging System oper
ating, a.c. voltages initially are generated
in the stator windings by residual mag
-V O L T A G E A D JU ST M E N T

BATTERY

Sr
—
REGU LATOR

f,e ld
I

Figure 4— Typical wiring diagram showing
internal circuits.
(Three-rectifier bridge type)

ducts. Transistor TR2 then turns on and
TR1 turns off. With TR1 off, the field
current and system voltage decrease,
and D1 then blocks current flow caus
ing TR1 to turn back on. The field cur
rent and system voltage increase, and
this cycle then repeats many times per
second to limit the voltage to the ad
justed value.

R" T ER M IN A L

R E C T IF IER B R ID G E S
IN T EG R A L CHARGING S Y ST E M

Figure 3— Typical wiring diagram showing internal circuits.
(Two-rectifier bridge type)

Capacitor C l smooths out the voltage
across R3, resistor R4 prevents excessive
current through TR1 at high tempera
tures, and diode D2 prevents high-induced-voltages in the field windings
when TR1 turns off.

OPERATING
PRINCIPLES
(THREE-TERMINAL REGULATOR)

Typical wiring diagrams are shown in
Figures 5 and 6. The basic operating
principles are explained as follows.

With the Integral Charging System oper
ating, a.c. voltages initially are gener
ated in the stator windings by residual
magnetism in the rotor. The diodes in
the rectifier bridge change the stator
a.c. voltages to a d.c. voltage which
appears between ground and the “ BAT’
terminal. As speed increases, current is
provided for charging the battery and
operating electrical accessories.

Current also flows from the stator and
rectifier bridge through resistor R1 and
resistor R4 to turn transistor TR1 on.
Figure 5— Typical wiring diagram showing internal circuits.
(Two-rectifier bridge type)
The stator then supplies d.c. field current
through the diode trio, the field, TR1,
and then through the diodes in the rec
tifier bridge back to the stator.

As the speed and voltage increase the
voltage between R2 and R3 increases to
the value where zener diode D1 con
ducts. Transistor TR2 then turns on and
TR1 turns off. With TR1 off, the field
current and system voltage decrease and
D1 then blocks current flow causing
TR1 to turn back on. The field current
and system voltage increase and this
cycle then repeats many times per sec
ond to limit the voltage to the adjusted
value.

Capacitor C l smooths out the voltage
across R3, resistor R4 prevents exces
sive current through TR1 at high tem
peratures, and diode D2 prevents highinduced-voltages in the field windings
when TR1 turns off.

Figure 6— Typical wiring diagram showing internal circuits.
(Three-rectifier bridge type)

TROUBLESHOOTIHG PROCEDURES
(Close adherence to the following procedures in the order presented will lead to the location and correction of charging sys
tem defects in the shortest possible time. Only a portion of these procedures need be performed. It will never be neces
sary to perform all the procedures in order to locate the trouble.)
A basic wiring diagram showing lead
connections is shown in Figure 7. To
avoid damage to the electrical equip
ment, always observe the following pre
cautions:
• Do not polarize the Integral Charging
System.
• Do not short across or ground any of
the terminals in the charging circuit
e x c e p t as specifically instructed
herein.
• Make sure the Integral Charging Sys
tem and battery have the same ground
polarity.
• When connecting a charger or a
booster battery to the vehicle battery,
connect negative to negative and
positive to positive.
Trouble in the charging system will show
up as one or more of the following con
ditions:
A. An undercharged battery, as evidenced
by slow cranking and low specific
gravity readings.
B. An overcharged battery, as evidenced
by excessive water usage.

AMMETER

VOLTAGE
ADJUSTMENT
CAP

ENLARGED VIEW
TOP OF VOLTAGE
ADJUSTMENT CAP
SHOWN IN “ LO” POSITION
Figure 8—Voltage adjustment cap.

A. UNDERCHARGED BATTERY
This condition, as evidenced by slow
cranking and low specific gravity read
ings, can be caused by one or more of
the following conditions:
1. Insure that the undercharged condi
tion has not been caused by acces
sories having been left on for ex
tended periods.
2. Check the drive belt for proper ten
sion.
3. If a battery defect is suspected,
check per Delco-Remy Service Bulle
tin IB-115 or IB-116.
4. Inspect the wiring for defects. Check
all connections for tightness and
cleanliness, i n c l u d i n g the cable
clamps and battery posts.
5. Connect a voltmeter from “ BAT”
terminal on Integral Charging System
to ground. A zero reading indicates
an open between voltmeter connec
tion and battery.
6. If previous Steps 1 through 5 check
satisfactorily, check Integral Charg
ing System as follows:
a. Disconnect battery ground cable.

INTEGRAL CHARGING
SYSTEM
Figure 7—Typical wiring diagram show
ing basic lead connections.

b. Connect an ammeter in the circuit
at the “ BAT’ terminal of the Inte
gral Charging System.
c. Reconnect battery ground cable.

d. Turn on accessories. Connect a
carbon pile across the battery.
e. Operate engine at moderate speed
as required, usually 4000 generator
r.p.m. or more, and adjust carbon
pile as required, to obtain maximum
current output.

IMPORTANT: Initial voltage build-up
is by residual magnetism in the
rotor. Increase the speed as re
quired to obtain maximum current
output.
f. If ampere output is within 10 per
cent of rated output as stamped
on generator frame, Integral Charg
ing System is not defective. In this
case, an adjustment of the voltage
setting may correct the under
charged condition. Raise the set
ting by removing the voltage ad
justing cap, rotating in increments
of 90°, and then re-inserting the
cap in the connector body. As il
lustrated in Figure 8, the cap is
set for low voltage. With position
2 aligned with the arrow, the
setting is increased to medium
low, position 3 is medium high,
and position “ HI” is the highest
regulator setting. After adjusting
the setting, check for an improved
battery condition after a service
period of reasonable length, such
as one week. IMPORTANT: The volt-

age adjustment in Figure 8 is for
purposes of illustration only. The
actual adjustment as shipped from
the factory may be in some other
position such as position 3, depend
ing on the application requirement.
If readjusting the setting does not
correct the undercharged condi
tion, proceed to "integral Charg
ing System Repair.”
g. If ampere output is not within 10
percent of rated output as stamped
on Integral Charging System frame,
remove the Integral Charging Sys
tem for repair as covered in sec
tion entitled “ INTEGRAL CHARGING
SYSTEM REPAIR."

B. OVERCHARGED BATTERY
1. Check the battery per Delco-Remy

Service Bulletin IB-115 or IB-116.
IMPORTANT— Remember that an over
heated battery will be overcharged
even though no charging circuit de
fects are present.
2. If battery is not defective or over
heated, connect a voltmeter between
Integral Charging System “ BAT”
terminal and ground.
3. With all accessories turned off, in
crease engine speed as required to
obtain maximum voltage reading.
4. If voltage exceeds 15 volts on a 12volt system, or 30 volts on a 24-volt
system, remove Integral Charging
System for repair as covered under
heading of “ INTEGRAL CHARGING
SYSTEM REPAIR."

5. If voltage does not exceed the values
listed in Step 4 preceding, adjust
voltage to a lower value by removing
voltage adjusting cap and re-inserting
into connector body. Then check bat
tery condition after a service period
of reasonable length, such as one
week. Figure 8 is for purposes of illus
tration only, and shows the cap ad
justed for the lowest setting. The
actual adjustment as shipped from
the factory may be in some other
position, such as position 3, depend
ing on the application requirement.
The lowest setting is with “ LO”
aligned with the arrow, position 2 is
medium low, position 3 is medium
high, and “ HI” is the highest setting.

INTEGRAL CHARGING SYSTEM REPAIR
To repair the Integral Charging System,
observe the following procedure.

DISASSEM BLY
1. Remove end plate from slip ring end
frame.

2. Hold shaft with hex wrench inserted
into hex hole in end of shaft while
removing shaft nut. Remove washer,
pulley, fan and slinger.
Remove four thru-bolts from drive
end frame.

4. Separate slip ring end frame and
stator assembly from drive end frame
and rotor assembly.
5. Separate stator from end frame by
removing three stator lead attaching
nuts. Figures 9 and 10, and 11 and

AC.
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Figure 9— End frame view with stator removed.
(Two-rectifier bridge type with two-terminal regulator)

Figure 10— End frame view with stator removed.
(Three-rectifier bridge type with two-terminal regulator)
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Figure 11— End frame view with stator removed.
(Two-rectifier bridge type with three-terminal regulator)

12 show end frame with stator re
moved.
6. Place tape over bearing and shaft to
protect from dirt. Use pressure sen
sitive tape and not friction tape that
would leave a gummy deposit.
7. Inspect all leads for burned connec
tions or opens, and brushes for ex
cessive wear. Inspect springs for
distortion or discoloration. Replace as
required. Clean brushes with a soft
dry cloth if they are to be reused.
During servicing and reassembly hold
brushes and springs in holder with a
pin or toothpick inserted through end
frame hole.

REGULATOR CHECK
If the battery is overcharged, check first
the voltage adjustment connector body

INSULATED
HEAT SINKS

Figure 12— End frame view with stator removed.
(Three-rectifier bridge type with three-terminal regulator)

for opens. Remove the connector body
from the regulator and check with an
ohmmeter using the middle range scale
as shown in Figure 13. Connect the ohm
meter to each adjacent pair of terminals,
making four checks in all. If any one
check is infinite, replace the connector
body. The connector body need not be
checked for an undercharged condition.

CONNECTOR
BODY REMO VED
FROM R E G U L A T O R

To check the regulator, remove from
the end frame and use an approved reg
ulator tester, available from commer
cial test equipment manufacturers. Fol
low the manufacturer’s recommended
test procedure.

DIODE TRIO CHECK
The diode trio is identified in Figures
14 and 15. To check the diode trio,
remove it from the end frame assembly

OHMMETER
Figure 13— Checking connector body.
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Figure 14— End frame view with stator removed.
(Two-rectifier bridge type)
by detaching the nuts and attaching
screw. Note that the insulating w asher

on the screw is assem bled over the top
of the diode trio connector. Connect an
ohmmeter having a IV 2 volt cell, and
using the lowest range scale, to the
single connector and to one of the three
connectors (Fig. 16). Observe the read
ing. Then reverse the ohmmeter leads
to the sam e two connectors. If both
readings are the same, replace the diode
trio. A good diode trio will give one high
and one low reading. Repeat this same
test between the single connector and
each of the other two connectors. NOTE:
Diode trios differing in appearance may
be specified for use in the same Integral
Charging System, and the two are com
pletely interchangeable.

RECTIFIER BRIDGE CHECK
(Omit for overcharged battery)
Note that each rectifier bridge has a
grounded heat sink and an insulated heat
sink. The insulated heat sinks are con
nected together, and electrically are
connected to the output or “ BAT” ter
minal.

Figure 15— End frame view with stator removed.
(Three-rectifier bridge type)

To check the rectifier bridge, disconnect
the regulator jumper lead on threeterminal regulator end frame, then con
nect the ohmmeter to a heat sink and
one of the three terminals (Figs. 17 and
18). Then reverse the lead connections
to the same heat sink and same terminal.
If both readings are the same, replace
the rectifier bridge by detaching the
necessary screws and nuts. A good
rectifier bridge will give one high and
one low reading. Repeat this same test
between the same heat sink and the
other two terminals, and between the

other heat sink and each of the three
terminals. This makes a total of six
checks, with two readings taken for
each check on each rectifier bridge.
Check the other two rectifier bridges
in the same manner. IMPORTANT: If
rectifier bridge is constructed with flat
metal clips at the three studs, press
down very firmly onto flat metal clips,
and not onto threaded stud (Fig. 18).
Rectifier bridges differing in appearance
and with or without metal clips at the
three studs may be specified for use
in the same Integral Charging System,
and the different types are interchange
able.
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Figure 17— Parts stack-up and ohmmeter check.
(Stator and diode trio removed)

edges of the two slip rings. Note the
ammeter reading and refer to DelcoRemy Service Bulletin 1G-187 for speci
fications. An ammeter reading above the
specified value indicates shorted wind
ings; a reading below the specified value
indicates excessive resistance. If the
winding is shorted, replace the rotor.

ROTOR FIELD WINDING CHECKS

An alternate method is to check the
resistance of the field by connecting an
ohmmeter to the two slip rings (Fig. 19).
If the resistance reading is below the
specified value, the winding is shorted;
if above the specified value the winding
has excessive resistance. The specified
resistance value can be determined by
dividing the voltage by the current given
in Bulletin 1G-187. Remember that the
winding resistance and ammeter read

The winding is checked for short circuits
or excessive resistance by connecting a
battery and ammeter in series with the

NUT

Figure 18— Parts stack-up and ohmmeter checks.
(Stator and diode trio removed)

The ohmmeter check of' the rectifier
bridge, and of the diode trio as pre
viously covered, is a valid and accurate
check. Do not replace either unit unless
at least one pair of readings is the same.
CAUTION: Do not use high voltage to
check these units such as a 110-volt
test lamp.

To check for opens, connect the test
lamp or ohmmeter to each slip ring. If
the lamp fails to light, or if the ohmmeter
reading is high (infinite), the winding is
open (Fig. 19).

L. W A S H E R
NUT

ing will vary slightly with winding tem
perature changes.

STATOR CHECKS
(Omit for overcharged battery)
The stator windings may be checked for
grounds with a 110-volt test lamp or an
ohmmeter. If the lamp lights, or if the
meter reading is low when connected
from any stator lead to a clean metal
part of the frame, the windings are
grounded (Fig. 20). The delta windings
cannot be checked for opens or for
short circuits without laboratory test
equipment. However, if all other elec
trical checks are normal and the gen
erator fails to supply rated output, but
will supply at least 10 amperes output,
shorted stator windings are indicated.

BRUSH HOLDER AND REGULATOR
REPLACEMENT
After removing the stator and diode
trio, the brush holder and regulator may
be replaced by removing the two re
maining screws. Note the two insulators
located over the top of the brush clips
and that these two screws have special
insulating sleeves over the screw body
above the threads. The third mounting
screw may or may not have an insulating
sleeve. If not, this screw must not be
interchanged with either one of the
other two screws, as a ground may re
sult, causing no output or uncontrolled
output.

SLIP RING SERVICING
If the slip rings are dirty, they may be
cleaned and finished with 400 grain or
finer polishing cloth. Spin the rotor, and
hold the polishing cloth against the slip
rings until they are clean. CAUTION:
The rotor must be rotated in order that
the slip rings will be cleaned evenly.
Cleaning the slip rings by hand without
spinning the rotor may result in flat
spots on the slip rings, causing brush
noise.
Slip rings which are rough or out of
round should be trued in a lathe to .002
inch maximum indicator reading. Remove
only enough material to make the rings

smooth and round. Finish with 400 grain
or finer polishing cloth and blow away
all dust.

BEARING REPLACEMENT AND
LUBRICATION
The drive end frame bearing is sealed
on both sides, and cannot be lubricated.
To replace the bearing, press the rotor
from the end frame, remove the retainer
plate, and press the bearing from the
end frame. Use a tube or collar that just
fits over the outer race to press the new
bearing into the end frame.

Figure 21 Only
The bearing in the slip ring end frame
should be replaced if its grease supply
is exhausted. No attempt should be
made to relubricate and reuse the bear
ing. To remove the bearing from the
slip ring end frame, press out with a
tube or collar that just fits inside the
end frame housing. Press from the out
side of the housing towards the inside.
To install a new bearing, use the tube
or collar to press the bearing in from
the outside of the housing towards the
inside to the dimension shown in Figure
21. Fill the plug with Delco-Remy No.
1948791 lubricant so that when pressed
in flush with the end frame the grease
reservoir will be half filled. Insure that

OHMMETER

OHMMETER
(CHECK FOR SHORTS AND OPENS)

some of the lubricant will be contacting
the bearing when the plug is assembled.
Use a new seal, and press in to the di
mension shown in Figure 21. Coat the
seal lip with the lubricant to facilitate
assembly of the rotor shaft into the bear
ing. Note that the lip of the seal is
toward the bearing.

Figure 22 Only
The type bearing shown in Figure 22 is
a complete assembly, and the bearing,
seal and grease reservoir cannot be
separated.
To replace the bearing assembly, push
out from either end. Push the new bear
ing in as directed in Figure 22. The
bearing need not be relubricated.

REASSEMBLY
Reassembly is the reverse of disassem
bly.
To install the slip ring frame assem
bly to the rotor and drive end frame
assembly, remove the tape over the
bearing and shaft, and make sure the
shaft is perfectly clean after removing
the tape. Insert a pin through the holes
to hold up the brushes. Carefully install
the shaft into the slip ring end frame
assembly to avoid damage to the seal.
After tightening the thru-bolts remove

the brush retaining pin to allow tfee
brushes to fall down onto the slip rings.
Assemble the slinger, fan, pulley, washer
and nut. Hold the shaft with a hex
wrench inserted into the hex hole in the
shaft end, then tighten the nut to 7080 lb. ft.

MAGNETIZING THE ROTOR

DEAD

IMPORTANT: The rotor normally retains
magnetism to provide voltage build-up
when the engine is started. After disas
sembly or servicing, however, it may be
necessary to reestablish the magnetism.
To magnetize the rotor connect the
Integral Charging System to the battery
in a normal manner, then momentarily
connect a jumper lead from the battery

470

GREASE RESERVOIR
M r

SEAL

PLUG

U S E T H IN W A L L T U B E
IN S P A C E B E T W E E N
G R EA SE CUP A N D

positive post to the Integral Charging
System relay term inal, identified in

H O U S IN G

TO

PU SH

B E A R IN G IN T O

Figure 1. This procedure will restore the
normal residual magnetism in the rotor.

D IM E N S IO N

SH O W N

INTEGRAL CHARGING SYSTEM
BENCH CHECK
The Integral Charging System may be
checked on the bench for output by
connecting an ammeter in the circuit
(Fig. 7) and a voltmeter from the “ BAT”
terminal to ground, then following the
procedure in the “ TROUBLESHOOTING
PROCEDURES” section.

P A R T IA L V IE W
R E C T IF IE R E N D F R A M E

Figure 21—Slip ring end bearings and
seal locations.

Figure 22— Slip ring end bearing location.

IMPORTANT: Read the introductory paragraphs on page 4
before proceeding with either one of these sections.

UNDERCHARGED BATTERY

OVERQHARGED BATTERY

This condition, as evidenced by slow cranking and low
specific gravity readings, can be caused by one or
more of the following conditions:
1. Insure that the undercharged condition has not
been caused by accessories having been left on
for extended periods.
2. Check the drive belt for proper tension.
3. If a battery defect is suspected, check per DelcoRemy Service Bulletin IB-115 or IB-116, respec
tively.
4. Inspect the wiring for defects. Check all connec
tions for tightness and cleanliness, including the
cable clamps and battery posts.
5. Connect a voltmeter from "BAT’’ terminal to
ground. A zero reading indicates an open between
voltmeter connection and battery.
6. If previous Steps 1 through 5 check satisfactorily,
check Integral Charging System as follows:
a. Disconnect battery ground cable.
b. Connect an ammeter in the circuit at the “ BAT”
terminal of the Integral Charging System.
c. Reconnect battery ground cable.
d. Turn on accessories. Connect a carbon pile
across the battery.
e. Operate engine at moderate speed as required,
usually 4000 generator r.p.m. or more, and ad
just carbon pile as required, to obtain maximum
current output.

1. Check the battery per Delco-Remy Service
Bulletin IB-115 or IB-116. IMPORTANT— Re
member that an overheated battery will be
overcharged even though no charging circuit
defects are present.

IMPORTANT: Initial voltage build-up is by resid
ual magnetism in the rotor. Increase the speed
as required to obtain maximum current output.

2. If an obvious overcharge condition exists as
evidenced by excessive water usage, and if
the battery is not overheated and not de
fective, remove the Integral Charging Sys
tem for repair as covered under heading of
“ INTEGRAL CHARGING SYSTEM REPAIR.”

Delco-Remy

Two-Unit REGULATORS
(Double Contact Voltage Regulator Type
Used with Delcotron® Generators)
(10-RD SERIES, 100 TYPE)

FIELD RELAY

NO. 2
N O. 3 TERMINAL
NO. 4 TERMINAL

REGULATOR

Figure 1— Typical two-unit regulator

This bulletin is divided into three sections:
• Introduction
• Operating Principles
• Troubleshooting Procedures

INTRODUCTION
The regulators covered in this bulletin
feature a double contact voltage regula
tor unit and terminals of the slip-connection type. The wiring harness connector is
easily detached from the regulator by lift
ing the latch which clears a projection
on the harness connector.

D e lc o - R e m y

To avoid damage to the electrical equip
ment, always observe the following pre
cautions.

• Never operate the generator with the
output terminal open-circuited and the
field circuit energized.

• Do not polarize the generator.

• Make sure the generator, regulator and
battery have the same ground polarity.

• Do not short across or ground any of
the terminals in the charging circuit
except as sp e cifically instructed
herein.

• When connecting a charger or a
booster battery to the vehicle battery,
connect negative to negative and posi
tive to positive.

d i v i s i o n o f G E N E R A L MOTORS CO RPO RATIO N , ANDERSON,

BATTERY
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Figure 2— Typical wiring diagram showing internal circuits.

OPERATING

A typical wiring diagram showing internal
circuits of the regulator is illustrated in
Figure 2. Following is a brief description
of the operating principles of the units in
this type of circuit using an indicator
lamp. The same general principles apply
when an ammeter is used.
When the ignition switch is closed, before
the engine has started, the indicator lamp
lights to indicate the generator is not
charging. The current flow can be traced
from the battery to the “ BAT” terminal
on the switch, through the indicator lamp
and resistor which is in parallel, and then
through the voltage regulator contacts.
From here it continues to flow on through
the generator field winding to ground,
completing the circuit back to the battery.
Current through this circuit energizes the
field wihdings sufficiently to insure volt

PRINCIPLES

age build-up in the stator windings when
the engine starts. The voltages generated
in the stator windings are then changed or
rectified by the six generator diodes to a
d.c. voltage which appears at the “ BAT”
or output terminal on the generator. The
resistor allows more current to flow
through the field winding to insure volt
age build-up in the stator windings.
As the generator begins to operate, volt
age from the “ R” or relay terminal is
impressed through the regulator No. 2
terminal across the field relay winding,
causing the relay contacts to close. This
connects the regulator No. 4 terminal di
rectly to the battery through the field
relay contacts, causing the indicator lamp
to go out. Generator field current then
flows from the battery to the regulator
No. 3 terminal, and then through the field

relay contacts and voltage regulator lower
or series contacts to the field winding.
As the speed of the generator increases,
the voltage at the “ BAT” terminal of the
generator also increases. This impresses
a higher voltage through the field relay
contacts and across the voltage regulator
shunt winding. The increased magnetism
created by this higher voltage across the
winding causes the lower or series con
tacts of the regulator to separate. The
field current then flows through a resis
tor which reduces the field current. This
reduced field current causes the generator
voltage to decrease thereby decreasing
the magnetic pull of the voltage regulator
shunt winding. Consequently the spring
causes the contacts to reclose. This cycle
repeats many times per second to limit
the generator voltage to a pre-set value.

REGULATORS
Service Bulletin 1R-262
As the generator speed increases even
further, the resistor, connected across
the contacts, is not of sufficiently high
value to maintain voltage control on the
contacts. Therefore the voltage increases
slightly causing the upper or "shorting”
contacts to close. When this happens, the
generator field winding is shorted and no

current passes through the winding. With
no current in the field winding, the gen
erator voltage decreases, which also de
creases the magnetism in the shunt wind
ing and the upper contact points open.
With these points open, field current flows
through the resistor and the field winding.
As the voltage increases, the contacts re
close. This cycle then repeats many times

TROUBLESHOOTING

per second to limit the generator volt
age to a pre-set value at high generator
speeds. The voltage regulator unit thus
operates to limit the value of generator
voltage throughout the generator speed
range. Consequently the electrical acces
sories are protected from excessive volt
age which would cause damage.

PRO CEDURES

(Close adherence to the following procedures in the order presented will lead to the location and correction of charging system
d efects in the shortest possible tim e. Only a portion of these procedures need be performed. It will never be n ecessary to perform
all the procedures in order to locate the trouble.)
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Figure 3—Typical wiring diagram showing basic lead connections.
A typical wiring diagram showing basic
lead connections to the regulator is shown
in Figure 3.
NOTE: An ammeter may be used in this
circuit without an indicator lamp. In this
case, Section "A” listed below pertaining
to the indicator lamp does not apply.

Trouble in the charging system usually
will show up as one or more of the follow
ing three major conditions.
NOTE: Poor circuit connections usually
will be evidenced by an undercharged bat
tery, but may cause, instead, flaring head
lights or a noisy regulator.

A. Faulty indicator lamp operation.
B. An undercharged battery as evidenced
by slow cranking.
C. An overcharged battery as evidenced
by excessive water usage.

W IR I N G H A R N E S S
CO N N ECTO R

Figure 4— Checking indicator lamp circuit.

A.

FAULTY

Check the indicator lamp for normal op
eration as shown below.

Switch

Lamp

Engine

OFF

OFf

STOPPED

ON

ON

STOPPED

ON

OFF

IDLING

If the indicator lamp operates normally,
proceed to "Undercharged Battery” or
"Overcharged Battery” section. Otherwise,
inspect all connections including the slip
type connectors at the generator, regula
tor, and firewall for poor connections.
Check the wiring harness for grounds. If
satisfactory, or if this inspection and cor
rective procedure did not correct the
trouble, proceed to either one of the fol
lowing three abnormal conditions.

INDICATOR

W IR I N G H A R N E S S
CO N N ECTO R

Figure 5— Checking indicator lamp circuit.

LAMP

OPERATION

1. Sw itch Off, Lamp On — In this case
check for a shorted diode in the gener
ator per the applicable generator serv
ice bulletin. This condition will cause a
discharged battery. If the generator
does not have a shorted diode, check
for a short between leads Nos. 2, 3 and
4 at regulator.

c. If lamp lights, connect jumper lead
as shown in Figure 5.

2. Switch On, Lamp Off, Engine Stopped—
The only cause of this condition is an
open in the indicator lamp circuit.
Check as follows with ignition switch
on.

f. If lamp does not light, “ F” terminal
lead is open circuited.

a. Detach harness connector from reg
ulator and connect jumper as shown
in Figure 4.
b. If lamp does not light, check for
a blown fuse, a burned out bulb, de
fective bulb socket, or an open in
No. 4 lead circuit between regulator
and ignition switch.

d. If lamp lights, replace regulator or
adjust regulator voltage setting.
e. If lamp does not light, leave jumper
as shown in Figure 5, connect sec
ond jumper from generator “ F” ter
minal to ground.

g. If lamp lights, generator field is
open circuited, repair per the ap
plicable generator service bulletin.
3. Switch On, Lamp On, Engine Idling—
The possible causes of this condition
are covered under Steps 1, 3, 4, 5 and
6 in "Undercharged Battery” section.

If a defect has been found and corrected
at this point, no further checks need be
made.

REGULATORS
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B.
This condition, as evidenced by slow
cranking, can be caused by one or more
of the following conditions even though
the indicator lamp may be operating
normally.
1. Loose Generator Drive Belt: The gen
erator drive belt should be tightened in
accordance with engine or vehicle
manufacturer's recommendations.
2. Defective Battery: If a battery defect
is suspected, check per Delco-Remy
Service Bulletin 7D-100 or 7D-100E.
3. Poor Circuit Connections: Inspect all
connections to be sure they are clean
and tight, including the slip connectors
at the generator, regulator and fire
wall. Insure that the regulator is prop
erly grounded. Inspect the wiring har
ness for grounds. Clean the battery
posts and cable clamps to eliminate
resistance. Make continuity checks
with ignition switch on as follows.
a. With harness connector attached to
regulator, slide test prod into reg
ulator No. 3 terminal, and connect
voltmeter from test prod to ground.
b. If reading is zero, circuit is open
between this terminal and battery.
c. Connect voltmeter from generator
“ F” terminal to ground.
d. If a voltage reading is obtained,
proceed to Step 4.
e. If reading is zero, connect voltmeter
from regulator “ F” terminal to
ground.
f. If reading is obtained, "F" terminal
lead is open.
g. If reading is zero, connect voltmeter
from regulator No. 4 terminal to
ground.
h. If reading is obtained, replace reg
ulator or adjust regulator voltage
setting.
i. If reading is zero, circuit is open
between regulator No. 4 terminal
and Ignition Switch.

UNDERCHARGED

BATTERY

4. An Open Resistor: Connect voltmeter
from regulator No. 4 terminal to
ground. Turn Ignition Switch to ‘‘ACC”
only position. If reading is zero, re
sistor connected to “ACC” terminal is
open.
5. Malfunction of Field Relay: If the indi
cator lamp operates normally, checks
need not be made on the field relay;
go to Step 6. However, if the indicator
lamp fails to go out with the generator
in operation, and in circu its using an
amm eter, check the field relay as fol
lows:
a. Connect a voltmeter from regulator
No. 2 terminal to ground.
b. Operate engine slightly above idle
speed.
c. If voltmeter reads 5 volts or above,
and the indicator lamp fails to go
out, replace regulator.
For ammeter circuits, if reading is
5 volts or above, connect voltmeter
from regulator No. 3 to regulator
No. 4 terminals. If reading is over
1 volt, replace regulator.
d. If reading is below 5 volts, connect
voltmeter from generator “ R” ter
minal to ground.
e. If reading now is 5 volts or above,
lead between generator "R” ter
minal and regulator No. 2 terminal
is defective.
f. If reading is still below 5 volts,
proceed to Step 6.
6. Defective Generator: To determine if
the generator is operating properly,
proceed as follows:
a. Disconnect battery ground strap.
b. Connect an ammeter in the circuit
at the “ BAT” terminal of the gen
erator and a voltmeter from the
“ BAT” terminal to ground.
c. Connect a jumper lead to the har
ness connector as shown in Fig
ure 6.
d. Reconnect battery ground strap.

W IR IN G H A R N E S S
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Figure 6— Checking generator output.
e. Turn lights on high beam and blower
motor on high speed.
f. Operate engine at 1500-2500 r.p.m.
as required to obtain maximum cur
rent output. CAUTION: If voltage ex
ceeds 16 volts, connect a carbon
pile across battery to keep voltage
below 16 volts.
g. If ampere output is within 10 am
peres of rated output as stamped
on generator frame, generator is
good. Otherwise repair generator
per the applicable generator service
bulletin.
h. An alternate method of checking
generator output is to make con
nections as outlined above, operate
at specified speed, and compare
output with data in Delco-Remy
Specification Bulletins 1G-186 or
1G-187. Output may vary slightly de
pending on generator temperature.
i. Turn lights and blower off. Remove
jumper lead from harness connec
tor.
7. Low Voltage Regulator Setting: If no
reason for the discharged battery con
dition has been found by the preceding
checks, go to section entitled "Adjust
ing The Voltage Setting.”

REGULATORS
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C.
An overcharged battery, as evidenced by
excessive water usage, can be caused by:
1. Defective Battery: If a defective bat
tery is suspected, check per DelcoRemy Service Bulletin 7D-100 or
7D-100E.

OVERCHARGED

2. Poor Circuit Connections: Inspect all
connections to make sure they are
clean and tight, particularly the cir
cuit between the battery and regulator
No. 3 term inal, and the regulator
ground.

ADJUSTING
It is important to remember that the volt
age setting for one type of operating con
dition may not be satisfactory for a dif
ferent type of operating condition. The
proper setting is attained when the bat
tery remains fully charged with a minimum
use of water.
The voltage at which the regulator op
erates varies with changes in regulator
ambient temperatures. The ambient tem
perature is the temperature of the air
measured Y* of an inch from the regulator
cover. When checking and adjusting the
voltage setting, always refer to DelcoRemy Service Bulletin 1R-186 or 1R-187
for specifications.

BATTERY

THE

VOLTAGE

SETTING

6. Bring engine speed up to 2000-2200
r.p.m., note ambient temperature and
voltage setting. Compare with specifi
cations.
7. To adjust voltage setting:
a. Detach regulator harness connec
tor, remove cover, reconnect har
ness connector.
b. Turn adjusting screw as shown in
Figure 7.

8. After making the setting, cycle the
regulator as covered in the preceding
Step 5.
9. Then operate at 2000-2200 engine
r.p.m. and note setting. Re-adjust if
necessary. Always cycle (Step 8) be
fore reading final voltage setting.
10. This procedure has adjusted the set
ting while operating on the upper or
shorting contacts. Now proceed to ad
just the setting on the lower or series
contacts as follows.
11. Turn on parking lights, slowly de
crease engine speed from the 20002200 r.p.m. value and observe volt
meter. When operation changes from
upper to lower contacts, voltmeter
reading should suddenly decrease a
few tenths of a volt. (See Specifica
tions.) Compare difference in voltage
readings with specifications.

To check and adjust the voltage setting,
proceed as follows.1. Insert a test prod into regulator No.
3 terminal, and connect a voltmeter
from test prod to ground.
2. Disconnect cable at battery negative
post and insert Vi ohm 25 watt resis
tor in series. NOTE: If battery is suffi
ciently charged to limit generator out
put to 10 amperes or less when
adjusting voltage setting, Vn ohm re
sistor need not be used.
3. Short across resistor with jumper ca
ble, start engine, remove jumper
cable. Do not operate with battery
disconnected.
4. With all accessories turned off and
harness connected to regulator, oper
ate engine at idle speed for 15 min
utes to establish regulator operating
temperature.
5. Cycle the regulator by detaching then
re-connecting the harness connector
at the regulator, or by stopping then
restarting the engine.

3. High Voltage Regulator Setting: If no
circuit defects are found, yet the bat
tery remains overcharged, proceed to
section entitled “Adjusting The Voltage
Setting.”

Figure 7—Adjusting voltage setting.
c. For undercharged battery raise set
ting to upper part of specification
range.
d. For overcharged battery lower set
ting to lower part of specification
range.
e. CAUTION: Insure that springholder
is against head of screw. When
turning adjusting screw counter
clockwise, turn until screw head is
about Vs" above holder, then pry
holder up against screw head, then
turn clockw ise to make final set
ting.

12. To decrease the difference in voltage
between upper and lower contact op
eration, turn the nylon nut (Fig. 7)
clockwise a slight amount. To in
crease the difference turn nylon nut
counterclockwise. If this adjustment
is made, the voltage setting must be
re-checked as covered in Steps 5
through 11.
.13. If voltage operation is erratic, and if
the regulator cannot be adjusted to a
steady value, replace the regulator
and check the generator field winding
for shorts. Do not attempt to clean
the contact points.
14. IMPORTANT: Always remove harness
connector at regulator when removing
or replacing cover to avoid accidental
grounds and consequent damage to
regulator.

Delco-Remy
Tests and Adjustments of

TRANSISTOR REGULATORS
(Negative Ground Only)
(20-RD SERIES, 150 TYPE)
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Figure 1— Typical transistor regulators.
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INTRODUCTION
This bulletin has a triple purpose: (1) to
provide a basic description of the regula
tors of the types shown above in Figure
1 and to describe their operation, (2) to
provide "on-the-vehicle” checking pro
cedures for those charging systems
which employ regulators of the above
types, and (3) to provide instructions on
the proper "on-the-bench” testing and
replacement of regulator component
parts.

BATTERY

AMMETER

JU N C T IO N
B LO C K

SWITCH
BAT I------ 'T~~K IGN.

REGULATOR

The regulators illustrated in Figure 1
are assemblies which are used to limit
the voltage developed by the generators
which they control thereby protecting
the system from too high voltage. Vol
tage limitation is obtained by regulating
the amount of field current provided to
the field coil of the generator. The de
sign of the regulator is, therefore,
matched to the generator field circuit
that it must control and to the vehicle
DELCOTRON

R E G U LA T O R

Figure 3— Typical wiring diagram of ammeter circuit and special ignition switch.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Thermistor.
Zener diode.
Capacitor.
Driver transistor.
Field discharge diode.
Output transistor.
Back bias diode.
Transient suppression diode.

Figure 2—Typical voltage regulator
internal circuitry.

application. Numerous models of the
above regulators exist that are similar in
appearance, however, their internal con
struction may differ and the various
models are not interchangeable.

current necessary for initial generator
voltage buildup. This current is supplied
by the battery and flows through a spe
cial ignition switch and then through the
regulator to the generator field coil.

Figure 2 shows the internal circuit of a
typical regulator of the type shown in
Figure 1A. It consists of transistors,
diodes, resistors, a capacitor, and a
thermistor which function together to
regulate generator field current in order
that generator voltage may be limited
to a safe value.

The regulator shown in Figure IB con
tains the same parts as the regulator in
Figure 1A and has, in addition, a relay
as an integral part of the regulator. This
type of regulator is used on vehicles that
have either an ammeter or an indicator
light as the charge or discharge signal.

A typical circuit in which this regulator
operates is shown in a schematic dia
gram in Figure 3. The field circuit of the
generator and regulator is shown in blue.
The control circuit and its components
which function together to control the
output transistor and the field circuit
is shown in red. This type of regulator is
commonly used on vehicles that have
an ammeter. The field circuit carries the

When used with an ammeter, as shown
in schematic diagram Figure 4, the gen
erator field current which flows through
the regulator is supplied to the regu
lator from the battery, by the relay which
is energized from the ignition switch.
Field current is provided in this manner
for initial generator voltage buildup. The
relay of this type circuit is designed for
battery voltage.

Another circuit that employs the regu
lator of the type shown in Figure IB is
shown in Figure 5. This circuit also uses
the ammeter as the charge or discharge
signal. The generator field current
through the regulator is supplied to the
regulator from the battery through the re
sistor which is energized from the igni
tion switch. Field current is provided in
this manner for initial generator voltage
buildup. When the generator is driven at
sufficient speed, the relay, energized by
the generator, bypasses the resistor and
provides a field circuit of minimum resis
tance. The relay of this type circuit is
designed for approximately one-half bat
tery voltage.

JUNCTION
BLOCK

BATTERY

REGULATOR
Figure 5— Typical wiring diagram of ammeter circuit and integral regulator relay
energized by generator.

gized from the ignition switch. Field current is provided in this manner for
initial generator voltage buildup. When
the generator is driven at sufficient

speed, the relay, energized by the generator, turns off the indicator light and
provides a field circuit of minimum resistance.
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Figure 4 — Typical wiring diagram of
ammeter circuit and integral regulator
relay energized by battery.
When this same general type regulator
is used with an indicator light, as shown
in schematic diagram Figure 6, the gen
erator field current through the regu
lator is supplied to the regulator from
the battery through the indicator light
and its parallel resistor which are ener-

DELCOTRON

Figure 6— Typical wiring diagram of indicator light circuit and integral
regulator relay.

REGULATOR OPERATING PRINCIPLES
The transistor is an electrical device
made of semiconductor materials which
is used as a switch to control the gen
erator field current in order that gen
erator voltage can be limited to a proper
value. Figure 7 is a greatly simplified
diagram of the generator and regulator
circuit. A brief description of the oper
ation follows:
When the ignition switch is closed, bat
tery voltage supplies current through the
emitter (E) and collector (C) of the tran
sistor to the field coil of the generator.
This emitter-collector circuit is complete
since the transistor is turned "on” by
a higher voltage on the emitter than on
the base (B), which permits emitter-base
current to flow. The flow of current to
the field circuit of the generator pro
vides the magnetic field for the genera
tor. When the engine is started, the gen
erator builds up voltage. This causes
current to flow to charge the battery
and/or power accessories.
As generator speed increases or the
accessory load decreases, generator
voltage builds up to a predetermined
value at which the regulator is set or
adjusted. The electrical control portion
of the regulator then places a higher
voltage on the base of the transistor than
is impressed upon the emitter, and the
transistor is turned “ off.” With no cur
rent flow in the emitter-collector circuit,

there is no current flow in the field coil
of the generator. As a result, generator
voltage drops below the setting or ad
justment of the regulator.
REGULATOR

Then the electrical control portion of
the regulator places a lower voltage on
the base of the transistor than that on
the emitter, and the transistor is again
turned “ on.” With current flow again in
the emitter-collector and field coil cir
cuit, the magnetic field is reestablished
in the generator, and generator voltage
can again build up to the setting of the
regulator.

REGULATOR
CONTROL
CIRCUIT

- ^ G I GN | p i r ° ;

~<h

SW ITC

-iSL
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J HGH
DELCOTRON

AMMETER

Figure 7— Simplified diagram of genera
tor and regulator circuit.

Thus, the switching “ on" and "off” of
the transistor regulates the amount of
field current supplied to the generator.
The frequency of this switching is de
pendent primarily upon the accessory
load and generator speed. Under certain
conditions the “ on” and “ off” cycle is
repeated as much as 7,000 times per
second.
The zener diode, driver transistor, capac
itor, and resistors act together as the
electrical control portion of Figure 7 to
electrically switch the output transistor
“ on” and “ off.” The thermistor provides
a temperature-compensated v o l t a g e
setting which is matched to the charging
requirement characteristics of the bat
tery.

TRANSISTOR REGULATOR ADVANTAGES
Since the generator voltage is limited in
the regulator by electrical devices only,
the voltage regulator section of the
regulators shown in Figure 1 has no
moving mechanical parts. This fact is
important and results in many regula
tion advantages. For example, the elec
trical components are extremely durable,
thereby providing a regulator with a long
service life and no periodic maintenance
requirements. No moving mechanical

parts that have tolerances and require
adjustments, means that extreme ac
curacy of controlled voltage can be
maintained and the regulator setting re
mains constant. Transistor regulators are
not sensitive to road and engine vibra
tions, hence accurate control can be
maintained at all times. The regulator is
sealed to make it highly water resistant,
which again ensures a long service life.
An external adjustment feature is pro

vided on some models which permits a
change of voltage setting to match the
battery requirements. This is accom
plished without removing the regulator
cover and without the use of instruments
and without the warm-up periods neces
sary on some types of regulators. Other
models do not have an external adjust
ment feature, however, the regulator
can be adjusted to meet the charging
requirement characteristics of the ve
hicle battery.

“ON-THE-VEHICLE” TROUBLESHOOTING PROCEDURES
The checking procedures outlined in this
bulletin assume that some malfunction
has occurred in the charging system and
that it is necessary to determine what
is causing the malfunction. Since the
charging system consists of four basic
units—the regulator, the generator, the
wiring and the battery— it is important
to determine which unit is causing the
trouble in order that the proper unit may
be repaired or replaced.
All Delco-Remy regulators have adjust
ment provisions which may be used to

tailor the voltage limit for unusual oper
ating conditions that result in over
charged or undercharged batteries. An
adjustment of the regulator may be suffi
cient to correct the under- or overcharged
battery condition. In the event that the
regulator is found to be faulty, it should
be replaced or repaired in keeping with
instructions found in section “ Regulator
Repair.”

The battery should be checked to deter
mine its condition in accordance with
Service Bulletin 7D-100 or 7D-100E and
replacement may be indicated.

If the generator is the cause of the mal
function, it may be replaced or repaired
in keeping with the procedures sug

The troubleshooting procedure for the
various types of circuits discussed above
follows:

gested in the proper generator Service
Bulletin.
Any wiring deficiencies must be re
paired or the faulty wiring should be
replaced.

I. INDICATOR LAMP CIRCUITS
Combination Field
and Light Relay Type:
This portion of the bulletin discusses
troubleshooting procedures for those
circuits containing an "Indicator Light”
as the charging system trouble indicating
signal. A typical circuit of this type has
been shown in Figure 6. Note that the
relay contained within the regulator
package acts as both a Field and Indi
cator Light Relay.
When the ignition switch is closed and
before the engine has started, the indi
cator lamp “ lights” to indicate the gen
erator is not charging. The current flow
can be traced from the battery to the
"BAT” terminal on the ignition switch,
through the indicator lamp and resistor,
which are in parallel, and then through
the voltage regulator output transistor.
From here it continues to flow on through
the generator field coil to ground, com
pleting the field circuit back to the
battery. The resistor, which is in parallel
with the indicator light, permits suffi
cient current to flow through the field
coil to ensure voltage buildup in the
stator windings when the engine starts.
The voltage generated in the stator wind
ings is then rectified by the six genera
tor diodes to a d.c. voltage which appears
at the "BAT" or output terminal of the
generator.

As the generator begins to operate, vol
tage from the “ R” terminal is impressed
through the regulator No. 2 terminal
across the field relay winding, causing
the relay contacts to close. This connects
the regulator No. 4 terminal directly to
the battery through the field relay con
tacts, causing the indicator lamp and
resistor to be shorted out of the circuit
and the lamp to go “ out.” Generator field
current then flows from the generator or
battery to the regulator No. 3 terminal,
and then through the relay contacts and
output transistor to the field winding.
The indicator lamp on many applications
is a No. 57 bulb rated at 12 volts and 2
candlepower.

1. If indicator light operation is proper,
but an under- or overcharged battery
condition exists:
The procedure under “ Voltage Regu
lator Circuits” should be followed.

2. If the indicator light fails to light:
a. Turn the ignition switch to the “ IGN”
(or “ on") position but do not start the

engine.
b. Remove wiring connector body from
regulator and connect a jumper lead
from connector-body terminal No. 4 to

ground as shown in Figure 8. The
jumper wire should be shoved into the
connector body in order that the wire
can make good contact with the metal
terminal covered by the connector
body. Note indicator light.
c. If the lamp does not come "on” :
1) Check for a burned-out indicator light
bulb.
2) Check for an open circuit in the switch
or wiring between the battery and the
jumper lead.
d. If the lamp does come "on” :
1) Connect the jumper lead as shown in
Figure 9. If the indicator light now
comes “ on" again, the circuit is open
in the regulator and the regulator
should be replaced or repaired as dis
cussed in section "Regulator Repair.”
2) If the light does not come "on” with
the jumper lead located as shown in
Figure 9, there is either an open in
the field lead between the regulator
and generator or in the generator field
coil.
3) With the jumper lead still in the posi
tion as shown in the regulator
connector body (Fig. 9), place another
jumper lead in connector body of gen
erator “ F” terminal and touch to

necessary, per engine or vehicle man
ufacturer's recommendations.

WIRING HARNESS
CONNECTOR

Figure 8— Checking for "open” or
burned-out indicator light bulb.
ground as shown in Figure 10. If the
indicator light does not light, the lead
between the regulator and generator
is open and needs to be repaired or
replaced. If the indicator light does
light, the generator field circuit is
open and the generator should be re-,
paired.

3. If the indicator light does not go "out"
with the engine and generator in
operation:
a. A loose generator drive belt can cause
the indicator light to stay “ on." Belt
should be tightened or replaced, if

WIRING HARNESS
CONNECTOR

b. An "open” resistor which is in parallel
with the indicator lamp bulb can pre
vent the generator from building up
in voltage and the indicator light will
stay "on” when the vehicle is in oper
ation at normal speeds. This resistor
is normally a length of calibrated re
sistance wire which is a part of the
wiring harness. To check for the open
condition, stop engine, turn off all
loads, and place a voltmeter as shown
in Figure 11. A prod can be placed
inside the connector body between
the terminal and the connector body
for a suitable contact to attach the
voltmeter lead. Now turn ignition
switch to the "on” position. If volt
meter reads less than 3V2 volts, the
resistor is open and must be replaced.
If voltmeter reads over 3% volts, the
resistor is good.
c. An open wire between battery and No.
3 regulator terminal can prevent the
indicator light from going "out.” To
check this possibility, connect volt
meter between regulator No. 3 ter
minal and ground. A zero reading indi
cates an open circuit and the wiring
should be repaired or replaced.
d. If the indicator lamp fails to go "out”
with the generator in operation, the
fault may be in the regulator, wiring,
or in the generator. To begin the
checking procedure to determine
which is at fault, place voltmeter be
tween the No. 2 regulator terminal and
ground as shown in Figure 12. Start
engine and run at moderate speed. If
the voltage reading is less than 5
volts, proceed to Step “ e.” If voltage
reading is more than 5 volts, proceed
to Step " f.”
e. If voltmeter reading shown in Figure
12 is less than 5 volts with the engine
in operation, place voltmeter between
the generator "R” terminal and
ground. If reading is now 5 volts or
more, the lead between the generator
“ R” terminal and regulator No. 2
terminal is faulty and should be re
placed or repaired. If the voltmeter
reading is less than 5 volts, the pro
cedure under "Voltage "Regulator Cir
cuits” should be followed beginning
with Step 1.

JUM PER LEAD FRO M
" F ” T E R M IN A L TO G R O U N D

Figure 10— Checking lead and generator
for "open” field circuit.
f. If voltmeter reading shown in Figure
12 is more than 5 volts with the
engine in operation, temporarily
ground the regulator base to a known
good ground. If the indicator lamp
operation is now normal, clean and
tighten ground connections of regula
tor to repair condition. If indicator
lamp still does not go "out,” the relay
of the regulator is defective and must
be replaced or repaired as discussed
in section "Regulator Repair.”

4. If the indicator light does not go “out"
with the ignition switch “off”:
a. Disconnect the wiring harness from
the generator “ F" and “ R” terminals.
If the light goes out, the generator
has a shorted diode in the heat sink
and should be repaired.

W IR IN G H A R N ESS
CO N N ECTO R

VO LTM ETER
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Figure 12— Checking for “ open” relay.

b. If the light does not go “ out” with the
wiring disconnected from the genera
tor "F” and “ R” terminals, reattach
the wiring to the “ F” and “ R” gen
erator terminals and then remove the
wiring connector body from the reg
ulator. If the light now goes "out,”
the regulator relay points are stuck or
there is a short between a wire con
taining battery voltage and the lead to
the No. 2 regulator terminal. Proceed
to “ c.” If the light still remains on,
the wiring leading to the No. 3 and
No. 4 regulator terminals is shorted

together in some manner and the un
wanted connection must be removed.
c. If the light does go “ out” with the
wiring disconnected from the regula
tor, connect a voltmeter between the
No. 2 terminal of the connector body
and ground. Any voltage reading in
dicates a shorted condition in the wir
ing which must be repaired. No vol
tage reading indicates a stuck relay
and regulator should be replaced or
repaired as discussed in section “ Reg
ulator Repair.”

II. AMMETER CIRCUITS
A. With Relay
This portion of the bulletin discusses
troubleshooting procedures for those cir
cuits containing an “Ammeter" as the
charging system trouble indicating sig
nal. Typical circuits of this type have
been shown in Figures 4 and 5. Note
that the relay contained within the reg
ulator package is used as a Field Relay.

1. If the ammeter indicates a discharge
with all accessories “off" and the
ignition switch in the “off” position:
a. There is the possibility that the am
meter is not set in the zero position
thereby giving a false indication. To
quickly check for this condition,
remove the ground strap from the
battery post. If the ammeter is un
changed, the meter reading is mis
leading. If the ammeter reading does
return to zero, trouble is indicated
and the following steps should be
followed.
b. If the circuit being checked is of the
type shown in Figure 5, remove the
wiring harness from the generator “ F”
and “ R” terminals. If the ammeter
reading no longer shows a discharge,
there is a shorted diode in the positive
heat sink of the generator which
should be repaired in compliance with
the applicable service bulletin. If the
ammeter continues to show a dis
charge, reconnect the harness to the
“ F” and “ R” generator terminals and
proceed to the next check.

c. In those circuits shown in Figures 4
and 5, there is the possibility that a
stuck relay could cause this condition
which would lead to a discharged bat
tery. To check this possibility, remove
the connector body from the regulator
terminals:
1) If the ammeter continues to show a
discharge, the problem is elsewhere
on the vehicle and an unwanted
ground exists.
2) If the ammeter no longer shows a dis
charge, either a stuck relay exists or
there is an unwanted short in the
wiring. To check wiring, connect a
voltmeter between the regulator No.
2 terminal of the connector body and
ground. (Ignition switch must be "off”
and connector body is still removed
from regulator.) A voltage indication
on the meter indicates a short be
tween the wire leading to the No. 2
terminal and a wire containing battery
voltage (the wire leading to the regu
lator No. 3 terminal could be
suspected). No voltage indication on
the meter indicates a stuck relay and
the regulator should be replaced or
repaired as discussed in section “ Reg
ulator Repair.”

2. If the ammeter indicates a discharge
with all accessories "off” and the
engine in operation at idle speed:
a. There is the possibility that an open
relay or an open regulator field circuit

exists. To check this, first connect a
jumper between the regulator base
and a good ground. If the ammeter
now shows a slight charge, the regu
lator does not have a good ground. If
the grounding of the base makes no
difference on the ammeter indication,
proceed with next check.
b. Connect a voltmeter between the reg
ulator No. 2 terminal and ground. No
reading on the meter indicates an
open between the regulator No. 2
terminal and its source of power.
Wiring and switch should be checked
to locate the open circuit. If battery
voltage is noted at the No. 2 terminal
of the circuit shown in Figure 4 or
approximately 6 volts for the circuit
in Figure 5, proceed to the next check.
c. Now connect voltmeter between the
regulator No. 3 terminal and ground.
If no reading is noted, an open be
tween the regulator No. 3 terminal
and the battery is indicated. Wiring
should be checked to locate the open
circuit. If battery voltage is noted,
proceed to next check.
d. If a lead is attached to the No. 4
regulator terminal, disconnect con
nector body from regulator and con
nect voltmeter between the No. 4
terminal of the connector body and
ground. If no reading is noted, an open
between the regulator No. 4 terminal
and the battery is indicated. Wiring,
resistor, and switch should be checked

to locate the open circuit. If battery
voltage is noted, reconnect connector
body and proceed to next check.
e. Now connect voltmeter between the
regulator “ F" terminal and ground. If
no reading is noted, the regulator
should be replaced or repaired as
discussed in section "Regulator Re

pair.” If 10 volts or more are avail
able, place voltmeter between the
generator “ F” terminal and ground.
If no reading is noted, the lead from
the generator “ F” terminal to the
regulator “ F” terminal is open and
should be replaced. If the reading is
approximately 10 volts, or more, the
procedure under “ Voltage Regulator

B.

Circuits” should be followed beginning
with Step 1.

3. If ammeter operation seems proper,
but an over- or undercharged battery
exists:
The procedure under “ Voltage Regu
lator Circuits” should be followed.

Without Relay

(Special Ignition Switch)
This portion of the bulletin discusses
troubleshooting procedures for those
circuits containing an “ Ammeter" as the
charging system trouble indicating sig
nal. A typical circuit of this type has
been shown in Figure 3. Note that there
is no relay contained within the regulator
package.

1. If the ammeter indicates a discharge
with all accessories “off” and the
ignition switch in the “off” position:
There is the possibility that the am
meter is not set in the zero position
thereby giving a false indication. To
quickly check for this condition,
remove the ground strap from the
battery post. If the ammeter is un
changed, the meter reading is mis
leading. If the ammeter reading does
return to zero, an unwanted ground

exists somewhere on the vehicle
which must be located and corrected.

2. If the ammeter indicates a discharge
with all accessories “off” and the
engine in operation at idle speed:
a. Connect a jumper between the regu
lator base and a good ground. If the
ammeter now shows a slight charge,
the regulator does not have a good
ground. If the grounding of the base
makes no difference on the ammeter
indication, proceed with next check.
b. Connect a voltmeter between the reg
ulator No. 3 or No. 4 terminal and
ground. No reading on the meter
indicates an open between the reg
ulator No. 3 or No. 4 terminal and
the battery. Wiring and switch should
be checked to locate the open circuit.
If battery voltage is noted at the No.

3 or No. 4 terminal, proceed to next
check.
c. Connect voltmeter between the regula
tor “ F” terminal and ground. If no
reading is noted, the regulator should
be replaced or repaired. If 10 volts or
more are available, place voltmeter
between the generator “ F” terminal
and ground. If no reading is noted,
the lead from the generator “ F”
terminal to the regulator “ F” terminal
is open and should be replaced. If
the reading is approximately 10 volts
or more, the procedure under “ Voltage
Regulator Circuits" should be fol
lowed beginning with Step 1.

3. If ammeter operation seems proper,
but an over- or undercharged battery
exists:
The procedure under "Voltage Regu
lator Circuits” should be followed.

III. VOLTAGE REGULATOR CIRCUITS
An overcharged or undercharged battery
may be encountered even though the
indicator light operation is proper. Am
meter indications of too great or too
little charging rate can go unnoticed and
an over- or undercharged battery can be
encountered. Most charging system trou
bles, therefore, show up as an under
charged or overcharged battery. Since
the battery itself may be defective, it
should be checked first to determine its
condition. Second, the generator drive
belt should be checked for proper ten
sion, and all wiring should be visually in-

spected for loose or corroded connec
tions. Also, in the case of an under
charged battery, check for battery drain
caused by grounds or by accessories
being "turned on” at all times.
IMPORTANT: The battery specific gravity
must be 1.215 corrected to 80°F or above
before checks are made as covered be
low. If battery is below 1.215, recharge
before proceeding.
CAUTION: Do not short between or ground
any of the terminals on the generator.
Do not attempt to polarize the generator.

To check for an undercharged battery
condition, as evidenced by slow crank
ing, follow the procedure beginning with
Step 1. For an overcharged battery, as
evidenced by excessive battery water
usage, begin with Step 7.
1. Connect an ammeter in the circuit
at the generator “ BAT” terminal.
(Figure 13 is shown as a typical cir
cuit with an Indicator Light. The same
connections are made, however, on
ammeter type circuits.)
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generator may be replaced on the
car, and the following checks, be
ginning with Step 6 must be made to
locate possible damage to the regu
lator.
b. If the current output meets the speci
fications, the generator is okay—
proceed with Step 6.

=s

6. Remove jumper lead, ammeter, and
voltmeter from generator and re
connect wiring harness connector
to the generator “ F" and “ R” ter
minals. Then check wiring and regu
lator.
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Figure 13— Checking generator output.

2. Connect a voltmeter from “ BAT”
terminal of generator to ground
(Fig. 13).
3. Disconnect the wiring harness con
nector from the generator “ F” and
“ R” terminals.

paired generator may be replaced on
the car and no further checks are
needed on the system.
2) If the generator failure was caused by
a defective field winding, the repaired

8. Connect voltmeter positive lead to
battery positive post and voltmeter
negative lead to regulator No. 3
terminal on those regulators contain
ing relays. For those regulators hav
ing no relays, connect voltmeter
negative lead to either the No. 3 or
No. 4 terminal that has a wire con
nected to it and turn the ignition
switch “ on.” Figure 14. Read the
voltage drop.
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4. Connect a jumper lead from the gen
erator “ F” terminal to the generator
"BAT” terminal. (A special adapter
for making this connection is avail
able from tool equipment suppliers
if desired.) See Figure 13.
5. Specifications for Delcotron Genera
tors are given in Delco-Remy Specifi
cation Bulletins. Operate generator
at specified speed, turn on acces
sories or connect a carbon pile
across the battery as required to
obtain specified voltage, and observe
current output.
CAUTION: Do not permit voltage to ex
ceed 16 volts!
a. If current output is lower than that
specified, remove and repair the gen
erator per the proper Delco-Remy Ser
vice Bulletin.
1) If generator failure was caused by a
defective stator or diodes, the re

7. Connect a jumper between the No. 3
and No. 2 terminals on those regu
lators containing relays (Fig. 14).
Slide prods into the connector body
to make connections. Do not leave
jumper lead in this position longer
than 5 minutes.
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Voltage .............. ........................ (Part 8)
9. Connect voltmeter positive lead to
regulator mounting bolt, and volt
meter negative lead to battery neg
ative post with jumper lead in posi
tion. See Part 2, Figure 14. Record
the voltage drop.
Voltage

_________ ______

is connected to it.) See Part 1,
Figure 15.

adjustment type regulator has no access
plug in its cover.

Voltage....................................... (Part 10)

a. Comparison of Actual Regulator
Setting with Specified Voltage Table
on External Adjustment Type Regu
lators.

Compare with specifications below.
Ambient temperature is temperature
of air measured V i" from the regu
lator cover.

(Part 9)

Add the voltage in Part 9 to the
voltage in Part 8.
Total Voltage.................. (Parts 8 & 9)
a. If total voltage is greater than .25
volt, check involved system wiring
and ground circuits for high resis
tance. Check regulator for proper
ground.
b. If total voltage is less -than .25 volt,
remove jumper lead between No. 2
and No. 3 terminals, if present, and
proceed as follows:
10. Operate the engine at approximately
1500 r.p.m. for 15 minutes with
lower beam headlights "on.” A ther
mometer should be placed V i" from
the regulator cover. With engine
running, record voltage reading with
voltmeter connected from the regu
lator No. 3 or No. 4 terminal to
ground. (Either terminal is satisfac
tory for this check provided a lead

Voltage Table
Ambient
Tempera
ture
65°

85°

105°

Normal 14.1
Voltage to
Setting 14.9

13.9
to
14.7

13.7
to
14.5

125° 145°
13.5
to
14.3

13.4
to
14.2

NOTE: The above specifications are for
typical regulators such as 1116367,
1116368, 1116369, 1116370, 1116373,
1116374, 1116375 and 1116378. Specifi
cations for other models are provided in
the proper Specification Bulletin avail
able from Delco-Remy.
In comparing actual regulator voltage
with the table of specified voltage above,
the type of voltage adjustment present
on the regulator must first be deter
mined. Only two types of adjustments
are manufactured; the external adjust
ment or the internal adjustment. The
external adjustment type regulator has
an access plug in its cover. The internal
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If the actual regulating voltage as
checked is not within the voltage
range specified for the measured am
bient temperature, the regulator
should be replaced or repaired as dis
cussed in section “ Regulator Repair.”
2) If the actual regulating voltage as
checked is within the voltage range
specified for the measured ambient
temperature, the charging system
operation is satisfactory. However,
the voltage setting of the regulator
needs to be changed to a different
value to meet the battery charging
requirements for the type of driving
being done. To properly adjust the
voltage setting, refer to “ Voltage
Setting Adjustment.”
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1) If actual voltage is not within the
specified range, remove access plug
from regulator cover and note the
position of the plastic screw slot be
neath the plug. The slot will be lined
up with one of the divisions or lines
cast on the regulator cover. For each
division the slot has been moved
clockwise from the middle position
(“ 0” position) or toward the
cast on the cover, add 0.3 volt to the
above specified range for the proper
specified voltage limits. For each di
vision the slot has been moved coun
terclockwise from the middle (“ 0”
position) or toward the “ — ” on the
cover, subtract 0.3 volt from the
above specified range for the proper
specified voltage limits. As an ex
ample, assume that the slot is lined
up with the second line from the “ 0”
nearest the
mark. This position
would require adding of 0.6 volt to
the specification voltage shown in the
specification table. The limits at 125°
would become 14.1 to 14.9 volts in
stead of the 13.5 to 14.3 volts pub
lished for the middle or “ 0” position.
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Figure 15— Checking voltage regulator setting.

b. Comparison of Actual Regulator
Setting with Specified Voltage Table
on Internal Adjustment Type Regu
lators.

1) If measured voltage is not within
the specified range at the meas
ured ambient temperature, the reg
ulator is either faulty and requires
repair or replacement or it has
previously been improperly adjusted.
To determine which is the case, stop
engine and remove regulator from its
mounting location with all wiring and
voltmeter attached. Then remove the
bottom cover plate from the regulator
and note the position of the slot of
the adjusting screw as shown in Figure
16. Connect a jumper lead between
the regulator metal cover mounting
pads and a good vehicle ground. Start
engine and run at 1500 r.p.m. and
note voltmeter reading. Now, using a
screwdriver, turn adjusting screw
about Vs of a turn in first one direc
tion and then the other direction. If

ADJUSTING SCREW
OR POTENTIOMETER

Figure 16— Adjustment screw of internal
adjustment type regulator.

the voltmeter reading does not change
as the screw is rotated, the regulator
is faulty and should be replaced or
repaired as discussed in section "Reg
ulator Repair.” If voltmeter reading
does change as the screw is rotated,
return screw to the position first
noted as the regulator has previously
been misadjusted and should be
readjusted as described under "Vol
tage Setting Adjustment.”
2) If the voltage reading is within speci
fications, the charging system is sat
isfactory. However, an under- or over
charged battery condition indicates
that the setting needs to be changed
to a different value to meet the re
quirements of the vehicle’s operational
conditions. This procedure is de
scribed under "Voltage Setting Ad
justment.”

IV. VOLTAGE SETTING ADJUSTMENT
The desired voltage regulator setting is
one which keeps the battery in a satis
factory state of charge (% charge or
more) without causing excessive battery
overcharge (as evidenced by excessive
battery water usage).
The "normal” setting (values shown in
the “ Voltage Table” above) usually will
be satisfactory for the vehicle operated
in average type service conditions. How
ever, if operating service conditions are
above or below average, the voltage reg
ulator setting must be adjusted or
tailored to adapt it to the battery and
type of service conditions.
Either of two conditions may persistently
exist which indicate the need for adjust
ing the regulator setting: (1) battery is
being overcharged, (2) battery remains
undercharged. Corrections should be
made as follows:
1. If the battery uses too much water at
the "normal” setting, reduce the vol
tage setting approximately 0.3 volt
and check for decreased battery water
usage over a reasonable period. If
necessary, repeat this process until
the battery remains charged with a
minimum use of water.

2. If the battery is consistently under
charged (evidenced by inability to
crank the engine) at the "normal”
setting, increase the voltage setting
0.3 volt and check for improved con
dition over a reasonable service per
iod. If necessary, repeat this process
until the battery remains charged
with a minimum use of water.
There are limits beyond which the regu
lator should not be set. The internal ad
justment type can be set too low in
which case no charging current would be
provided to the battery and a discharged
battery would soon result. The internal
adjustment type regulator can also be
set too high which could endanger lights
and other voltage sensitive accessories.
The external adjustment type regulator
has positive stops on the adjusting
mechanism that will prohibit excessively
high and low settings. The internal ad
justment type regulator does not have
positive stops and excessively high or
low settings can be made. The follow
ing table is provided, therefore, as a
guide to the permissible voltage setting
range:

Suggested Voltage Setting Range
Ambient
Tempera
ture
65°

85°

105°

125°

145°

Voltage 13.5
Setting to
Range 15.5

13.3
to
15.3

13.1
to
15.1

12.9
to
14.9

12.8
to
14.8

Batteries which do not respond to the
voltage settings within the “ Suggested
Range” of this regulator usually will be
found to be (1) batteries used in vehicles
that are operated consistently at low
speeds or that have added electrical
loads to the original electrical system or
(2) batteries that have been improperly
activated.
1. When a vehicle is operated consis
tently at low speeds and/or electrical
loads have been added to the original
electrical system, the battery may
remain undercharged even with the
regulator placed in its maximum
setting. Under these conditions, gen
erator output or charging time may
be insufficient to offset the electrical
load on the battery. Periodic recharg
ing of the battery from an outside

source or replacement of the original
generator with a special extra-output
generator will be required in these
cases.

If the regulator has not already been
removed from the vehicle as discussed
in Step 10 of “ Troubleshooting Pro
cedure," stop engine and remove the
regulator from the vehicle mounting. Re
move bottom cover plate from the regu
lator. Turn adjusting screw clockwise to
lower the setting or counterclockwise to
raise the setting. Turn screw only as far
as necessary to raise or lower the vol
tage as shown in Figure 18. (As an ex
ample, assume the battery is using too
much water and it is desired that the
setting should be lowered 0.3 volt. In
this case, turn screw clockwise 12° for
the lowered setting.) CAUTION: The ad
justing screw is very sensitive and over
turning must be avoided!

2. Replacement batteries suspected of
having been improperly activated
should be removed for a complete
check. If the specific gravity at full
charge is less than 1.230 in any cell,
the battery has either been improperly
activated or is worn out and, in either
case, will give poor performance. If
the specific gravity is above 1.310 in
any cell, the battery has either been
filled with electrolyte of too high
specific gravity or electrolyte has
been added in place of water. Either
situation is harmful to the battery
and will cause early failure.

A. External Adjustment
To adjust the voltage regulator setting
of the external adjustment type regula
tor, remove the access plug from the reg
ulator. Then for an undercharged battery
insert screwdriver into slot and turn
clockwise one notch (0.3 volt) to increase
the setting. For an overcharged battery,
turn counterclockwise one notch (0.3
volt) to decrease setting. See Figure 17.
Then check for an improved battery con
dition over a service period of reasonable
length. If necessary, repeat the above
procedure for a higher or lower setting.

B. Internal Adjustment
To adjust the voltage regulator setting
of the internal adjustment type regula
tor first note the existing regulator
setting as described in Step 10, parts b-1
and b-2 under "Troubleshooting Pro
cedure.” Determine from the following
discussion how much the setting should
be raised or lowered.
1. When the battery uses too much water
and the regulated voltage is above
the "Suggested Range," lower the
setting to a value within the upper
portion of the range and check for
an improved battery condition over a
reasonable service period.
2. When the battery uses too much water
and the regulated voltage is within
the “ Suggested Range,” lower the
setting 0.3 volt and check for an im
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Figure 17— Adjustment screw of external
adjustment type regulator.
proved condition over a reasonable
service period. Repeat this process,
if necessary, until the battery re
mains charged with a minimum use
of water.

Replace regulator bottom cover plate and
remount regulator on the vehicle. Then
recheck the new voltage setting by oper
ating the engine at approximately 1500
r.p.m. for 10 minutes with the lower
beam headlights “ on.” A thermometer
should be placed V i" from the regu
lator cover. With engine running, record
voltage reading with voltmeter connected
from the regulator No. 3 terminal to
ground. The voltmeter reading will be the
new voltage setting at the ambient tem
perature measured. Repeat process, if
necessary, to obtain desired voltage
setting or to alter the voltage setting to
improve the battery charging conditions.

CO U N TER

3. When the battery is consistently
undercharged and the regulated vol
tage is below the "Suggested Range,”
increase the regulator setting to the
lower portion of the range and check
for an improved condition over a rea
sonable service period.
4. When the battery is consistently
undercharged and the regulated vol
tage is within the “ Suggested Range,”
increase the setting 0.3 volt and
check for an improved condition over
a reasonable service period. Repeat, if
necessary, until the battery remains
charged with a minimum use of water.
NOTE: Avoid regulated voltage above
the suggested range as a high setting
may cause damage to the lights and
other voltage sensitive equipment.

Figure 18— Change of voltage obtained
by moving adjustment screw of internal
adjustment type regulator.

“ON-THE-BENCH” REGULATOR REPAIR PROCEOURES
The following procedure is provided as a
guide in checking the regulator for de
fective components. It should be noted
that all regulators covered by this bulle
tin are similar in construction, therefore,
checking procedures will be basically the
same. Differences that might be encoun
tered between individual models of this

type regulator will be noted. As an ex
ample, some regulators of this type have
a relay as a portion of the regulator as
sembly and other regulators, of the same
basic type, do not contain a relay. Since
the voltage regulator portions of each of
these regulators are nearly identical, the
checking procedures for the two regu-

lators are the same except for the relay.
As another example, regulators with the
letter “ B” following the model number
(suffix) differ slightly in circuit appear
ance. Applicable illustrations are re
ferred to in these instances when neces
sary. To check the regulator components:

I. COMPONENT CHECKING
1. Remove base cover plate from the
regulator by detaching four (4) cover
plate screws.
2. If the regulator is the type that con
tains a relay, detach leads from
terminals 1, 2, and 3 as shown in
Figure 19. Then detach screws 4
and 5 and remove relay from regu
lator case.
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3. If the regulator is of the type that
contains no relay or after the relay
has been removed, detach screws 6
and 7 and lift circuit board, heat
sink and terminal assembly from the
regulator case (Fig. 19).
4. To aid in reassembly, note the insu
lation between the output transistor
and the heat sink, and the insulators
separating the heat sink from the
circuit board (Fig. 20).
5. Remove the transistor mounting
screws and separate the transistor
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Figure 20— Heat sink and circuit board
assembly.
and heat sink and insulators from the
circuit board.
6. To check the circuit board, visually
inspect all the copper traces for
opens. Shorts or grounds could be
caused by solder runs. Visually in
spect for these conditions also. Re
place panelboard, if necessary.
The component parts of the Voltage
Regulator Section of the assembly are
identified in Figure 21 (for “ B” suffix
regulators refer to Figure 21A). The sche
matic diagram is shown in Figure 22 (for
"B ” suffix regulators refer to Figure
22A) and the symbols are numerically

keyed to the actual parts reproduced in
Figure 21.
An ohmmeter having a IV 2 volt cell,
which is the type usually found in service
stations, is recommended for the check
ing of transistors and parts on the circuit
board for defects.
If a component part on the panelboard
is found to be faulty, it should be re
placed before proceeding with the re
maining checks. A 25 watt soldering gun
is recommended and a 60% tin 40% lead
solder should be used when resoldering.
Avoid excessive heat which may damage
the circuit board traces. Never use an
acid core solder, in order that future
corrosion might be avoided.
In all of the following checks, connect
the ohmmeter as described and then
reverse the leads for a second reading
unless otherwise directed:
7. In order to check the component

parts on the circuit board, it is nec
essary to carefully unsolder the spe
cific connections shown in Figure 23
(for “ B” suffix regulators refer to
Figure 23A): Keep heat from the sol
dering gun at a minimum and direct
ly concentrated on the solder joint
to prevent the excessive heat from
curling the copper traces on the
circuit board.
8. Filter Capacitor, Part 8, Figure 23
(for "B ” suffix regulators refer to
Figure 23A): If both ohmmeter read
ings are zero, the capacitor is de
fective. Visually inspect for open
soldered connections and broken
leads. To assemble a new capacitor
properly, note the location of the
identifying mark in Figure 21.
NOTE: Some regulator models do not
have this capacitor as a part of the
circuit.
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Figure 21— Component parts of circuit board.
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Figure 21A— Component parts of circuit board.
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Figure 22A— Schematic diagram.
1. Thermistor.
2. Zener diode.
3. Capacitor.
4. Driver transistor.
5. Field discharge diode.
6. Output transistor.
7. Back bias diode.
8. Transient suppression diode.
R l. Voltage Divider Resistor
R2. Potentiometer
R3. Voltage Divider Resistor
R4. Emitter-Base Resistor
R5. Output-Base Resistor

UNSOLDER
THERMISTOR

9. Transient Suppression Diode, Part
9, Figure 23 (for “ B” suffix regula
tors refer to Figure 23A): If the two
ohmmeter readings are identical, the
diode is faulty. NOTE: Not all regu
lators of this type contain a tran
sient suppression diode.
10. Back Bias Diode or Resistor, Part
10, Figure 23 (for “ B" suffix regula
tors refer to Figure 23A): Replace
the diode if both readings are zero,
if both readings are infinite, or if
both readings are identical. NOTE:
Not all regulators of this type con
tain a back bias diode. In some
models, a resistor is used. If this be
the case, connect ohmmeter as
shown in Part 10, Figure 23 and note
reading. An infinite or near infinite
reading indicates that the resistor
is open and should be replaced.
11. Field Discharge Diode, Part 11, Figure
23 (for "B ” suffix regulators refer
to Figure 23A): Replace the diode if
both readings are zero, if both read
ings are infinite, or if both readings
are identical.
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Figure 23A— Checking components.
12. Emitter-Base Resistor, Part 12, Figure
23: NOTE: Regulators with a "B ” suf
fix do not have this resistor as a part
of the circuit. Connect ohmmeter as
shown. If the reading is infinite, the
resistor is open and must be re
placed.
13. Output-Base Resistor, Part 13, Figure
24 (for “ B” suffix regulators refer
to Figure 24A): If one reading is in
finite or nearly infinite or if both
readings are infinite or nearly infi
nite, the resistor is open.
14. Driver Transistor, Part 14, 14A, 14B,
Figure 24 (for “ B” suffix regulators
refer to Figure 24A): If both readings
in Step 14 are zero or if both read
ings are very low and identical, the
transistor is shorted and must be
replaced. Similarly, if both readings
in Step 14A or 14B are zero or very
low and identical, the transistor is
shorted.
If both readings in Step 14 or 14B
are infinite or if both readings are
very high and identical, the transistor
is open and must be replaced.
15. Output Transistor, Part 15, Figures
25 and 26: In Figure 25, if both read-

ngure 25— Checking transistor
for shorts.
ings in Step 1 are zero, or if both
readings are very low and identical,
the transistor is shorted. Similarly, if
both readings in Step 2 or Step 3
are zero or very low and identical,
the transistor is shorted.
Figure 24— Checking components.

In Figure 26, if both readings in Step
1 are infinite, or if both readings are
very high and identical, the transis
tor is open. Similarly, if both read
ings in Step 2 are infinite or very
high and identical, the transistor is
open.
Replacing any of the above components
after the checking procedure, should not
affect the voltage setting. If any of the
following components are replaced after
the checking procedure, the section en
titled "Voltage Setting Procedure” must
be used to ensure a proper voltage
setting since the setting will be affected
by the change in components.

16. Zener Diode, Part 16, Figure 24 (for
“ B” suffix regulators refer to Figure
24A): If both readings are infinite or
if both readings are identical, re
place the diode.
17. Thermistor, Part 17, Figure 24 (for
“ B” suffix regulators refer to Figure
24A): Connect the ohmmeter as
shown in Figure 24. If the reading is
infinite, the thermistor is open and
should be replaced.
18. Voltage Divider Resistor R l, Part 18,

Figure 24 (for “ B” suffix regulators
refer to Figure 24A): If one reading is
infinite or nearly infinite, or if both
readings are infinite or nearly in
finite, the resistor is open and
should be replaced.
19. Voltage Divider Resistor R3, Part 19,
Figure 24 (for “ B” suffix regulators
refer to Figure 24A): If one reading
is infinite or nearly infinite, or if
both readings are infinite or nearly
infinite, the resistor is open and

should be replaced.
20. Potentiometer, Part 20 and 20A,
Figure 24 (for "B” suffix regulators
refer to Figure 24A): If one reading
is infinite or nearly infinite when
connected as shown in Part 20, the
potentiometer is open and must be
replaced.
If one reading is infinite or nearly
infinite as shown in Part 20A, the
potentiometer is open and must be
replaced.

II. RELAY CHECKING
The first check of the relay should be
made by connecting an ohmmeter across
the upper and lower terminals shown in
Figure 27. An infinite reading indicates
an open shunt coil and the relay should
be replaced. Remove ohmmeter before
next check.
Specifications for relays contained with
in this type regulator are covered in the
proper Delco-Remy Regulator Specifica
tion Bulletin. Only one check is required
—the closing voltage of the relay.
Voltage Setting—To check the closing
voltage setting, proceed as follows:
1. Connect a battery, 50 ohm variable
resistor and voltmeter as shown in
Figure 27.

2. Starting with
all resistance
turned “ in,"
s l o w l y de
crease re s is 
tance.
3. No t e voltage
at which the
r e l a y points
close.
4. If the voltage
at which th e
relay closed is
not w i t h i n
s p e c i f ication limits,
th e
relay
should be re
placed.

RELAY BASE

Figure 27— Relay checking.

III. VOLTAGE SETTING PROCEDURE
After changing any of the components
enumerated in Steps 16, 17, 18, 19 or 20
of the “ Component Checking” section
the setting procedure described below
must be used. This is necessary because
of the difference in operating character
istics and production tolerances between
the existing component within the regu
lator and its replacement part. The vol
tage setting of the regulator must be
precise in order that safe system voltage
might be maintained by the regulator
and that it will meet published specifica
tions for future testing.

Internal Adjustm ent Type Regulators
After all tests have been completed and
the regulator has been reassembled ex-

cept for the bottom cover plate, connect
the generator, regulator, and battery as
required per Figures 3, 4, 5, or 6. A test
ammeter should be placed between the
battery post and the battery lead. In
crease generator speed until a stabilized
voltage setting is reached. A carbon pile
load may be required across the battery
posts to obtain this amount of current.
The test voltmeter should be connected
between the regulator No. 3 terminal and
ground.
The regulator voltage should be set at
14.4 volts* by means of turning the "ad
justing screw” shown in Figure 16. Vol
tage will require readjustment every five
minutes to the 14.4 volts* level until
such time that the voltage becomes

stable. Normally, 15 or 20 minutes will be
required for this process. The regulator
is now set and the cover plate can be re
assembled.

External Adjustm ent Type Regulators
If any of the components enumerated in
Steps 17, 18, or 19 are replaced, the
lever of the potentiometer should be
removed before the regulator is reassem
bled. To remove the lever carefully apply
the soldering iron to the lever as shown
in Figure 21. Remove lever from other
side of the circuit board while heat is
being applied.
If the potentiometer is replaced, mount
it on the circuit board. Do not insert the

potentiometer lever. Using a small screw
driver, adjust the center portion of the
potentiometer so that the potentiometer
is set in the middle position.
After all tests have been completed and
the regulator has been reassembled ex
cept for the bottom cover plate and the
potentiometer lever, connect the gen
erator, regulator, and battery as required
per Figures 3, 4, 5, or 6. A test ammeter
should be placed between the battery
post and the battery lead. Drive genera
tor at 6,000 r.p.m. with an electrical load
of 15 or 20 amperes. A carbon pile resis
tor may be required across the battery
posts to obtain this amount of current.
The test voltmeter should be connected

between the regulator No. 3 terminal and
ground.
The regulator voltage should be set at
14.4 volts* by means of turning the
center portion of the potentiometer.
Voltage will require readjustment every
five minutes to the 14.4 volts* level until
such time that the voltage becomes
stable. Normally, 15 or 20 minutes will be
required for this process. The regulator
is now set and the circuit board, heat
sink and terminal assembly should be
removed from the regulator case.
Insert lever into the potentiometer so
that it will mate to the middle position of
the adjusting slots in the regulator case

when reassembled (as shown in Figure
23). Then use a soldering iron to melt
the adjustment lever into the poten
tiometer. Reassemble regulator assem
bly into the case and attach cover plate.

*This voltage is based on the assump
tion that the regulator is being set on a
test bench at normal room tempera
ture. In the event that the regulator
is being adjusted on a vehicle engine,
ambient temperatures will be consider
ably higher. Therefore, voltage should
be set .1 volt lower than the middle of
the range given in the “Voltage Table”
on page 10 for the actual measured
temperature. As examples, the setting
at 105°F temperature would be 14.0
volts and at 125°F—13.8 volts.
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F ig u re 1— T y p ic a l tra n sisto r reg u lato r.

The transistor regulator illustrated in Figure 1
and Figure 2 is an assembly composed princi
pally of transistors, diodes, capacitors, and re
sistors. These components form a completely
static electrical unit containing no moving parts.
The function of the regulator in the charging
circuit is to limit the generator voltage to a pre
set value by controlling the generator field cur
rent.
The voltage at which the generator is limited is
determined by the regulator adjustment. Once
adjusted, the generator voltage remains prac
tically unchanged, since the regulator is rela
tively unaffected by such factors as length of
service, changes in tem perature, or by changes
in generator output and speed.
Transistor regulators of the type illustrated
may be used in any one of six different charg
ing circuits and with different types of Delcotron® generators. The type circuit used is the
choice of the vehicle m anufacturer. Each of these
six circuits listed below, three negative ground
and three positive ground, is shown on the fol
lowing pages, along with a brief explanation of
operating principles. Insulated circuits are iden

tical to those illustrated, except wiring is sub
stituted for ground returns.
A. These circuits use separate light and field re
lays. The light relay winding is connected to
the battery when the switch is closed.
1. Negative ground circuit (Fig. 3)
2. Positive ground circuit (Fig. 4)
B. These circuits also use separate light and
field relays and are identical to Figures 3 and
4, except the light relay winding is connected
to the “R” term inal on the generator.
1. Negative ground circuit (Fig. 5)
2. Positive ground circuit (Fig. 6)
C. These circuits use a single combination light
and field relay.
1. Negative ground circuit (Fig. 7)
2. Positive ground circuit (Fig. 8)
For a more detailed description of the operating
principles of typical transistor regulator circuits,
refer to Delco-Remy Training Chart Manual
DR-5133L, entitled “Transistor Regulators.”
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PANEL BOARD ASSEMBLY

Figure 2— U nderneath side of regulator with bottom
plate rem oved. Arrows identify panel m ounting screws.

OPERATING PRINCIPLES
A. Circuits containing light relay and field relay
with light relay connected to the b attery :
The negative ground circuit shown in Figure
3, and the positive ground circuit shown in
Figure 4, can be identified by the use of two
separate relays with an indicator light—the
INDICATOR

field relay and the indicator light relay. An
ammeter may be employed in this type of cir
cuit instead of an indicator light, in which
case the indicator light relay is not used.
In the negative ground circuit illustrated in
Figure 8, when the switch is closed and the
engine is not running, the indicator lamp
lights because its circuit from the battery is
completed to ground through the indicator
light relay contacts, which are normally
closed. Also with this switch closed, the wind
ing on the field relay is energized. This causes
the field relay contacts to close, which con
nects the winding on the indicator light relay
to the battery. If the battery has been charged
recently and is not loaded, the indicator light
relay contacts may separate, causing the light
to go out. Thus, the light will flash on and
then go out when the switch is closed. How
ever, if the battery is in a discharged condi
tion or has been standing for some time w ith
out being charged, the light will not go out
until the higher voltage from the generator
causes the light relay contacts to separate.
If the charging system should fail to operate
properly, the system voltage will decrease,
the relay contacts will close, and the lamp
will light to indicate trouble in the circuit.
If the light stays on for more than 10 min
utes with the engine running at moderate
or high speed, trouble in the system is indi
cated.
REGULATOR

Figure 3— Negative ground circuit with light relay w inding connected to
battery when switch is closed.
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F igure 4— Positive ground circuit with light relay winding connected to
battery when switch is closed.

W ith the field relay contacts closed and the
engine not running, generator field current
can be traced from the battery through the
relay contacts to the regulator “POS” term i
nal. Current then continues through diode
D-l and transistor TR-1 to the regulator
“FLD” terminal, and then through the gen
erator field winding to ground, completing
the circuit back to the battery.
When the generator begins to operate, a.c.
voltages are induced in the stator windings.
These voltages are changed, or rectified, to a
d.c. voltage which appears at the output, or
“BAT,” terminal on the generator. The gen
erator then supplies current to charge the
battery and operate vehicle accessories.
As generator speed increases, the voltage
reaches the pre-set value and the components
in the regulator cause transistor TR-1 to
alternately “turn off” and “turn on” the gen
erator field voltage. The regulator thus oper
ates to limit the generator output voltage to
the pre-set value.
In the positive ground circuit shown in Fig
ure 4, when the switch is closed and the en
gine is not running, field current can be traced
from the battery positive ground to generator
ground, and then to the regulator “POS” ter
minal. The current continues through diode

D-l and transistor TR-1 to the regulator
“FLD” terminal, and then through the field
winding and field relay contacts back to the
battery, thus completing the circuit. Except
for this prim ary difference, this circuit oper
ates in the same m anner as that described for
the negative ground circuit in Figure 3.
B. Circuits containing light relay and field relay
with light relay connected to generator:
These two circuits (Figs. 5 and 6) are identi
cal to the circuits in Figures 3 and 4, except
the winding on the indicator light relay is
connected to the “R” term inal on the gener
ator instead of to the term inal on the field
relay. In this type of circuit, the indicator
light relay contacts will not separate to cause
the light to go out until the generator is in
operation. If the generator should fail to
operate properly, the relay contacts will close
and the lamp will light to indicate trouble in
the circuit.
C. Circuits with a combination light and field
relay:
The negative ground circuit shown in Figure
7, and the positive ground circuit shown in
Figure 8, are identified by a resistor con
nected in parallel with the indicator light
and by a single relay which serves as a com
bination light and field relay.

INDICATOR

REGULATOR

to “ R ” term inal on generator.

In Figure 7, with the switch on and the engine not running, current flows from the battery through the switch and indicator light
INDICATOR

and resistor to the “POS” term inal on the
regulator. The current continues through
diode D-l and transistor TR-1 to the regulaREGULATOR

Figure 6— Positive ground circuit with light relay winding connected
to “ R ” term inal on generator.
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F igure 7— Negative ground circuit with com bination light and field relay,

tor “FLD” terminal, and then through the
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fore the engine is started, the indicator light
is on, and the generator field winding is energized.
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When the engine is started and the generator
begins to operate, a.c. voltages are induced
in the stator windings. These voltages are
changed, or rectified, by the six diodes to a
d.c. voltage which appears at the generator
output, or “BAT,” terminal.
As the generator operates, current flows from
the “R” term inal to the winding on the com
bination light and field relay. The relay con
tacts close, connecting both sides of the indi
cator light to the battery. The light then goes
out, indicating the generator is operating.
When the relay contacts are closed, generator
field current flows from the generator or bat
tery through the relay contacts to the “POS”
terminal on the regulator, and then through
the regulator and field winding as before.
This by-passes the indicator light and re
sistor to provide full current through the
field winding.
As generator speed increases, the output
voltage reaches the pre-set value, and the
components in the regulator cause transistor
TR-1 to alternately “turn off” and “turn on”
the generator field voltage. The regulator
thus operates to limit the generator output
voltage to the pre-set value.
In the positive ground circuit shown in Fig
ure 8, with the switch on and the engine not
running, field current can be traced from the
battery positive ground to generator ground,
and then to the regulator “POS” terminal.
The current continues through diode D -l and
transistor TR-1 to the regulator “FLD” ter
minal, and then through the field winding,
indicator lamp and resistor, and switch back
to the battery, thus completing the circuit.
Except for this prim ary difference, this cir
cuit operates in the same m anner as that
described for the negative ground circuit in
Figure 7.

fer to Delco-Remy Service Bulletin 1G-186 or
1G-187 to determine the correct service bulletin
for a particular model generator if the bulletin
number is unknown.
The following test procedures apply to all six
circuits, including insulated circuits which are
identical to those illustrated except wiring is
substituted for ground returns. These circuits, as
outlined in the “Operating Principles” sections,
are identified as follows:
Figures 3 and 4 — These circuits use separate
light and field relays. The light relay winding is
connected to the battery when the switch is
closed.
Figures 5 and 6 — These circuits are identical
to Figures 3 and 4, except the light relay wind
ing is connected to the “R” term inal on the
generator.
Figures 7 and 8 — These circuits use a single
combination light and field relay.
To analyze the system make sure all connections
between the battery, junction block, and gen
erator, (leads marked A in the wiring dia
gram s), are clean and tight. Then remove the
wiring harness connector from the regulator,
and connect the adapter between the wiring
harness connector and the regulator.

POS

ANALYZING CHARGING
SYSTEM TROUBLES
In order to check these circuits, it is necessary to
use an adapter at the regulator. This adapter
is available from various automotive-type supply
outlets, including United Motors Service under
Packard Cable Test Adapter Catalog No. 1303.
Note that the test leads on the adapter are of
three different lengths, and the following illustra
tions show these lead lengths.
If the trouble is located in the generator during
the test procedures, refer to the applicable DelcoRemy Service Bulletin 1G-251, 1G-252, 1G-253,
1G-271 or 1G-272 for corrective procedures. Re

VOLTMETER

uun
W IRING

HARNESS

Figure 10— U nderneath side of com bination light and
field relay (U sed in Figures 7 and 8 ).

When the trouble is found, it is not necessary to
make further checks; however, it is often ad
visable to complete all checks to insure that no
other troubles exist.

TEST PROCEDURES

IMPORTANT: Observe the following test pro
cedures exactly. Do not deviate. Improper con
nections and procedures may instantly damage
the equipment.
If the regulator is found to be defective, it must
be replaced or repaired as covered beginning on
page 12.
If the battery condition is satisfactory, but the
indicator light behavior is abnormal, begin with
Step H, Page 10. If the battery is undercharged
or overcharged, begin with Step A.
A. To check the field or combination relay, pro
ceed as follows.
1. Connect a voltmeter to the test adapter as
shown in Figure 9.
2. Make sure the switch is off.
3. If the voltmeter reads battery voltage,
the field relay contacts (Figs. 3, 4, 5 and
6), or combination light and field relay
contacts (Figs. 7 and 8), are stuck closed,
and the relay must be replaced. If the
voltmeter reads zero, proceed to Step 4 if
it applies and then to Step 5, otherwise
go direct to Step 5.
4. For the circuits in Figures 7 and 8 only,
connect a jum per lead between the No. 1
and No. 3 term inals on the combination
light and field relay. The terminals are
identified in Figure 10. Slide prods into
the connector body to make connections.
Leave this jum per lead connected for all

test procedures through Part E, except
where noted otherwise.
5. Turn the switch on.
6. If the voltmeter reads battery voltage,
proceed to P art B.
7. If the voltmeter reads zero for circuits in
Figures 3, 4, 5 and 6, check for excessive
resistance or an open in leads A, B, C, D, J,
and K and in the switch. If the leads and
switch are satisfactory, replace the relay.
8. If the voltmeter reads zero for circuits in
Figures 7 and 8, there is excessive re
sistance or an open in leads A, B, C, and D.
B. To check the field circuit, proceed as follows.
1. Connect a voltmeter to the test adapter as
shown in Figure 11.
2. Turn the switch on.
3. If the voltmeter reads about 1 or 2 volts
less than battery voltage, proceed to P art
C, Page 9, entitled “Check the generator
for specified output as follows.”
4. If the voltmeter reads zero volts the reg
ulator is defective and must be replaced
or repaired. IM PORTANT: The regu
lator defect may have been caused by a
defective generator field. Check the field
as follows before installing the new regu
lator.

VOLTMETER
DDD

WIRING HARNESS
Figure 11— V oltm eter connections to test adapter.
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F ig u r e 12— O h m m e te r co nn ectio n s to test ad ap ter.

a. Turn the switch off and disconnect the
battery ground strap.
b. Disconnect the adapter from the regu
lator.
c. Connect an ohmmeter to the adapter as
shown in P art 1, Figure 12.
d. If the ohmmeter reads high, there is an
open, or excessive resistance in the
field winding, or in lead E (negative
ground circuits) or leads E and F (pos
itive ground circuits).
e. If the ohmmeter reads low for negative
ground circuits, the winding is shorted
or grounded.
f. If the ohmmeter reads low for positive
ground circuits, the winding is shorted.
g. To check the winding in positive ground
circuits for grounds, connect the ohm
meter as shown in P art 2, Figure 12.
If the reading is less than the specified
value, the winding is grounded.
N O TE: The specified resistance value
can be determined by dividing the volt
age by the current given in Delco-Remy

Service Bulletin 1G-186 or 1G-187.
Since the reading is taken through the
adapter, leads, brushes and slip rings,
the ohmmeter reading on a good field
winding will be slightly higher than the
specified value. This is true because the
specified value is for an ohmmeter read
ing directly across the slip rings.
h. Disconnect ohmmeter and reconnect
the battery ground strap.
5. If the voltmeter reads battery voltage, the
regulator is shorted and must be replaced
or repaired, or the generator field winding
is open or grounded. Check as follows:
a. To check the field, turn the switch off
and disconnect the battery ground
strap.
b. Disconnect the adapter from the regu
lator.
c. Connect an ohmmeter to the adapter
as shown in P art 1, Figure 12.
d. If the ohmmeter reads high, there is an
open, or excessive resistance in the field
winding, or in lead E (negative ground
circuits) or leads E and F (positive
ground circuits).
e. If the ohmmeter reads low for negative
ground circuits, the winding is shorted
or grounded.
f. If the ohmmeter reads low for positive
ground circuits, the winding is shorted.
g. To check the winding in positive
ground circuits for grounds, connect
the ohmmeter as shown in P art 2, Fig
ure 12. If the reading is less than the
specified value, the winding is grounded.
N O TE: The specified resistance value
can be determined by dividing the volt
age by the current given in Delco-Remy
Service Bulletin 1G-186 or 1G-187.
Since the reading is taken through the
adapter, leads, brushes and slip rings,
the ohmmeter reading on a good field
winding will be slightly higher than the
specified value. This is true because the
specified value is for an ohmmeter read
ing directly across the slip rings.
h. Disconnect ohmmeter and reconnect
the battery ground strap.
i. To check the regulator, connect a volt
meter as shown in Figure 9 and operate
the engine at moderate speed. If the
voltage is uncontrolled and increases
with speed to values above the speci
fied setting range, replace the regula
tor.

D. Excessive resistance in the sensing circuit,
consisting of leads B, C, and D and the regu
lator, can cause an overcharged battery or
light flicker. If the trouble is not battery
overcharge, or light flicker, proceed to Part
E. Otherwise proceed as follows.
la. For negative ground systems, connect a
voltmeter as shown in P art 1 and P art 2
in Figure 13.
b. For positive ground systems, connect a
voltmeter as shown in P art 1 and P art 2
in Figure 14.
c. For the circuits in Figures 7 and 8 only,
remove the jumper lead from the combin
ation light and field relay. Then connect a
jum per lead from the insulated battery
post to the No. 2 terminal on the light and
field relay. (Fig. 10) Disconnect lead after
60 seconds to prevent overheating.
2. Turn on switch but do not start engine.
3. If the two voltmeter readings total more
than .3 volt, check for excessive resistance
in leads B, C, and D, which can cause an
overcharged battery. If these leads are

F igure 13— V oltm eter connections to test adapter for
negative ground circuits only.

C. Check the generator for specified output as
follows:
1. Connect an ammeter in the circuit at the
output or “BAT” terminal on the gen
erator.
2. Connect a voltmeter to the adapter as
shown in Figure 9.
3. Turn on the switch.
4. Operate the generator at specified speed,
and check for rated output as given in
Delco-Remy Service Bulletin 1G-186 or
1G-187. Load the battery with a carbon
pile or with accessories if needed to obtain
rated output. If the generator does not
provide rated output, repair per the ap
propriate Delco-Remy Service Bulletin.
Reinstall on the vehicle, connect an am
meter in the circuit at the generator
“BAT” term inal as before, and proceed to
Step D.

Figure 14— V oltm eter connections to test ad apter for
positive ground circuits only.

satisfactory, the field relay contacts (Fig
ures 3, 4, 5 and 6), and the combination
light and field relay contacts (Figures 7
and 8), may have excessive resistance. In
this case replace the relay.
4. Remove the jum per lead connected from
the battery post to the No. 2 term inal on
the light and field relay (Figures 7 and 8),
and then reconnect the jum per lead to the
No. 1 and No. 3 terminals on the combina
tion light and field relay. (Fig. 10)
E. A voltage setting not tailored to meet vehicle
requirements can result in an undercharged
or an overcharged battery. To adjust the
voltage setting, proceed as follows:
1. Connect a voltmeter to the adapter as
shown in Figure 9.
2. Connect an ammeter in the circuit at the
output or “BAT” term inal on the gen
erator.
3. Turn all accessories off.
4. Operate generator at approximately 3000
r.p.m.
5. The generator output should be at least 10
amperes below the rated generator output
for this check. Example: If generator
rated output per Bulletin 1G-186 or 1G187 is 60 amperes, to adjust the voltage
setting the output should be 50 amperes
or less.
6. To adjust voltage setting, remove plug
(Fig. 1) and turn slotted adjusting but
ton inside regulator.
AIR GAP
(CHECK WITH POINTS
JUST TOUCHING)

CONTACT BRACKET
MOUNTING SCREW
(LOOSEN TO SET AIR GAP)

TO ADJUST
POINT OPENING
BEND UPPER
ARMATURE STOP

POINT OPENING
(CHECK WITH ARMATURE HELD DOWN)

Figure 16— Checking and adjusting point opening.

7. For an undercharged battery, raise volt
age setting by turning one notch and then
check for an improved battery condition
after a service period of reasonable length.
(NOTE: A fter two notches in each di
rection, there is a positive stop).
8. For an overcharged battery, lower voltage
setting by turning one notch and then
check for an improved battery condition
after a service period of reasonable length.
(NOTE: A fter two notches in each direc
tion, there is a positive stop.)
9. If the regulator cannot be adjusted to a
value within the specified range as given
in Bulletin 1R-186 or 1R-187, replace the
regulator.
NOTE : If repeated regulator failures are
experienced on the vehicle, but no defects
are found, a shorted, grounded, or open
generator field winding, or grounded leads,
of an interm ittent nature should be sus
pected.
F. Disconnect the jum per lead from the combi
nation light and field relay (Figures 7 and 8).
G. If the indicator light now operates normally,
no further checks are needed. The following
sections describe normal indicator light be
havior.
H. With the switch on and the engine not run
ning, normal indicator light behavior is as
follows.

1. In Figures 3 and 4, the light may be on, or
it may flash on at the instant the switch
is closed and then go out. Either condition
is normal. However, if the light fails to
flash on, check for excessive resistance in
the switch and leads J and H. If satisfac
tory, either the bulb is burned out, or the
indicator light relay contacts have exces
sive resistance.
2. In Figures 5 and 6 the light should be on.
If it is not, check for excessive resistance
in the switch and in leads J and H. If
satisfactory, either the bulb is burned out,
or the indicator light relay contacts have
excessive resistance.
3. In Figures 7 and 8, the light should be on.
If it is not, check for excessive resistance
in the switch and in leads J and H. If
satisfactory, replace the bulb.
I. With the switch on and the engine running,
normal indicator light behavior is as follows.
1. In Figures 3 and 4, the light may remain
on at slow speeds with the battery dis-

F igure 17— Connections for checking relay
closing voltage.

charged or loaded. This is normal. How
ever, if the light fails to go out after a 10
minute engine run at moderate or high
speed, replace the indicator light relay,
or repair as covered in the following sec-,
tion.
2. In Figures 5, 6, 7, and 8, the light should
be out. If it is not, replace the light relay.
J. If the switch is off but the light is on (Figs.
7 and 8 only), check for a shorted diode in
the generator. This can cause a run-down bat
tery with or without vehicle operation.

INDICATOR LIGHT RELAY
(Type Used in Figures 3 and 4)

Specifications for relays of this type are covered
in Delco-Remy Service Bulletin 1R-186 and 1R187. Three checks and adjustm ents are required:
air gap, point opening, and voltage setting. If the
voltage setting can be properly adjusted, the air
gap and point opening need not be checked.
Air Gap — Measure the air gap between the
arm ature and core with the points just touching,
d.All r?lay leads must be disconnected.) If ad
justm ent is necessary, hold the arm ature down
against the gauge and adjust the upper contact
support so the contacts are aligned squarely and
just touch when the contact support screws are
tightened. See Figure 15.
Point Opening — Check the point opening with
the arm ature held down against the upper arm a
ture stop. (All relay leads must be disconnected.)
To adjust the point opening, bend the upper
arm ature stop. (Fig. 16)
Voltage Setting — To check the voltage setting,
proceed as follows:
1. Connect a 25 ohm variable resistor in the cir
cuit at the “BAT” term inal on the relay, and
a voltmeter from the “BAT” term inal to
ground. See Figure 17.
2. Turn variable resistor to full “off” or no
resistance position.
3. Operate the generator at moderate speed. The
relay contacts should be open. If they are not,
and the generator is supplying rated voltage,
turn the adjusting screw (Fig. 18) until the
contacts separate.
Slowly increase resistance, and note voltage
at which the contacts close.

5. Then decrease resistance, and note voltage
at which contacts open.
6. To adjust the closing voltage, turn the adjust
ing screw as shown in Figure. 18.
7. To adjust the opening voltage, decrease the
air gap adjustm ent (Fig. 15) to decrease the
voltage spread between closing and opening
voltage.
CAU TIO N: When turning the adjusting screw,
always make final setting by turning the screw
clockwise. This insures that the springholder will
?>e up against the head of the screw. A fter turn
ing screw counterclockwise, pry holder up
Against screw head, then turn clockwise to make
setting.
After making settings, turn off switch, then turn
switch on, repeat Steps 4 and 5 and read final
settings.

REGULATOR REPAIR

To check the regulator for defective components,
proceed as follows:
1. Remove the bottom plate from the regulator.
(Fig. 2)
2. Remove the three panel board attaching
screws identified by arrows (Fig. 2), and lift
the assembly from the housing.
3. To aid in reassembly, note any identifying
markings on the two transistors and their re
spective locations on the panel board and heat
sink assembly. (Fig. 19)

HEAT

POWER
TRANSISTOR (TR-1)

DRIVER
TRANSISTOR (TR-2)

Figure 19— Panel board and heat sink assem bly.

4. Note the insulators between the transistors
and the heat sink, and the insulators separat
ing the heat sink from the panel board. (Fig.
19)
5. Remove the transistor attaching screws, and
separate the transistors and heat sink from
the panel board.
VOLTAGE
DIVIDER
RESISTOR

POTENTIOMETER
(R-4)
FIELD
DISCHARGE

VOLTAGE
DIVIDER
RESISTOR

ADJUSTING SCREW
(TURN TO ADJUST SETTING)

ADJUSTING

(R-5)

FEED-BACK
CAPACITOR (C-l)

ZENER
DIODE (D-2)
DRIVER
COLLECTOR
RESISTOR (R-l)

EMITTER BASE
RESISTOR (R-2)
SUPPRESSION
DIODE (D-4)
-----FILTER
CAPACITOR (C-2)

Figure 20— Identification o f com ponent parts
(P aris keyed to Figs. 3-8).
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F ig u r e 2 1 — C h e c k in g com ponents.

W ith the transistors separated from the assem
bly, an ohmmeter may be used to check the tran
sistors and components on the panel board for
defects. An ohmmeter having a IV2 volt cell,
which is the type usually found in service sta
tions, is recommended. The low range scale on
the ohmmeter should be used.
If a component part on the panel board is found
to be faulty, it should be replaced before pro
ceeding with the remaining checks. A 25 watt
soldering gun is recommended, and a 60% tin
40% lead solder should be used when re-soldering. Avoid excessive heat which may damage the
panel board. Chip away any epoxy involved, and
apply new epoxy which is commercially available.
The component parts are identified in Figures
19 and 20, with the symbols also shown in Fig
ures 3 -8 .
■In order to check the panel board assembly, it is
■necessary to unsolder the emitter-base resistor
■at location No. 1 or location No. 2 as shown in
■Figure 21. Earlier production regulators used a
■wire-wound emitter-base resistor soldered at lo■cation No. 1, and later regulators use a solid re■sistor soldered at location No. 2.
In all of the following checks, connect the ohm
meter as shown and then reverse the ohmmeter
leads to obtain two readings.
Feed-Back Capacitor, P art A, Fig. 21: If both
readings are zero, the capacitor is defective.
Visually inspect for open soldered connections
and broken leads.
Filter Capacitor, P art B, Fig. 21: If both read
ings are zero, the capacitor is defective. Visually
inspect for open soldered connections and broken
leads. To assemble a new capacitor properly, note

the location of the
identifying mark in
Figure 20.
Suppression Diode, P art C, Fig. 21: If the two
readings are identical, the diode is faulty.
Zener Diode, P art D, Fig. 21: Replace the diode
if both readings are zero, if both readings are
infinite, or if both readings are identical.
Back-Bias Diode, P art E, Fig. 21: Replace the
diode if both readings are zero, if both readings
are infinite, or if both readings are identical.
Field-Discharge Diode, P art F, Fig. 21: Replace
the diode if both readings are zero, if both read
ings are infinite, or if both readings are identical.
Driver-Collector Resistor, P art A, Fig. 22: If
both readings are infinite, the resistor is open.
Voltage-Divider Resistor R-3, P art B, Fig. 22: If
one reading is infinite or nearly infinite, or if both
readings are infinite or nearly infinite, the re
sistor is open.
Voltage Divider Resistor R-5, P art C, Fig. 22: If
one reading is infinite or nearly infinite, or if
both readings are infinite or nearly infinite, the
resistor is open.
Potentiometer, P arts D and E, Fig. 22: If one
reading is infinite or nearly infinite in P art D,
the potentiometer is open. If both readings are
infinite in P art E, the potentiometer is open.
NOTE: When installing a new potentiometer
mount on the panel board, and turn the potenti
ometer adjustm ent to the middle position. Then,
after all tests have been completed and the unit
has been reassembled as shown in Figure 19, con
nect to a generator and adjust the potentiometer
to 14 volts. Then, with the adjusting lever in the
vertical position (Fig. 19) use a soldering iron to
melt the adjusting lever into the potentiometer.
CHECKING
DRIVER-COLLECTOR
RESISTOR

CHECKING
POTENTIOMETER

CHECKING
VOLTAGEDIVIDER
RESISTOR R-3

CHECKING
VOLTAGEDIVIDER
RESISTOR R-5

CHECKING
POTENTIOMETER

TRANSI STOR RE GUL AT OR S

Emitter-Base Resistor (Ohmmeter Check Not Il
lustrated) : Since this resistor has been unsold
ered from the panel board at one end, merely
connect an ohmmeter across the resistor — an
infinite reading indicates an open. Replace if de
fective. If not defective, resolder to the panel
board.
Driver and Power Transistors, Fig. 23: If both
readings in Step 1 are zero, or if both readings
are very low and identical, the transistor is
shorted. Similarly, if both readings in Step 2, or
in Step 3, are zero or very low and identical, the
transistor is shorted.
Driver and Power Transistors, Fig. 24: If both
readings in Step 1 are infinite, or if both readings
are very high and identical, the transistor is
open. Similarly, if both readings in Step 2 are
infinite or very high and identical, the transistor
is open.
Reassembly and Final Check
During assembly, coat with silicone grease both
sides of the flat insulators used between the
transistors and heat sink, and also the heat sink
on the side on which the transistors are mounted.

CHECKING TRANSISTOR CHECKING TRANSISTOR
FOR SHORTS
FOR OPENS

Figure 23— C hecking
transistor.

Figure 24— C hecking
transistor.

The silicone grease which is available commer
cially, increases heat conduction and thereby
provides better cooling.
After the regulator has been reassembled, the
voltage setting should be checked and adjusted
if necessary as covered in Section E, Page 10.

TWO-UNIT TYPE VOLTAGE REGULATOR
(MODEL 1119507 AND 1119515)
M ake

.................................................................................................................................

D elco -R em y

D elco -R em y

1119507

1119515

0 .0 1 5

0 .0 1 5

M o d e l .................................................................................................................................
F ie ld R e la y
A ir G a p (In .) ( a ) ...............................................................................................
Po in t O p e n in g ( I n . ) .........................................................................................

0 .0 3 0

0 .0 3 0

3 .8 - 7 .2

1 .5 -3 .2

......................................................................

0 .0 6 7

0 .0 6 7

Point O p e n in g ( I n . ) .........................................................................................

0 .0 1 4

0 .0 1 4

V o lt a g e C h a r t ....................................................................................................

N o .l

N o .l

C lo s in g V o lt a g e R a n g e

..............................................................................

V o lt a g e R e g u la to r
A ir G a p (In .) (A p p ro x .) (b )

(a ) T o le ra n c e Plus or M inus 2 0 %
(b) M a k e F in a l A d ju stm ent a s Per Text

TEMPERATURE — VOLTAGE CHART* NO. 1
Degrees F ...............................................................................

65

85

105

125

145

165

185

Voltage Setting.......................................................................

1 3 .9 -1 5 .0

13 .8 -14 .8

1 3 .7 -1 4 .6

13 .5 -14 .4

1 3 .4 -1 4 .2

13 .2 -14 .0

1 3 .1 -13 .9

‘ Operation on lower contacts must be 0 .1 - 0 .4 Volt lower than on upper contacts.

TRANSISTORIZED TYPE VOLTAGE REGULATOR
(MODEL 1116374 AND 1116378)
M ake

................................................................................................................................. D elco -R em y

M o d e l .................................................................................................................................

D elco -R em y

1116374

1116378

4 .5 - 8 .0

2 .0 - 4 .0

N o. 2

N o. 2

F ie ld R e la y
C lo s in g V o lt a g e R a n g e

..............................................................................

V o lt a g e C h a rt ( a ) ............................................................................................
(a ) A llo w a b le R a n g e a t " O " Position of A d ju stin g Screw .

TEMPERATURE — VOLTAGE CHART NO. 2

Regulator ambient Temp (Deg. F.) ........................

65

85

105

125

145

165

185

Voltage Setting....................................................................

1 4 .1 -1 4 .8

1 3 .9 -1 4 .7

1 3 .7 -1 4 .5

1 3 .6 -1 4 .3

1 3 .4 -14 .2

13 .2 -1 4 .0

13 .1 -13 .8

FULL TRANSISTOR TYPE VOLTAGE REGULATOR
(MODEL 9000590)

M ake

..................................................................................................................................D elco -R em y

V o lt a g e S e t t i n g * .......................................................................................................

1 3 .7 - 1 4 .3

‘ A llo w a n c e R a n g e a t " O " Position o f A d ju stin g Screw .

FIELD RELAY UNIT SPECIFICATIONS

R e la y M o d el
M ake

................................................................................................................... 1 1 1 5 8 2 7

1115841

............................................................................................................................... .... D elco -R em y

A ir G a p a t C o r e (Points c lo se d ) ( I n . ) ................................................................ 0 .0 1 1 - 0 .0 1 8

D elco -R em y
0 .0 1 2

Point O p e n in g ( I n . ) ................................................................................................. .... 0 .0 2 0 - 0 .0 3 0 0 .0 1 5 - 0 .0 2 5
C lo sin g V o lt a g e R a n g e

...................................................................................... .... 2 .5 - 3 .5

7-8

S e a lin g V o lt a g e R a n g e

........................................................................................... 0.1 V o lt-

10 M a x .

a b o v e clo sin g

SERVICE TEST SPECIFICATIONS
DELCOTRON GENERATORS
SYSTEM GROUND

RATED HOT OUTPUT

All of the DELCOTRON generators listed are the
diode-rectified type. Battery polarity with respect
to the generator is, therefore, highly important for
the proper electrical hook-up that will not destroy
diodes. “N” indicates a negative battery ground
and “P” indicates a positive battery ground. Cau
tion: Do not polarize DELCOTRON generators.

Rated hot output of the DELCOTRON generator is
considered to be the maximum output at a specified
voltage with the generator tem perature stabilized
in an ambient tem perature of 80° F.. Note that
under this condition the generator tem perature will
be higher than 80° F.
W hen ambient tem perature is higher than 80° F.,
generator tem perature is also respectively higher.
The higher tem perature will re suit in lower ampere
output.

FIELD CURRENT (ROTOR CHECKS)

W hen field coils are checked at the voltage and
tem peratures specified, the acceptable range of
current flow is shown. The applicable service bul
letin describes in detail the procedure for the Field
Current test.

Delcotron
Generator
Model

Series

Type

1100057
1100071

10DN
10DN

151
150

1100080
1100081
1100487
1100497
1100542
1100543
1100544

27SI
27SI
10SI
10SI
10SI
10SI

200
200
100
100
100
100

10SI
10SI
10SI
10SI
10SI

100
100
100
100
100

10SI

100

1100559
1100560
1100573
1100597
1100639

10SI
10SI
10SI
10SI
10DN

100
100
100
100
100

1100688
1100689
1100693

10DN
10DN

100
100

10DN
10DN
10DN
10DN
10DN
10DN

100
100
100
100
100
100

10DN
10SI

1100545
1100546
1100547
1100548
1100554

GRD

Delco-Remy
Service
Bulletin

Rotation
Viewing
D.E.

N

1G-264

Either

4509

2.2-2.6

N
N

1G-264
1G-268

Either
Either

4500
4558

2.2-2.6
4.4-4.9

N
N
N
N
N

1G-268
1G-266

Either
Either

4559
4522

4.4-4.9

1G-266
1G-266

C
C
Either

4519
4533
4521

Either

1G-266
1G-266

Spec.
No.

Field Current
(80° F.)
Amps
Volts
Ohms

Rated
Not
Output*
(Amps)

12
12

4.6-5.4
4.6-5.4

12

2.4-2.7

12
12

2.4-2.7

4.0-4.5
4.0-4.5
4.0-4.5

12
12

2.6-3.0
2.6-3.0

12

2.6-3.0

63
42

4.0-4.5

2.6-3.0

25
58
69
55
61
37

4522

4.0-4.5

12

2.6-3.0

61

1G-266
1G-266
1G-266
1G-266

C

4531

32

4520
4521

12
12
12

2.6-3.0

C
Either
Either

4.0-4.5
4.0-4.5

2.6-3.0
2.6-3.0

55
42

1G-266

Either

N
N
N

1G-266
1G-266
1G-266

C
C
C

N
N
N
N

1G-266
1G-262
1G-262
1G-262
1G-262

C
CC
Either
Either

N
N
N
N
N
N

N
N

4.0-4.5
4.0-4.5

12

2.6-3.0

61

4.0-4.5

12

2.6-3.0

4.0-4.5
4.0-4.5
4.0-4.5

12
12
12

2.6-3.0
2.6-3.0
2.6-3.0

63
32

3395

4.0-4.5
2.2-2.6

12
12

2.6-3.0
4.6-5.4

3395
3396

2.2-2.6
2.2-2.6

4.6-5.4
4.6-5.4

2.2-2.6

12
12
12

61
37
37
42

4.6-5.4

37

12

4.6-5.4
4.6-5.4
4.6-5.4
4.6-5.4

42
61
37

4522
4533
4531
4520
4521
4522

55
42

Either
Either

3395
3394

N
N

1G-262
1G-262
1G-262

Either
Either

N
N

1G-262
1G-262

C
C

3396
4500
3395
3396

2.2-2.6

12
12
12
2

4.6-5.4

42

100
100

N
N

1G-262
1G-266

C
C

4500
4522

2.2-2.6
4.0-4.5

12
12

4.6-5.4

61

2.6-3.0

100
100
100

N

4521

N
N

1G-266
1G-262
1G-262

C
C
Either

3395
3395

4.0-4.5
2.2-2.6
2.2-2.6

12
12

2.6-3.0
4 .6 -5 4

61
42
37

1100838

10SI
10DN
10DN

12

4.6-5.4

37

1100839

10DN

100

N

1G-262

C

3396

2.2-2.6

12

4.6-5 4

42

1100842

10DN

100

N

1G-262

C

3395

2.2-2.6

12

4.6-5.4

42

1100695
1100696
1100750
1100794
1100795
1100796
1100825
1100833
1100834

2.2-2.6
2.2-2.6
2 .2 -2 6
2.2-2.6

32

Delcotron
Generator
Model

118

1100849
1100897
1100899
1100934
1100950
1101015
1101020
1101022
1101029
1102352
1102368
1102440
1102451
1102452
1102455
1102456
1102458
1102459
1102463
1102497
1102498
1102499
1102943
1102944
1102945
1117059t
1177078t
1117089t
1117090!
1117099+
1117115 t
1117122+
11171281

Series

Type

GRD

Delco-Remy
Service
Bulletin

10DN
10SI
10SI
10SI
10SI
27SI
27SI
27SI
27SI
10SI
10SI
10DN
10DN
10DN
10DN
10DN
10DN
10DN
10DN
10SI
10SI
10SI
10DN
10DN
10DN
30DN
30DN
30DN
30DN
30DN
40DN
40DN
40DN

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100B
100B
100B
100B
100B
100B
100B
100B
100
100
100
100
100
100
255
150
250
250
250
125
250
125

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

1G-262
1G-266
1G-266
1G-266
1G-266
1G-266
1 G-266
1 G-266
1 G-266
1G-266
1G-266
1G-262B
1G-262B
1G-262B
1G-262B
1G-262B
1G-262B
1G-262B
1G-262B
1G-266
1G-266
1G-266
1G-262
1G-262
1G-262
1G-253
1G-251
1G-253
1G-253
1G-253
1G-252
1G-253
1G-252

*At maximum operating speed.
tBrush spring tension 10 oz.

Rotation
Viewing
D.E.

C
Either
Either
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
Either
C
Either
C
Either
C
c

Either
Either
Either
C
Either
Either
Either
C
Either
Either

C
C

Either

C

Spec.
No.

4500
4522
4521
4519
4521
4525
4574
4525
4525
4522
4522
3395
3398
3395
4500
3395
3396
3396
4500
4522
4522
4521
3395
3396
4500
3313
3313
3313
3355
3355
3333
3383
3343

Field Current
f.)
Amps
Volts
Ohms

(80°

2.2-2.6
4 .0-4 .5
4.0 -4 .5
4 .0-4.5
4 .0-4 .5
4.4 -4 .9
4.4 -4 .9
4 .4 -4 .9
4 .4 -4 .9
4.0-4.5
4.0-4.5
2.2-2.6
2.8-3.2
2 .2 -2.6
2 .2 -2.6
2 .2 -2.6
2.2-2.6
2.2-2.6
2.2-2.6
4.0-4 .5
4.0 -4 .5
4.0 -4 .5
2.2-2.6
2.2-2.6
2.2-2.6
6-6.6
6-6.6
6-6.6
6-6.6
6-6.6
1.2-1.3
3.5-4.0
2.2-2.4

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

4.6-5.4
2.6-3.0
2.6-3.0
2.6-3.0
2 .6-3.0
2.4-2.7
2.4-2.7
2 .4-2.7
2.4-2.7
2.6-3.0
2.6-3.0
4.6-5.4
3.7-4.2
4.6-5.4
4.6-5.4
4.6-5.4
4.6-5.4
4.6-5.4
4.6-5.4
2.6-3.0
2.6-3.0
2.6-3.0
4.6-5.4
4.6-5.4
4.6-5.4
1.8-2.0
1.8-2.0
1.8-2.0
1.8-2.0
1.8-2.0
9.2-10
3.0-3.4
5.0-5.4

Rated
Not
Outpi
(Amp

61
61
42
37
42
80
100
80
80
61
61
37
63
37
61
37
42
42
61
61
61
42
37
42
61
60
60
60
85
85
105
140
130

Delcotron
Generator
Model

Series

Type

GRD

Delco-Remy
Service
Bulletin

Rotation
Viewing
D.E.

Spec.
No.

Field Current
(80° F.)
Amps
Volts
Ohms

Rated
Not
Output*
(Amps)

117136t

40DN

125

N

1G-252

C

3343

2 .2 -2 .4

12

5 .0 -5 .4

130

117137

40DN

125

N

1G-252

C

3343

2.2-2.4

12

5 .0 -5 .4

130

117139

40DN

255

N

1G-253

E ther

3383

3 .0 -3 .4

12

3 .5 -4 .0

140

117141

40SI

150

N

1G-285

E ther

4527

4 .0 -4 .5

12

2 .6 -3 .0

100

117142

40SI

150

N

1G-285

E ther

4528

4 .0 -4 .5

12

2 .6 -3 .0

145

117143

40SI

150

N

1G-285

E ther

4528

4 .0 -4 .5

12

2 .6 -3 .0

145

117147

40SI

150

N

1G-285

E ther

4528

4 .0 -4 .5

12

2 .5 -3 .0

105

117225

25SI

400

N

1G-275

E ther

4507

4 .1 -4 .5

12

2 .6 -2 .9

75

117231

25SI

400

N

1G-275

E ther

4507

4 .1 -4 .5

12

2 .6 -2 .9

75

119

117232

25SI

400

P

1G-275

E ther

4507

4 .1 -4 .5

12

2 .6 -2 .9

75

117241

25SI

400

N

1G-275

E ther

4507

4 .1 -4 .5

12

2 .6 -2 .9

75

117244

25SI

400

N

1G -275

E ther

4507

4.1 -4.5

12

2 .6 -2 .9

75

117251

25SI

400

N

1G -275

E ther

4507

4.1 -4.5

12

2 .6 -2 .9

75

117481

30SI/TR

400

N

1G-280

E ther

4567

3 .6 -4 .3

12

2 .7 -3 .3

90

117732

30SI

400

N

1G-280

E ther

4564

3.6-4.3

12

2.7-3.3

90

117754

20DN

150

N

1G-271

E ther

3349

4 .1 -4 .6

12

2.6 -2 .9

62

117756

20DN

250

N

1G-272

E ther

3349

4.1 -4.6

12

2 .6 -2 .9

62

117765

20DN

100

N

1G-271

E ther

3349

4.1 -4.6

12

2 .6 -2 .9

62

117777

20DN

250

N

1G-272

E ther

3349

4.1 -4.6

12

2.6 -2 .9

62

117780

20DN

155

N

1G-271

E ther

3351

2 .3 -2 .5

12

4.8 -5 .2

55

117781

20DN

255

N

1G-272

E ther

3349

4.1 -4.6

12

2 6 - 2 .9

62

117782

20DN

150

N

1G-271

E ther

3349

4.1 -4.6

12

2 .6 -2 .9

62

117787

20DN

155

N

1G-271

E ther

3349

4 .1 -4 .6

12

2 .6 -2 .9

62

GENERATOR TORQUE SPECIFICATIONS

units either for re p a ir or overhaul.

SERIES 20-DN/TYPE 250 DELCOTRON GENERATORS
Torque values a re :
H eat sink screws: 12-24 th read . . . . .......................................................................................................................................

35 ± 5 lb.

Output term inal nut: 12-24 t h r e a d ..........................................................................................................................................

35 — 5 lb.

..................................................................................................................................

15 ± 3 lb.

G round screw: 10-32 t h r e a d ......................................................................................................................................................

Field relay term inal nut: 8-32 thread

25 ± 5 lb.

Brush holder attaching screw: 8-32 t h r e a d ...........................................................................................................................

1 5 ± 3 lb.

C ap a cito r lead to heat sink screws: 10-24 th re a d ............................................................................................................

25 ± 5 lb.

End fram es to stator fram e screws: 1/4-28 t h r e a d ............................................................................................................

65 ± 5 lb.

Drive end retainer plate screws: 10-32 thread

.................................................................................................................

25 ± 5 lb.

Slip ring retainer p late screws: 8-32 t h r e a d ......................................................................................................................

15 ± 3 lb.

Screws for lead s from insualted brush holder to ground: 8-32 thread

15 ± 5 lb.

.................................................................

Brush holder cap screw: 8-32 t h r e a d .....................................................................................................................................

15 ± 3 lb.

C ap a cito r mounting screw: 8-32 t h r e a d ................................................................................................................................

15 — 3 lb.

Rotor shaft nut: 5/8-18 thread

..............................................................................................................................................

Mounting bolts: 7/16-14 thread

60 ± 10 lb.

..............................................................................................................................................

45 ± 5 lb.

Adjusting strap bolt: 3/8-16 thread .......................................................................................................................................

25 ± 5 lb.

SERIES 30-DN/TYPE 250 DELCOTRON GENERATORS
Diodes: 3/8-27 pipe t h r e a d ......................................................................................................................................................

175 ± 5 lb.

Thru-bolts: 10-32 t h r e a d ..............................................................................................................................................................

55 ± 5 lb.

Field term inals: 12-24 t h r e a d ...................................................................................................................................................

35 ± 5 lb.

G round screw: 1/4-20 thread

...................................................................................................................................................

Battery term inal nuts: 1/4-28 thread

50 ± 5 lb.

.....................................................................................................................................

50 ± 5 lb.

Phase term inal nuts: 10-32 t h r e a d .........................................................................................................................................

25 ± 5 lb.

H eat sink: 10-32 thread

..............................................................................................................................................................

B earin g retainer plate: 10-32 thread

..................................................................................................................................

25 ± 5 lb.
25 ± 5 lb.

C ap a cito r mounting screw: 1/4-20 thread ...........................................................................................................................

50 ± 5 lb.

Brush holder mounting screw: 1/4-20 t h r e a d ......................................................................................................................

50 ± 5 lb.

Brush le ad screws: 8-32 t h r e a d .................................................................................................................................................

15 ± 3 lb.

Rotor shaft nut: 5/8-18 t h r e a d .................................................................................................................................................

60 ± 10 lb

Mounting bolts: 7/16-14 t h r e a d .................................................................................................................................................

55 ± 5 lb

Adjusting strap bolt: 3/8-16 thread

25 ± 5 lb

.......................................................................................................................................

Since some thread-form ing screws a re used in some of the rep air packag es for these g en erators, the specifications for the
thread-form ing operation a re provided where a p p lic a b le . W hen the screw is tightened into an a lre a d y th re ad e d hole (as
in reassem bly), those specifications a re also provided. The torque provided for thread-form ing screws includes both the
torque for forming and the torque for clam pin g . The torque provided for reassem bly is only that required for clam pin g .

SERIES 25-SI/TYPES 4 0 0 AND 4 5 0 INTEGRAL C H A RG IN G SYSTEM
Torque values a re :
1. Rectifier cover plate attaching screw and lock washer
8-32 th re a d -fo rm in g ..............................................................................................................................................................
8-32 reassem bling ................................................................................................................................................................

38 ± 3 lb .-in .
26 ± 2 lb .-in .

2. Rectifier cover attaching screws
10-24 th re a d -fo rm in g ...........................................................................................................................................................
10-24 reassem bling ..............................................................................................................................................................

47 ± 4 lb .-in .
47 ± 4 lb .-in .

3. H eat sink attaching screw, lock w asher and insulator
8-32 th re a d -fo rm in g ..............................................................................................................................................................
8-32 reassem bling ................................................................................................................................................................

38 ± 3 lb .-in .
26 ± 2 lb .-in .

4 . Regulator attaching screw, lock w asher and washer
8-32 th re a d -fo rm in g ..............................................................................................................................................................
8-32 reassem bling ................................................................................................................................................................

38 ± 3 lb .-in .
26 ± 2 lb .-in .

5. Regulator lead to d io d e attaching nut
8-32 reassem bling

................................................................................................................................................................

26 ± 2 lb .-in .

6. G round lead to heat sink attaching screw
8-32 th re a d -fo rm in g ..............................................................................................................................................................
8-32 reassem bling .................................................................................................................................................................

38 ± 3 lb .-in .
26 ± 2 lb .-in .

7. Lead to regulator attaching screw and lock washer
8-24 th re a d -fo rm in g ..............................................................................................................................................................
8-24 reassem bling ................................................................................................................................................................

32 ± 2 lb .-in .
26 ± 2 lb .-in .

8. Regulator term inal stud nut
8-24 reassem bling

................................................................................................................................................................

26 ± 2 lb .-in .

9. R elay term inal p a ck ag e
8-24 reassem bling

................................................................................................................................................................

26 ± 2 lb .-in .

10. Output term inal p a ck ag e — fem ale
1/4-20 re a sse m b lin g ..............................................................................................................................................................

65 ± 5 lb .-in .

11. Output term inal p a ck ag e — 1 m ale (red 7/16-14 thread; 3/8-16 black)
re a s s e m b lin g ..................................................................................... ....................................................................................
12. Field coil and support attaching screw
10-24 reassem bling

110-130 lb .-in.

..............................................................................................................................................................

55 ± 5

..............................................................................................................................................................

55 ± 5 lb .-in.

lb .-in .

13. Thru-bolt
10-24 reassem bling

14. Drive end bearin g retainer attaching screw
10-24 reassem bling

..............................................................................................................................................................

55 ± 5 lb .-in .

5/8-18 reassem bling .............................................................................................................................................................

75 ± 5 lb.-ft.

15. Rotor shaft nut

16. Mounting bolts
1/2-13 reassem bling .............................................................................................................................................................

65 ± 5 lb.-ft.

17. Adjusting strap bolt
1/2-13 reassem bling .............................................................................................................................................................

65 ± 5 lb.-ft.

Torque values a re :
1 . Cover plate attaching screw and lock washer
8-32 th re a d -fo rm in g ..............................................................................................................................................................
8-32 reassem bling ................................................................................................................................................................

38 ± 3 lb .-in.
26 ± 2 lb .-in.

2. Rectifier brid g e term inals (nut & conical washer assembly)
8-32 thread reassem bling .................................................................................................................................................

18 ± 2 lb .-in.

3. C a p a cito r le a d and output terminal lead screw
8-32 th re a d -fo rm in g ..............................................................................................................................................................
8-32 reassem bling .................................................................................................................................................................

38 ± 3 lb .-in.
26 ± 2 lb .-in.

4 . Connector to rectifier bridge
8-32 th re a d -fo rm in g ..............................................................................................................................................................
8-32 reassem bling ................................................................................................................................................................

38 ± 3 lb .-in .
26 ± 2 lb .-in.

5. R egulator stud term inal
8-32 reassem bling

................................................................................................................................................................

26 ± 2 lb .-in.

6. R egulator mounting, fie ld coil, and diode trio screws
8-32 thread reassem bling ..................................................................... ...........................................................................

18 ± 2 lb .-in.

7. Rectifier b rid g e hold-down screws
8-32 thread reassem bling

.................................................................................................................................................

26 ± 2 lb .-in .

8 . C a p a cito r hold-down screw
8-32 th re a d -fo rm in g ..............................................................................................................................................................
8-32 reassem bling ................................................................................................................................................................

38 ± 3 lb .-in.
26 ± 2 lb .-in.

9. R elay terminal
3-32 thread reassem bling

.................................................................................................................................................

26 ± 2 lb .-in .

1/4-28 thread re a sse m b lin g ..............................................................................................................................................

60 ± 5 lb .-in .

10. Output terminal

11. Field coil and support assembly
10-24 thread reassem bling

..............................................................................................................................................

55 ± 5 lb .-in.

SERIES 40-SI/TYPE 150 INTEGRAL CHARGING SYSTEM
Torque values are:
1 . R elay term inal
8-32 thread reassem bling .................................................................................................................................................

26 ± 2 lb .-in .

2. C a p a cito r hold-down screw
8-32 th re a d -fo rm in g ..............................................................................................................................................................
8-32 reassem bling ................................................................................................................................................................

38 ± 3 lb .-in.
26 ± 2 lb .-in .

3 . Rectifier bridge hold-down screw
8-32 thread reassem bling ...................................................................................................................................................

26 ± 2 lb .-in.

4 . Connector to rectifier bridge
8-32 th re a d -fo rm in g .............................................................................................................................................................
8-32 reassem bling ................................................................................................................................................................

28 ± 3 lb .-in.
26 ± 2 lb .-in.

5. R egulator, brush ho ld er, and diode trio connector
8-32 thread reassem bling .................................................................................................................................................

26 ± 2 lb .-in.

6. R ectifier brid g e term inals
8-32 thread reassem bling

j

.................................................................................................................................................

*8 ± 2 lb .-in .

1/4-28 thread re a sse m b lin g ..............................................................................................................................................

60 ± 5 lb .-in .

7. Output terminal

8. Output term inal connector
8-32 th re a d -fo rm in g ..............................................................................................................................................................
8-32 reassem bling ................................................................................................................................................................

38 ± 5 lb .-in .
26 ± 2 lb .-in .

9. R etainer bracket pla<e
8-32 thread reassem bling .................................................................................................................................................

26 ± 2 lb .-in .

10. B earin g retainer p late
10-32 thread reassem bling

................................................................... ..........................................................................

50 ± 5 lb .-in .

..............................................................................................................................................

55 ± 5 lb .-in .

11. Thru-bolts
10-24 thread reassem bling
12. Rotor shaft nut
5/8-18 thread re a s s e m b lin g ...............................................................................................................................................

75 ± 5 lb.-ft.

13. Cover plate
8-32 th re ad -fo rm in g .............................................................................................................................................................
8-32 reassem bling ................................................................................................................................................................

38 ± 3 lb .-in .
26 ± 2 lb .-in .

14. Mounting bolts
1/2-13 thread re a s s e m b lin g ...............................................................................................................................................

65 ± 5 lb.-ft.

15. Adjusting strap bolt
1/2-13 thread r e a s s e m b lin g ..............................................................................................................................................

65 ± 5 lb.-ft.

Screw size and threads can be rea d ily checked by first measuring the diam eter of the screw or bolt over the threads with a
micrometer a n d , secondly, the number of threads per inch can be checked with a thread g a u g e or by counting the number
of threads per inch. The diam eter over the threads for the various size screws or bolts are :
# 8
#10
#12
1/4"
3/8"
7/16"
1/2"
5/8"

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

.1640
.1900
.2160
.2500
.3750
.4375
.5000
.6250

DIAGNOSIS OF GENERATOR (WITH TESTER J-26290)
(For use on either 10SI or 27SI series generators)

Chart 1
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CHECK
GENERATOR
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/
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TESTER

TESTER

I
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/
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GENERATOR
TW O -W IRE
HARNESS
CONNECTOR

GENERATOR
TW O -W IRE
HARNESS
CONNECTOR

RESULT
CONNECT TESTER
PER CH A R T 1
A BO VE EN G IN E OFF.
ALL A C C E S S O R I E S
OFF

R E P L A C E IF
NECESSARY
ADJUST
TENSIO N

HARNESS
GROUND
CONNECTOR

TESTER

fat

PROBLEM:
Charging System
Operation faulty

DETACH
TESTER
HARNESS
CONNECTOR
FROM
GENERATOR

GENERATOR
N T W O - W IR E
HARNESS
CONNECTOR

D ETAC H TW O-W IRE
GENERATOR
HARNESS
CONNECTOR
FRO M TESTER
CONNECT
VOLTMETER
F R O M #2 L E A D
TO G R O U N D

E N G I N E AT F A S T
IDLE. A L L L I G H T S
AND A C C E SSO R IE S
OFF

L IG H T
FLASHES

G O TO
STEP 4

L IG H T
OFF

G O TO
STEP 2

F LA SH IN G
L IG H T

D ISA SSE M B L E
GENERATOR.
REPLACE
REC T IFIE R
BR ID G E

L IG H T
OFF

G O TO
STEP 3

READS
BATTERY
VOLTAGE

REPLACE
D EFEC T IVE
TESTER

LI G H T
OFF

C H A R G IN G
S Y S T E M GOOD.
DO NOT
REMOVE
GENERATOR

LI G H T
ON

D IS A S S E M B L E
GENERATOR.
C H E C K DIODE
TRIO. S T A T O R .
A ND REC TIFIER
B R ID G E

LI G H T
FLA SH IN G

D ISA SSE M B L E
GENERATOR
CHECK BRUSHES.
SLIP RINGS.
R O T O R F IE LD C OIL
AND REGULATOR.
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